
 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

DISH TECHNOLOGIES L.L.C. and  

SLING TV L.L.C.,  

 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

 

UNIVISION COMMUNICATIONS INC.,  

 

Defendant. 

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

) 

 

 

 

C.A. No. __________________ 

 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL  

 

 

COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT 

Plaintiffs DISH Technologies L.L.C. and Sling TV L.L.C. (collectively, “DISH”) 

allege against Defendant Univision Communications Inc. (“Univision”) as follows: 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff DISH Technologies L.L.C. is a limited liability company 

organized and existing under the laws of the State of Colorado, with its principal place of 

business at 9601 South Meridian Boulevard, Englewood, Colorado 80112.  It provides 

innovation and technology services and products to, among others, the DISH Network® satellite 

pay TV service operated by DISH Network L.L.C. and the Sling TV® streaming pay TV service 

operated by Sling TV L.L.C. 

2. Plaintiff Sling TV L.L.C. is a limited liability company organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of Colorado, with its principal place of business at 9601 

South Meridian Boulevard, Englewood, Colorado 80112.  It operates the Sling TV service. 

3. On information and belief, Defendant Univision Communications Inc. is a 

corporation existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal place of business 

at 605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158.  Univision has appointed The Corporation Trust 
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Company, Corporation Trust Center, 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, Delaware 19801, as its 

agent for service of process. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

4. DISH asserts a claim for patent infringement against Univision arising 

under the patent laws of the United States, Title 35 of the United States Code.  Accordingly, this 

Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a). 

5. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Univision for at least the 

following reasons:  (1) Univision is incorporated in Delaware; (2) Univision has committed acts 

of patent infringement and contributed to and induced acts of patent infringement by others in 

this District; (3)Univision regularly does business or solicits business in this District; 

(4) Univision engages in other persistent courses of conduct and derives substantial revenue by 

offering and providing  infringing products and services in this District; and (5) Univision has 

purposefully established substantial, systematic, and continuous contacts with this District and 

should reasonably expect to be haled into court here by its offering and providing of infringing 

products and services in this District. 

6. Venue is proper in the District of Delaware under at least 28 §§ 1391(b), 

(c) and/or 1400(b).  Univision is incorporated in Delaware.  Additionally, the acts and 

transactions constituting the violations alleged herein occurred in part in this judicial district and 

Univision transacts business in this judicial district. 

THE ABS PATENTS 

7. On October 19, 2010, the United States Patent and Trademark Office 

(“PTO”) duly and lawfully issued United States Patent No. 7,818,444 (“the ’444 Patent”), 

entitled “Apparatus, system, and method for multi-bitrate content streaming.”  A true and correct 
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copy of the ’444 Patent is attached as Exhibit A.  All rights, title, and interest in and to the ’444 

Patent have been assigned to DISH Technologies L.L.C., which is the sole owner of the ’444 

Patent. 

8. On March 19, 2013, the PTO duly and lawfully issued United States 

Patent No. 8,402,156 (“the ’156 Patent”), entitled “Apparatus, system, and method for 

multi-bitrate content streaming.”  A true and correct copy of the ’156 Patent is attached as 

Exhibit B.  All rights, title, and interest in and to the ’156 Patent have been assigned to DISH 

Technologies L.L.C., which is the sole owner of the ’156 Patent. 

9. On June 30, 2015, the PTO duly and lawfully issued United States Patent 

No. 9,071,668 (“the ’668 Patent”), entitled “Apparatus, system, and method for multi-bitrate 

content streaming.”  A true and correct copy of the ’668 Patent is attached as Exhibit C.  All 

rights, title, and interest in and to the ’668 Patent have been assigned to DISH Technologies 

L.L.C., which is the sole owner of the ’668 Patent. 

10. On August 2, 2016, the PTO duly and lawfully issued United States Patent 

No. 9,407,564 (“the ’564 Patent”), entitled “Apparatus, system, and method for adaptive-rate 

shifting of streaming content.”  A true and correct copy of the ’564 Patent is attached as 

Exhibit D.  All rights, title, and interest in and to the ’564 Patent have been assigned to DISH 

Technologies L.L.C., which is the sole owner of the ’564 Patent. 

11. DISH Technologies L.L.C. has entered into an exclusive license with 

Sling TV L.L.C. and assigned all substantial rights in the above identified patents to Sling TV 

L.L.C., including the right to sue thereon. 

12. The claimed inventions in these patents are directed to various novel 

aspects and improvements to adaptive bitrate streaming (“ABS”) technology.  The ’444, ’156, 
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’668, and ’564 Patents (collectively, “the ABS Patents”) are currently in full force and effect.  

The patent application underlying the ’564 Patent is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application 

No. 11/116,783.  Each of the ’444, ’156, and ’668 Patents issued from patent applications that 

are continuations-in-part of U.S. Patent Application No. 11/116,783. 

BACKGROUND OF THE DISPUTE 

MOVE IS A PIONEER OF ADAPTIVE BITRATE TECHNOLOGY 

13. MOVE Networks, Inc. (“MOVE”) was the original owner of the ABS 

Patents.  Originally, Drew Major founded a company called XLon (renamed MOVE in 2006), 

which, in 2003, invented HTTP-based Adaptive Bitrate to improve the quality of streamed video 

content over the Internet.  While at MOVE, inventors David Brueck, Mark Hurst, and Drew 

Major (collectively, “the ABS Inventors”) observed that the Internet was fast becoming a 

preferred method for distributing live and recorded video to individuals even though content 

delivery over the Internet at the time was notoriously unreliable, expensive and inferior in quality 

compared to cable and satellite delivered content.  To access video content online, users were left 

with two mediocre choices:  (1) waiting for their content to download (which did not support 

immediate viewing of live content and often required the user to select the quality desired: LOW, 

MEDIUM or HIGH, which in turn determined how long the user had to wait before viewing); or 

(2) streaming live or recorded content, which often was unreliable (pausing to “buffer”) or only 

worked at low-resolution. 

14. The ABS Inventors knew that media streaming had not reached its full 

potential and that, through research and improvement, it was possible that streaming could rival 

the quality of cable and satellite delivered content.  The current state-of-the-art was unacceptable 

prior to the inventions disclosed in the patents-in-suit.  Often during playback, the streaming 
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technologies did a poor job selecting the video quality / resolution that the network bandwidth 

and reliability could support.  Most commercial systems, from companies like RealNetworks, 

Adobe, Microsoft, or Apple, were proprietary implementations based on public Internet 

standards (RTP/RTSP).  Common standards notwithstanding, the proprietary implementations 

were mutually incompatible.  They were expensive to deploy by the Content Delivery Networks 

(“CDNs”) and required many servers to scale to a large number of viewers.  In addition, these 

technologies often required custom server architectures and routing IT configurations to 

penetrate Internet firewalls.  The ABS Inventors recognized these shortcomings as an 

opportunity and developed a better solution. 

15. The ABS Patents’ specifications detail the need for improved data 

transport in content streaming.  Users will generally choose streaming over downloading because 

“they tend to want to see or hear the media files instantaneously.”  See, e.g., ’668 Patent, 

Exhibit C, at col. 1, ll. 48–50.  Unfortunately for protocols at the time, “[s]treaming offers the 

advantage of immediate access to the content but currently sacrifices quality compared with 

downloading a file of the same content.”  See, e.g., id. col. 1, lines 51–53.  The ABS Inventors 

observed that “a need exists for an [invention] that alleviates the problems of reliability, 

efficiency, and latency” encountered in currently available content streaming systems.  See, e.g., 

id. col. 2, ll. 39-41. 

16. To address these needs, the ABS Inventors came up with a novel solution:  

HTTP-based Adaptive Bitrate Streaming.  ABS segments the full content file into smaller units 

(“Streamlets”) in multiple bitrates and delivers them over HTTP / TCP, the underlying protocols 

used for reliably transmitting data over the Internet.  The ABS Inventors’ approach enables 

content delivery to adapt to the bandwidth available at any particular time, ensuring delivery of 
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the highest possible quality content throughout the course of the stream.  The playback client 

device continuously observes the quality of a user’s network connection and adjusts the 

requested quality of the streamed content.  The other RTP/RTSP-based technologies used a 

client / server architecture, where the server determined the bitrate to send to the client.  The 

other technologies also did not segment the content, usually delivering it as a continuous stream 

of bits or as a single large file.  Segmenting the content allows the playback device to easily 

change bitrates.  The result is that today, MOVE’s patented ABS technology allows Internet 

users to stream content from across the world in real time at the highest possible quality. 

17. The ABS Patents specifications describe how the MOVE inventors 

significantly improved the user viewing experience of streaming content data over a network:  

“[A] need exists for an apparatus, system, and method that alleviate the problems of reliability, 

efficiency, and latency [during data transport streaming over a network].  Additionally, such an 

apparatus, system, and method would offer instantaneous viewing along with the ability to fast 

forward, rewind, direct seek, and browse multiple streams.”  See, e.g., id. col. 2, ll. 37–43. 

18. One unconventional but fundamental improvement described in the ABS 

patents is the creation of sets of streamlets from the original large content file, where a plurality 

of streamlets in each set are aligned by starting time and duration (typically a few seconds) but 

have different bitrates.  Contiguous playback of the streamlets independently yields playback of 

the full content.  The common alignment of the streamlets in each set allows a playback device to 

select one quality of streamlet from a particular set, and, as needed to adjust for changing 

bandwidth resources, to select a different quality of streamlet from the subsequent set.  When the 

bandwidth of the user’s network is constrained, the client can select a lower bitrate to maintain 

playback continuity instead of “buffering.”  This eliminates the need for users to download the 
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full content file before beginning playback.  Segmenting the media into streamlets enables users 

to retrieve and enjoy content at the most appropriate bitrate possible as the media is streamed.  It 

is also well suited for live stream playback. 

19. Another non-routine and revolutionary improvement described in the ABS 

patents is that the client controls switching between different bitrates.  The benefits of using an 

intelligent client to make the decisions and switch between different bitrate streamlets are two-

fold.  First, the client is in a better position to determine the appropriate streamlet by measuring 

the actual throughput of the network at its point of reception.  Second, moving the decision-

making to the client effectively eliminates the need for a customized video server.  Instead a 

standard web server can be employed to host all the content’s streamlets.  Streamlets are 

requested by a client using the standard HTTP/TCP protocol—the web standard upon which the 

Internet is built.  Custom IT configurations are unnecessary as the file requests operate on the 

same “port 80” as all web server requests.  Access to the segmented content can be scaled 

exponentially through the use of standardized web caches.  Together, these benefits represent a 

vast reduction in operating and publishing costs versus RTP/RTSP-based systems. 

20. The ABS Inventors’ improvements to streaming succeeded where others 

tried and failed.  During the late 1990s, established streaming companies, including 

RealNetworks, Adobe, Microsoft, and Apple, separately attempted to develop a successful 

multiple bitrate streaming platform by using proprietary implementations of the RTP/RTSP 

standards.  None of these systems succeeded at making bitrate switching consistently and 

actually work over the Internet. 
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ABS PATENTS SELL FOR $45 MILLION 

21. DISH and its affiliated companies are a leading provider of satellite TV 

and Internet streaming services, employing approximately 16,000 people and serving nearly 13 

million subscribers in the United States.  It is a leading investor and innovator in infrastructure 

and technologies that will meet the personalized needs of its increasingly diverse pool of 

customers.  Since its founding, DISH and its affiliated companies have invested millions in 

research and development and acquisition of novel technologies that will resolve long-felt 

problems and needs across its industry. 

22. As the public continues to increasingly rely on the Internet for its 

informational and entertainment needs, one such problem into which DISH and its affiliated 

companies have dedicated great time and resources is improving the quality of streaming media.  

The specific entities that implement and own the technology covered by MOVE’s patent 

portfolio have undergone significant evolution as these entities improve upon ABS and advance 

reliable delivery of high-resolution content over the Internet. 

23. DISH’s recent investments in ABS have already proven a success.  ABS is 

one of the primary contributors to Sling TV’s popularity.  Sling TV L.L.C. is DISH and its 

affiliated companies’ main Internet content provider, offering programming to numerous Internet 

streaming devices.  Since the launch of Sling TV in the beginning of 2015, Sling TV has grown 

to over two million subscribers, who are now receiving a video playback experience comparable 

to cable or satellite. 

UNIVISION’S PRODUCTS AND SERVICES INFRINGE THE ABS PATENTS 

24. Univision has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly 

infringing the ABS Patents. 
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25. On information and belief, Univision is a distributor of content via the 

Internet and more specifically a distributor of Spanish language content.  Exhibit E.  Since 2018, 

Univision makes, uses, sells, and offers for sale in the United States its own branded streaming 

channel whose products and services infringe the ABS Patents.  These infringing products 

include, without limitation, Univision NOW, the Univision app, and Univision Deportes services 

and related applications (“Univision NOW”). 

26. On information and belief, the Univision NOW service and related 

applications is a “digital video subscription service offering a live stream of Univision and 

UniMás and includes live sporting events, specials, series, and streams from local stations in 

select markets.  Subscribers can instantly watch programs from the past 3 days (72 hours) of the 

live stream using the program guide, and can watch hundreds of primetime and library shows on 

demand.”  Id.  The Univision and Univision Deportes services and related applications “offer 

viewers live streams / on demand content.”  Id.  Here is an example of the Univision NOW 

service and related applications using a desktop platform: 
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CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

COUNT I: INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 7,818,444 

DIRECT INFRINGEMENT 

27. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-26 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

28. On information and belief, Univision directly infringes, literally and/or 

under the doctrine of equivalents, at least claim 24 of the ’444 Patent, which recites: 

A method for multi-bitrate video and/or audio content streaming, 

the method comprising: 

capturing a single video; 

segmenting the single video and generating a plurality of 

sequential raw streamlets that collectively store data to playback 

the entire video and that individually store data to playback only a 

portion that starts at a unique time index and whose duration is less 

than the entire duration of the corresponding video; 

encoding each raw streamlet to generate, for each of said raw 

streamlets, a set including an encoded streamlet for each bitrate 

supported by the multi-bitrate content streaming, wherein each of 

the encoded streamlets in each of the sets is stored as a separate 

content file, wherein the encoded streamlets within each of the sets 

have the same time index as their corresponding raw streamlet 

such that the encoded streamlets of the same set independently 

yield on playback the same portion of the single video, wherein the 

separate content files within each of the sets are independently 

requestable by end user stations, and wherein shifts between the 

different bit rates are made at the time indexes during streaming of 

the single video; 

receiving requests from the end user stations over the Internet for 

different ones of the separate content files from different ones of 

the sets; and 

transmitting the requested ones of the separate content files to the 

requesting one of the end user stations, wherein each of the end 

user stations initiate each of the shifts between the different bit 

rates during streaming of the single video through a request for the 

separate content file storing a different bit rate one of the encoded 

streamlets for a subsequent one of the time indexes. 
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Univision NOW receives segments of selected video program for playback of programming over 

a network connection.  Univision NOW adapts requests for segments from a set of segments with 

the same content but varying quality based upon the quality of the network connection.  

Exhibit F to this Complaint is a claim chart that includes a more detailed infringement analysis of 

Univision NOW.
1
 

29. For many years, DISH has been a satellite carrier and through Sling TV 

has been an Over the Top (“OTT”) delivery company.  OTT refers to content delivered via the 

Internet rather than delivery via satellite or cable.  DISH carried Univision content for many 

years and as a content provider to DISH, Univision is well aware of DISH’s operations, and in 

particular, is well aware of DISH’s OTT service and technology including Sling TV.  Without 

disclosing the specifics of any DISH / Univision content agreement, DISH carried Univision 

licensed content on both its satellite and Sling TV services and paid Univision based on that 

carriage.  Thus, Univision is well aware that DISH has deployed an OTT system, since it charged 

DISH for the right to deliver Univision content on that system. 

30. On information and belief, only recently in May of 2018 did Univision 

began providing a competing OTT service.  In recent negotiations with DISH regarding future 

carriage of Univision content, Univision was put on notice of its infringement of the ABS Patents 

on July 25, 2018, and warned that further use required a license.  Subsequent to that warning, 

Univision continued to provide OTT service in the U.S. using the ABS technology claimed in the 

ABS Patents and continued to offer and maintained the same service that DISH warned was 

                                                 
1
  DISH notes that Exhibits F and H–I, see infra, are based exclusively on publicly available 

information, and without the benefit of any Court claim construction.  Accordingly, for each 

Count below, DISH reserves the right to supplement, amend or modify the analysis as warranted 

in light of additional facts, claim construction, or other developments.  DISH further reserves the 

right to add additional claims as the case progresses. 
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infringing.  Univision continues to provide Univision NOW with full knowledge and disregard of 

the ABS Patents, including the ’444 Patent. 

31. Univision possesses knowledge of, and is aware of, the ’444 Patent, or 

became aware of this patent at the time of filing this lawsuit. 

32. On information and belief, Univision intends to, and continues to intend 

to, directly infringe one or more claims of the ’444 Patent through the sale of Univision NOW. 

33. On information and belief, Univision knew or should have known of 

the ’444 Patent and its infringement of the ’444 Patent, or at least learned of it by way of the 

Complaint, and has acted and continues to act, in an egregious and wanton manner by infringing 

the ’444 Patent. 

34. On information and belief, despite knowing that its actions constituted 

infringement of the ’444 Patent and/or despite knowing that there was a high likelihood that its 

actions constituted infringement of the patent, Univision nevertheless continued its infringing 

actions, and continues to make, use, and sell Univision NOW. 

35. Univision’s acts of infringement have injured and damaged DISH and will 

continue to injure and damage DISH. 

36. Univision’s actions have caused DISH to suffer irreparable harm resulting 

from the loss of its lawful patent rights and the loss of its ability to exclude others from the 

market.  Upon information and belief, Univision will continue these infringing acts unless 

enjoined by this Court. 

INDIRECT INFRINGEMENT BY INDUCEMENT 

37. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-36 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 
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38. Univision is liable for inducing infringement of the ’444 Patent under 

35 U.S.C. § 271(b) by having knowledge of the ’444 Patent and knowingly causing or intending 

to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause or intend to cause, direct infringement of the ’444 

Patent, with specific intent, by its customers. 

39. Specifically, Univision actively induces infringement of the ’444 Patent 

by, inter alia, training its customers on the use of Univision NOW and/or promotion and/or sales 

of Univision NOW including Univision NOW, the Univision app, and Univision Deportes 

services and related applications to Univision’s customers including users and subscribers for 

implementing adaptive-rate content streaming as claimed in the ’444 Patent. 

40. Univision’s customers directly infringe the ’444 Patent by using Univision 

NOW. 

41. For example, Univision actively induces infringement of the ’444 Patent, 

because Univision has knowledge that Univision NOW customers including users and 

subscribers use Univision’s infringing Univision NOW service in the United States, and because 

Univision encourages such acts resulting in direct patent infringement, by, inter alia, training, 

promotion, and/or sales of Univision NOW to customers for their use of adaptive-rate content 

streaming as claimed in the ’444 Patent.  See Exhibit E (answering questions such as, “How do I 

starting watching live TV?” and “What devices can I use to stream Univision NOW?”) (last 

visited Jan. 24, 2019). 

42. On information and belief, Univision intends to, and continues to intend 

to, indirectly infringe the ’444 Patent through inducement of the use of Univision NOW. 

43. The adaptive-rate content streaming technology market is a small and 

well-defined market with a few major players, including Apple, Microsoft, Adobe, and DISH, 
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since its acquisition and continuing development of MOVE’s patent portfolio.  On information 

and belief, as a provider of streamed content, Univision monitored developments of adaptive-rate 

content streaming technology, including DISH’s ABS technology and knew, or at the very least, 

should have known, about the issuance of the ’444 Patent. 

44. On information and belief, Univision knew or should have known of the 

’444 Patent, as explained in Paragraphs 29–30, and has acted, and continues to act, in an 

egregious and wanton manner by infringing the ’444 Patent. 

45. On information and belief, despite knowing that its actions constituted 

inducement infringement of the ’444 Patent and/or despite knowing that there was a high 

likelihood that its actions constituted inducement infringement of the patent, Univision 

nevertheless continued its infringing actions, and continues to make, use, and sell Univision 

NOW. 

46. Univision continues to provide Univision NOW with full knowledge and 

disregard of the ABS Patents, including the ’444 Patent. 

47. Univision’s acts of induced infringement have injured and damaged DISH 

and will continue to injure and damage DISH. 

48. Univision’s actions have caused DISH to suffer irreparable harm resulting 

from the loss of its lawful patent rights and the loss of its ability to exclude others from the 

market.  Upon information and belief, Univision will continue these infringing acts unless 

enjoined by this Court. 

INDIRECT INFRINGEMENT BY CONTRIBUTORY INFRINGEMENT 

49. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-48 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 
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50. Univision is liable for contributory infringement of the ’444 Patent under 

35 U.S.C § 271(c) by having sold or offered to sell, and continuing to sell or offer for sale 

Univision NOW within the United States because Univision NOW constitutes a material part of 

the invention embodied in the ’444 Patent, which Univision knows to be especially made and/or 

especially adapted for use in infringement of the ’444 Patent, and which is not a staple article or 

commodity of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. 

51. Univision is liable for contributory infringement by having knowledge of 

the ’444 Patent and knowingly causing or intending to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause 

or intend to cause, direct infringement of the ’444 Patent by its customers including users and 

subscribers who use Univision NOW. 

52. Specifically, Univision contributes to infringement of the ’444 Patent by, 

inter alia, promotion, and/or sales of the infringing accused products and services to Univision’s 

customers including users and subscribers for their use of adaptive-rate content streaming as 

claimed in the ’444 Patent.  Those customers directly infringe the ’444 Patent by using Univision 

NOW. 

53. For example, Univision is liable for contributory infringement by having 

knowledge of the ’444 Patent, as explained in Paragraphs 29–30, and knowingly causing or 

intending to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause or intend to cause, Univision NOW 

customers including users and subscribers to directly infringe the ’444 Patent by using Univision 

NOW in the United States. 

54. The adaptive-rate content streaming technology market is a small and 

well-defined market with a few major players, including Apple, Microsoft, Adobe, and DISH, 

since its acquisition and continuing development of MOVE’s patent portfolio.  On information 
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and belief, as a provider of streamed content, Univision would have monitored developments of 

adaptive-rate content streaming technology, including DISH’s ABS technology and knew, or at 

the very least, should have known, about the issuance of the ’444 Patent. 

55. Univision continues to provide Univision NOW with full knowledge and 

disregard of the ABS Patents, including the ’444 Patent. 

56. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’444 Patent has and will 

continue to irreparably harm DISH. 

57. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’444 Patent has and will 

continue to cause DISH damages. 

58. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’444 Patent, upon 

information and belief, has been knowing and willful. 

COUNT II: INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 8,402,156 

DIRECT INFRINGEMENT 

59. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-58 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

60. On information and belief, Univision directly infringes, literally and/or 

under the doctrine of equivalents, at least claim 15 of the ’156 Patent, which recites: 

A method for adaptive-rate content streaming videos for playback 

on a content player on an end user station, the method comprising: 

receiving a selected one of the videos for generating streamlets for 

adaptive-rate content streaming; and 

creating a plurality of different copies of the same selected video, 

wherein each of the different copies is encoded at a different bit 

rate and is divided into a plurality of streamlets that collectively 

store data to playback the entire video but that individually store 

data to playback only a portion that starts at a unique time index 

and whose duration is less than the entire duration of the selected 
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video, wherein the time indexes of the streamlets are the same for 

the different copies such that streamlets with the same time indexes 

form the different copies independently yield the same portions of 

the selected video, and wherein each of the streamlets of each of 

the pluralities is a separate content file that is independently 

playable by the end user station to thereby allow the end user 

station to initiate shifts in playback quality during streaming of the 

selected video through requests for separate content files storing 

different playback qualities of the encoded streamlets for 

subsequent ones of the time indexes. 

Univision NOW receives segments of selected video program for playback of programming over 

a network connection.  Univision NOW adapts requests for segments from a set of segments with 

the same content but varying quality based upon the quality of the network connection.  

Exhibit G to this Complaint is a claim chart with a more detailed infringement analysis of 

Univision NOW. 

61. Univision possesses knowledge of, and is aware of, the ’156 Patent, or 

became aware of this patent at the time of filing this lawsuit. 

62. On information and belief, Univision intends to, and continues to intend 

to, directly infringe one or more claims of the ’156 Patent through the sale of Univision NOW. 

63. On information and belief, Univision knew or should have known of the 

’156 Patent and its infringement of the ’156 Patent, or at least learned of it by way of the 

Complaint, and has acted and continues to act, in an egregious and wanton manner by infringing 

the ’156 Patent. 

64. On information and belief, despite knowing that its actions constituted 

infringement of the ’156 Patent and/or despite knowing that there was a high likelihood that its 

actions constituted infringement of the patent, Univision nevertheless continued its infringing 

actions, and continues to make, use, and sell Univision NOW. 
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65. Univision’s acts of infringement have injured and damaged DISH and will 

continue to injure and damage DISH. 

66. Univision’s actions have caused DISH to suffer irreparable harm resulting 

from the loss of its lawful patent rights and the loss of its ability to exclude others from the 

market.  Upon information and belief, Univision will continue these infringing acts unless 

enjoined by this Court. 

INDIRECT INFRINGEMENT BY INDUCEMENT 

67. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-66 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

68. Univision is liable for inducing infringement of the ’156 Patent under 

35 U.S.C. § 271(b) by having knowledge of the ’156 Patent and knowingly causing or intending 

to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause or intend to cause, direct infringement of the ’156 

Patent, with specific intent, by its customers. 

69. Specifically, Univision actively induces infringement of the ’156 Patent 

by, inter alia, training its customers on the use of Univision NOW and/or promotion and/or sales 

of Univision NOW including Univision NOW, the Univision app, and Univision Deportes 

services and related applications to Univision’s customers including users and subscribers for 

implementing adaptive-rate content streaming as claimed in the ’156 Patent. 

70. Univision’s customers directly infringe the ’156 Patent by using Univision 

NOW. 

71. For example, Univision actively induces infringement of the ’156 Patent, 

because Univision has knowledge that Univision NOW customers including users and 

subscribers use Univision’s infringing Univision NOW service in the United States, and because 
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Univision encourages such acts resulting in direct patent infringement, by, inter alia, training, 

promotion, and/or sales of Univision NOW to customers for their use of adaptive-rate content 

streaming as claimed in the ’156 Patent.  See Exhibit E (answering questions such as, “How do I 

starting watching live TV?” and “What devices can I use to stream Univision NOW?”) (last 

visited Jan. 24, 2019). 

72. On information and belief, Univision intends to, and continues to intend 

to, indirectly infringe the ’156 Patent through inducement of the use of Univision NOW. 

73. The adaptive-rate content streaming technology market is a small and 

well-defined market with a few major players, including Apple, Microsoft, Adobe, and DISH, 

since its acquisition and continuing development of MOVE’s patent portfolio.  On information 

and belief, as a provider of streamed content, Univision monitored developments of adaptive-rate 

content streaming technology, including DISH’s ABS technology and knew, or at the very least, 

should have known, about the issuance of the ’156 Patent. 

74. On information and belief, Univision knew or should have known of the 

’156 Patent, as explained in Paragraphs 29-30, and has acted, and continues to act, in an 

egregious and wanton manner by infringing the ’156 Patent. 

75. On information and belief, despite knowing that its actions constituted 

inducement infringement of the ’156 Patent and/or despite knowing that there was a high 

likelihood that its actions constituted inducement infringement of the patent, Univision 

nevertheless continued its infringing actions, and continues to make, use, and sell Univision 

NOW. 

76. Univision continues to provide Univision NOW with full knowledge and 

disregard of the ABS Patents, including the ’156 Patent. 
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77. Univision’s acts of induced infringement have injured and damaged DISH 

and will continue to injure and damage DISH. 

78. Univision’s actions have caused DISH to suffer irreparable harm resulting 

from the loss of its lawful patent rights and the loss of its ability to exclude others from the 

market.  Upon information and belief, Univision will continue these infringing acts unless 

enjoined by this Court. 

INDIRECT INFRINGEMENT BY CONTRIBUTORY INFRINGEMENT 

79. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-78 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

80. Univision is liable for contributory infringement of the ’156 Patent under 

35 U.S.C § 271(c) by having sold or offered to sell, and continuing to sell or offer for sale 

Univision NOW within the United States because Univision NOW constitutes a material part of 

the invention embodied in the ’156 Patent, which Univision knows to be especially made and/or 

especially adapted for use in infringement of the ’156 Patent, and which is not a staple article or 

commodity of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. 

81. Univision is liable for contributory infringement by having knowledge of 

the ’156 Patent and knowingly causing or intending to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause 

or intend to cause, direct infringement of the ’156 Patent by its customers including users and 

subscribers who use Univision NOW. 

82. Specifically, Univision contributes to infringement of the ’156 Patent by, 

inter alia, promotion, and/or sales of the infringing accused products and services to Univision’s 

customers including users and subscribers for their use of adaptive-rate content streaming as 
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claimed in the ’156 Patent.  Those customers directly infringe the ’156 Patent by using Univision 

NOW. 

83. For example, Univision is liable for contributory infringement by having 

knowledge of the ’156 Patent, as explained in Paragraphs 29-30, and knowingly causing or 

intending to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause or intend to cause, Univision NOW 

customers including users and subscribers to directly infringe the ’156 Patent by using Univision 

NOW in the United States. 

84. The adaptive-rate content streaming technology market is a small and 

well-defined market with a few major players, including Apple, Microsoft, Adobe, and DISH, 

since its acquisition and continuing development of MOVE’s patent portfolio.  On information 

and belief, as a provider of streamed content, Univision would have monitored developments of 

adaptive-rate content streaming technology, including DISH’s ABS technology and knew, or at 

the very least, should have known, about the issuance of the ’156 Patent. 

85. Univision continues to provide Univision NOW with full knowledge and 

disregard of the ABS Patents, including the ’156 Patent. 

86. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’156 Patent has and will 

continue to irreparably harm DISH. 

87. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’156 Patent has and will 

continue to cause DISH damages. 

88. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’156 Patent, upon 

information and belief, has been knowing and willful. 
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COUNT III: INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 9,071,668  

DIRECT INFRINGEMENT 

89. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-88 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

90. On information and belief, Univision directly infringes, literally and/or 

under the doctrine of equivalents, at least claim 16 of the ’668 Patent, which recites: 

A method executable by a content player on an end user device to 

obtain a stream of a selected video program for playback by the 

content player, the method comprising: 

requesting the stream of the selected video program via a network 

connection to a video server, wherein the video server accesses a 

plurality of different copies of the same selected video each 

encoded at a different bit rate and each divided into a plurality of 

segments that collectively store data to playback the entire video 

but that individually store data to playback only a portion that 

starts at a unique time index and whose duration is less than the 

entire playback duration of the selected video, wherein the time 

indexes of the segments are the same for the different copies such 

that the segments with the same time indexes from the different 

copies independently yield the same portions of the selected video, 

and wherein each of the segments of each of the pluralities is a 

separate content file that is independently playable by the end user 

device, wherein the requesting comprises the content player 

placing, for a set of sequential ones of the time indexes, segment 

requests over the network connection to the video server to thereby 

retrieve the separate segments from at least one of the different 

copies storing the portions of the single video according to the set 

of time indexes; 

receiving the separate segments from the video server at the 

content player via the network connection; and 

adapting subsequent segment requests placed by the content player 

to the video server based upon successive determinations by the 

content player to shift the playback quality to a higher or lower 

quality one of the different copies of the same selected video, 

wherein the shifts in playback quality occur at the time indexes. 
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Univision NOW receives segments of selected video program for playback of programming over 

a network connection.  Univision NOW adapts requests for segments from a set of segments with 

the same content but varying quality based upon the quality of the network connection.  

Exhibit H to this Complaint is a claim chart with a more detailed infringement analysis of 

Univision NOW. 

91. As explained in Paragraphs 29-30, Univision possesses knowledge of, and 

is aware of, the ’668 Patent, or became aware of this patent as a content provider to DISH and 

because Univision has received notice of infringement of the ’668 Patent. 

92. On information and belief, Univision intends to, and continues to intend 

to, directly infringe one or more claims of the ’668 Patent through the sale of Univision NOW. 

93. On information and belief, Univision knew or should have known of the 

’668 Patent and its infringement of the ’668 Patent, or at least learned of it by way of the 

Complaint, and has acted and continues to act, in an egregious and wanton manner by infringing 

the ’668 Patent. 

94. On information and belief, despite knowing that its actions constituted 

infringement of the ’668 Patent and/or despite knowing that there was a high likelihood that its 

actions constituted infringement of the patent, Univision nevertheless continued its infringing 

actions, and continues to make, use, and sell Univision NOW. 

95. Univision’s acts of infringement have injured and damaged DISH and will 

continue to injure and damage DISH. 

96. Univision’s actions have caused DISH to suffer irreparable harm resulting 

from the loss of its lawful patent rights and the loss of its ability to exclude others from the 
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market.  Upon information and belief, Univision will continue these infringing acts unless 

enjoined by this Court. 

INDIRECT INFRINGEMENT BY INDUCEMENT 

97. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-96 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

98. Univision is liable for inducing infringement of the ’668 Patent under 

35 U.S.C. § 271(b) by having knowledge of the ’668 Patent and knowingly causing or intending 

to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause or intend to cause, direct infringement of the ’668 

Patent, with specific intent, by its customers. 

99. Specifically, Univision actively induces infringement of the ’668 Patent 

by, inter alia, training its customers on the use of Univision NOW and/or promotion and/or sales 

of Univision NOW including Univision NOW, the Univision app, and Univision Deportes 

services and related applications to Univision’s customers including users and subscribers for 

implementing adaptive-rate content streaming as claimed in the ’668 Patent. 

100. Univision’s customers directly infringe the ’668 Patent by using Univision 

NOW. 

101. For example, Univision actively induces infringement of the ’668 Patent, 

because Univision has knowledge that Univision NOW customers including users and 

subscribers use Univision’s infringing Univision NOW service in the United States, and because 

Univision encourages such acts resulting in direct patent infringement, by, inter alia, training, 

promotion, and/or sales of Univision NOW to customers for their use of adaptive-rate content 

streaming as claimed in the ’668 Patent.  See Exhibit E (answering questions such as, “How do I 
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starting watching live TV?” and “What devices can I use to stream Univision NOW?”) (last 

visited Jan. 24, 2019). 

102. On information and belief, Univision intends to, and continues to intend 

to, indirectly infringe the ’668 Patent through inducement of the use of Univision NOW. 

103. The adaptive-rate content streaming technology market is a small and 

well-defined market with a few major players, including Apple, Microsoft, Adobe, and DISH, 

since its acquisition and continuing development of MOVE’s patent portfolio.  On information 

and belief, as a provider of streamed content, Univision monitored developments of adaptive-rate 

content streaming technology, including DISH’s ABS technology and knew, or at the very least, 

should have known, about the issuance of the ’668 Patent. 

104. On information and belief, Univision knew or should have known of the 

’668 Patent, as explained in Paragraphs 29-30, and has acted, and continues to act, in an 

egregious and wanton manner by infringing the ’668 Patent. 

105. On information and belief, despite knowing that its actions constituted 

inducement infringement of the ’668 Patent and/or despite knowing that there was a high 

likelihood that its actions constituted inducement infringement of the patent, Univision 

nevertheless continued its infringing actions, and continues to make, use, and sell Univision 

NOW. 

106. Univision continues to provide Univision NOW with full knowledge and 

disregard of the ABS Patents, including the ’668 Patent. 

107. Univision’s acts of induced infringement have injured and damaged DISH 

and will continue to injure and damage DISH. 
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108. Univision’s actions have caused DISH to suffer irreparable harm resulting 

from the loss of its lawful patent rights and the loss of its ability to exclude others from the 

market.  Upon information and belief, Univision will continue these infringing acts unless 

enjoined by this Court. 

INDIRECT INFRINGEMENT BY CONTRIBUTORY INFRINGEMENT 

109. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-108 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

110. Univision is liable for contributory infringement of the ’668 Patent under 

35 U.S.C § 271(c) by having sold or offered to sell, and continuing to sell or offer for sale 

Univision NOW within the United States because Univision NOW constitutes a material part of 

the invention embodied in the ’668 Patent, which Univision knows to be especially made and/or 

especially adapted for use in infringement of the ’668 Patent, and which is not a staple article or 

commodity of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. 

111. Univision is liable for contributory infringement by having knowledge of 

the ’668 Patent and knowingly causing or intending to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause 

or intend to cause, direct infringement of the ’668 Patent by its customers including users and 

subscribers who use Univision NOW. 

112. Specifically, Univision contributes to infringement of the ’668 Patent by, 

inter alia, promotion, and/or sales of the infringing accused products and services to Univision’s 

customers including users and subscribers for their use of adaptive-rate content streaming as 

claimed in the ’668 Patent.  Those customers directly infringe the ’668 Patent by using Univision 

NOW. 
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113. For example, Univision is liable for contributory infringement by having 

knowledge of the ’668 Patent, as explained in Paragraphs 29-30, and knowingly causing or 

intending to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause or intend to cause, Univision NOW 

customers including users and subscribers to directly infringe the ’668 Patent by using Univision 

NOW in the United States. 

114. The adaptive-rate content streaming technology market is a small and 

well-defined market with a few major players, including Apple, Microsoft, Adobe, and DISH, 

since its acquisition and continuing development of MOVE’s patent portfolio.  On information 

and belief, as a provider of streamed content, Univision would have monitored developments of 

adaptive-rate content streaming technology, including DISH’s ABS technology and knew, or at 

the very least, should have known, about the issuance of the ’668 Patent. 

115. Univision continues to provide Univision NOW with full knowledge and 

disregard of the ABS Patents, including the ’668 Patent. 

116. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’668 Patent has and will 

continue to irreparably harm DISH. 

117. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’668 Patent has and will 

continue to cause DISH damages. 

118. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’668 Patent, upon 

information and belief, has been knowing and willful. 

COUNT IV: INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 9,407,564 

DIRECT INFRINGEMENT 

119. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-118 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 
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120. On information and belief, Univision directly infringes, literally and/or 

under the doctrine of equivalents, at least claim 8 of the ’564 Patent, which recites: 

A method executable by an end user station to present rate-

adaptive streams received via at least one transmission control 

protocol (TCP) connection with a server over a network, the 

method comprising; 

streaming, by a media player operating on the end user station, a 

video from the server via the at least one TCP connection over the 

network, wherein multiple different copies of the video encoded at 

different bit rates are stored as multiple sets of files on the server, 

wherein each of the files yields a different portion of the video on 

playback, wherein the files across the different copies yield the 

same portions of the video on playback, and wherein each of the 

files comprises a time index such that the files whose playback is 

the same portion of the video for each of the different copies have 

the same time index in relation to the beginning of the video, and 

wherein the streaming comprises: 

requesting by the media player a plurality of sequential files of one 

of the copies from the server based on the time indexes; 

automatically requesting by the media player from the server 

subsequent portions of the video by requesting for each such 

portion one of the files from one of the copies dependent upon 

successive determinations by the media player to shift the playback 

quality to a higher or lower quality one of the different copies, the 

automatically requesting including repeatedly generating a factor 

indicative of the current ability to sustain the streaming of the 

video using the files from different ones of the copies, wherein the 

factor relates to the performance of the network; and 

making the successive determinations to shift the playback quality 

based on the factor to achieve continuous playback of the video 

using the files of the highest quality one of the copies determined 

sustainable at that time, wherein the making the successive 

determinations to shift comprises upshifting to a higher quality one 

of the different copies when the at least one factor is greater than a 

first threshold and downshifting to a lower quality one of the 

different copies when the at least one factor is less than a second 

threshold; and 

presenting the video by playing back the requested media files with 

the media player on the end user station in order of ascending 

playback time. 
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Univision NOW receives segments of selected video program for playback of programming over 

a network connection.  Univision NOW adapts requests for segments from a set of segments with 

the same content but varying quality based upon the quality of the network connection.  Exhibit I 

to this Complaint is a claim chart with a more detailed infringement analysis of Univision NOW. 

121. Univision possesses knowledge of, and is aware of, the ’564 Patent, or 

became aware of this patent at the time of filing this lawsuit. 

122. On information and belief, Univision intends to, and continues to intend 

to, directly infringe one or more claims of the ’564 Patent through the sale of Univision NOW. 

123. On information and belief, Univision knew or should have known of the 

’564 Patent and its infringement of the ’564 Patent, or at least learned of it by way of the 

Complaint, and has acted and continues to act, in an egregious and wanton manner by infringing 

the ’564 Patent. 

124. On information and belief, despite knowing that its actions constituted 

infringement of the ’564 Patent and/or despite knowing that there was a high likelihood that its 

actions constituted infringement of the patent, Univision nevertheless continued its infringing 

actions, and continues to make, use, and sell Univision NOW. 

125. Univision’s acts of infringement have injured and damaged DISH and will 

continue to injure and damage DISH. 

126. Univision’s actions have caused DISH to suffer irreparable harm resulting 

from the loss of its lawful patent rights and the loss of its ability to exclude others from the 

market.  Upon information and belief, Univision will continue these infringing acts unless 

enjoined by this Court. 
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INDIRECT INFRINGEMENT BY INDUCEMENT 

127. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-126 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

128. Univision is liable for inducing infringement of the ’564 Patent under 

35 U.S.C. § 271(b) by having knowledge of the ’564 Patent and knowingly causing or intending 

to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause or intend to cause, direct infringement of the ’564 

Patent, with specific intent, by its customers. 

129. Specifically, Univision actively induces infringement of the ’564 Patent 

by, inter alia, training its customers on the use of Univision NOW and/or promotion and/or sales 

of Univision NOW including Univision NOW, the Univision app, and Univision Deportes 

services and related applications to Univision’s customers including users and subscribers for 

implementing adaptive-rate content streaming as claimed in the ’564 Patent. 

130. Univision’s customers directly infringe the ’564 Patent by using Univision 

NOW. 

131. For example, Univision actively induces infringement of the ’564 Patent, 

because Univision has knowledge that Univision NOW customers including users and 

subscribers use Univision’s infringing Univision NOW service in the United States, and because 

Univision encourages such acts resulting in direct patent infringement, by, inter alia, training, 

promotion, and/or sales of Univision NOW to customers for their use of adaptive-rate content 

streaming as claimed in the ’564 Patent.  See Exhibit E (answering questions such as, “How do I 

starting watching live TV?” and “What devices can I use to stream Univision NOW?”) (last 

visited Jan. 24, 2019). 
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132. On information and belief, Univision intends to, and continues to intend 

to, indirectly infringe the ’564 Patent through inducement of the use of Univision NOW. 

133. The adaptive-rate content streaming technology market is a small and 

well-defined market with a few major players, including Apple, Microsoft, Adobe, and DISH, 

since its acquisition and continuing development of MOVE’s patent portfolio.  On information 

and belief, as a provider of streamed content, Univision monitored developments of adaptive-rate 

content streaming technology, including DISH’s ABS technology and knew, or at the very least, 

should have known, about the issuance of the ’564 Patent. 

134. On information and belief, Univision knew or should have known of 

the ’564 Patent, as explained in Paragraphs 29-30, and has acted, and continues to act, in an 

egregious and wanton manner by infringing the ’564 Patent. 

135. On information and belief, despite knowing that its actions constituted 

inducement infringement of the ’564 Patent and/or despite knowing that there was a high 

likelihood that its actions constituted inducement infringement of the patent, Univision 

nevertheless continued its infringing actions, and continues to make, use, and sell Univision 

NOW. 

136. Univision continues to provide Univision NOW with full knowledge and 

disregard of the ABS Patents, including the ’564 Patent. 

137. Univision’s acts of induced infringement have injured and damaged DISH 

and will continue to injure and damage DISH. 

138. Univision’s actions have caused DISH to suffer irreparable harm resulting 

from the loss of its lawful patent rights and the loss of its ability to exclude others from the 
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market.  Upon information and belief, Univision will continue these infringing acts unless 

enjoined by this Court. 

INDIRECT INFRINGEMENT BY CONTRIBUTORY INFRINGEMENT 

139. DISH re-alleges and incorporates herein by reference the allegations 

contained in Paragraphs 1-138 of the Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

140. Univision is liable for contributory infringement of the ’564 Patent under 

35 U.S.C § 271(c) by having sold or offered to sell, and continuing to sell or offer for sale 

Univision NOW within the United States because Univision NOW constitutes a material part of 

the invention embodied in the ’564 Patent, which Univision knows to be especially made and/or 

especially adapted for use in infringement of the ’564 Patent, and which is not a staple article or 

commodity of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. 

141. Univision is liable for contributory infringement by having knowledge of 

the ’564 Patent and knowingly causing or intending to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause 

or intend to cause, direct infringement of the ’564 Patent by its customers including users and 

subscribers who use Univision NOW. 

142. Specifically, Univision contributes to infringement of the ’564 Patent by, 

inter alia, promotion, and/or sales of the infringing accused products and services to Univision’s 

customers including users and subscribers for their use of adaptive-rate content streaming as 

claimed in the ’564 Patent.  Those customers directly infringe the ’564 Patent by using Univision 

NOW. 

143. For example, Univision is liable for contributory infringement by having 

knowledge of the ’564 Patent, as explained in Paragraphs 29-30, and knowingly causing or 

intending to cause, and continuing to knowingly cause or intend to cause, Univision NOW 
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customers including users and subscribers to directly infringe the ’564 Patent by using Univision 

NOW in the United States. 

144. The adaptive-rate content streaming technology market is a small and 

well-defined market with a few major players, including Apple, Microsoft, Adobe, and DISH, 

since its acquisition and continuing development of MOVE’s patent portfolio.  On information 

and belief, as a provider of streamed content, Univision would have monitored developments of 

adaptive-rate content streaming technology, including DISH’s ABS technology and knew, or at 

the very least, should have known, about the issuance of the ’564 Patent. 

145. Univision continues to provide Univision NOW with full knowledge and 

disregard of the ABS Patents, including the ’564 Patent. 

146. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’564 Patent has and will 

continue to irreparably harm DISH. 

147. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’564 Patent has and will 

continue to cause DISH damages. 

148. Univision’s past and ongoing infringement of the ’564 Patent, upon 

information and belief, has been knowing and willful. 

JURY DEMAND 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 38(b), Plaintiffs hereby request a trial by jury of all 

issues so triable. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, DISH respectfully requests that this Court enter: 
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A.   A judgement in favor of DISH that Univision has infringed the ABS 

Patents, directly, jointly, and/or indirectly by way of inducing and/or contributing to the 

infringement of the ABS Patents; 

B.   An order of this Court permanently enjoining Univision and its officers, 

directors, agents, affiliates, employees, divisions, branches, subsidiaries, parents, and all others 

in active concert therewith from infringing, including inducing the infringement of, or 

contributing to the infringement of, the ABS Patents; 

C.   A judgment and order requiring Univision to pay DISH its damages, costs, 

expenses, and pre-judgment and post-judgment interest for Univision’s infringement of the ABS 

Patents, as provided under 35 U.S.C. § 284; 

D.   A judgment and order requiring Univision to pay treble damages as 

provided under 35 U.S.C. § 284; 

E.   A judgment and order finding this case exceptional under 35 U.S.C. § 285 

and awarding DISH its costs, disbursements, and attorneys’ fees in connection with this action; 

and 

F.   Such other and further relief to which DISH may show itself to be entitled 

and/or as the Court may deem just and proper. 
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APPARATUS SYSTEM AN METHOD FOR
MULTI-BITR4TE CONTENT STREAMING

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is continuation-in-part of application

Ser No 11/116783 filed onApr 282005 which claims the

benefit of U.S Provisional Application No 60/566831 filed

on Apr 30 2004 both of which are incorporated herein by

reference

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to video streaming over packet

switched networks such as the Internet and more particularly

relates to adaptive-rate shifting of streaming content over

such networks

Description of the Related Art

The Internet is fast becoming preferred method for dis

tributing media files to end users It is currently possible to

download music or video to computers cell phones orprac

tically any network capable device Many portable media

players are equipped with network connections and enabled

to play music or videos The music or video files hereinafter

media files can be stored locally on the media player or

computer or streamed or downloaded from server

Streaming media refers to technology that delivers con

tent at rate sufficient forpresenting the media to user in real

time as the data is received The data may be stored in memory

temporarily until played and then subsequently deleted The

user has the immediate satisfaction of viewing the requested

content without waiting for the media file file to completely

download Unfortunately the audio/video quality that can be

received for real time presentation is constrained by the avail

able bandwidth of the users network connection Streaming

may be used to deliver content on demand previously

recorded or from live broadcasts

Alternatively media files may be downloaded and stored

on persistent storage devices such as hard drives or optical

storage for later presentation Downloading complete media

files can take large amounts of time depending on the network

connection Once downloaded however the content can be

viewed repeatedly anytime or anywhere Media files prepared

for downloading usually are encoded with higher quality

audio/video than can be delivered in real time Users gener

ally dislike this option as they tend to want to see or hear the

media file instantaneously

Streaming offers the advantage of immediate access to the

content but currently sacrifices quality compared with down

loading file ofthe same content Streaming also provides the

opportunity for user to select different content for viewing

on an ad hoc basis while downloading is by definition

restricted to receiving specific content selection in its

entirety or not at all Downloading also supports rewind fast

forward and direct seek operations while streaming is

unable to fully support these functions Streaming is also

vulnerable to network failures or congestion

Another technology known as progressive downloads

attempts to combine the strengths of the above two technolo

gies When progressive download is initiated the media file

download begins and the media player waits to begin play
back until there is enough of the file downloaded that play
back can begin with the hope that the remainder ofthe file will

be completely downloaded before playback catches up
This waiting period before playback can be substantial

depending on network conditions and therefore is not com
plete or fully acceptable solution to the problem of media

presentation over network

Generally three basic challenges exist with regard to data

transport streaming over network such as the Internet that

has varying amount of data loss The first challenge is

reliability Most streaming solutions use TCP connection or

virtual circuit for transmitting data TCP connection

provides guaranteed delivery mechanism so that data sent

10 from one endpoint will be delivered to the destination even if

portions are lost and retransmitted break in the continuity

of TCP connection can have serious consequences when the

data must be delivered in real-time When network adapter

detects delays or losses in TCP connection the adapter

15 backs off from transmission attempts for moment and

then slowly resumes the original transmission pace This

behavior is an attempt to alleviate the perceived congestion

Such slowdown is detrimental to the viewing or listening

experience of the user and therefore is not acceptable

20 The second challenge to data transport is efficiency Effi

ciency refers to how well the users available bandwidth is

used for delivery of the content stream This measure is

directly related to the reliability of the TCP connection When

the TCP connection is suffering reliabilityproblems loss of

25 bandwidth utilization results The measure of efficiency

sometimes varies suddenly and can greatly impact the view

ing experience

The third challenge is latency Latency is the time measure

form the clients point-of-view of the interval between when

30 request is issued and the response data begins to arrive This

value is affected by the network connections reliability and

efficiency and the processing time required by the origin to

prepare the response busy or overloaded server for

example will take more time to process request As well as

35 affecting the start time of particular request latency has

significant impact on the network throughput of TCP
From the foregoing discussion it should be apparent that

need exists for an apparatus system and method that allevi

ate the problems of reliability efficiency and latency Addi

40 tionally such an apparatus system and method would offer

instantaneous viewing along with the ability to fast forward

rewind direct seek and browse multiple streams Benefi

cially such an apparatus system and method would utilize

multiple connections between source and destination

45 requesting varying bitrate stream2 depending upon network

conditions

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

50 The present invention has been developed in response to

the present state of the art and in particular in response to the

problems and needs in the art that have not yet been fully

solved by currently available content streaming systems

Accordingly the present invention has been developed to

ss provide an apparatus system and method for adaptive-rate

content streaming that overcome many or all of the above-

discussed shortcomings in the art

The apparatus for adaptive-rate content streaming is pro
vided with logic unit containing plurality of modules

60 configured to functionally execute the necessary steps These

modules in the described embodiments include receiving

module configured to receive media content streamlet mod
ule configured to segment the media content and generate

plurality of sequential streamlets and an encoding module

65 configured to encode each streamlet as separate content file

The encoding module is further configured to generate set

of streamlets for each of the sequential streamlets Each
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streamlet may comprise portion of the media content having

predetermined length of time The predetermined length of

time may be in the range of between about 0.1 and seconds

In one embodiment set of streamlets comprises plural.

ity
of streamlets having identical time indices and each

streamlet of the set of streamlets has unique bitrate The

receiving module is configured to convert the media content

to raw audio or raw video The encoding module may include

master module configured to assign an encoding job to one

of plurality of host computing modules in response to an 10

encoding job completion bid The job completion bid may be

based on plurality of computing variables selected from

group consisting of current encodingjob completion percent

age average encoding job completion time processor speed

and physical memory capacity

system of the present invention is also presented for

adaptive-rate content streaming In particular the system in

one embodiment includes receiving module configured to

receive media content streamlet module configured to seg

ment the media content and generate plurality of sequential

streamlets each streamlet comprising portion of the media

content having predetermined length oftime and an encod

ing module configured to encode each streamlet as separate

content file and generate set of streamlets

The system also includes plurality of streamlets having

identical time indices and each streamlet of the set of stream-

lets having unique bitrate The encoding module comprises

master module configured to assign an encoding job to one

of plurality of host computing modules in response to an

encoding job completion bid

method of the present invention is also presented for

adaptive-rate content streaming In one embodiment the

method includes receiving media content segmenting the

media content and generating plurality of sequential stream-

lets and encoding each streamlet as separate content file

The method also includes segmenting the media content

into plurality of streamlets each streamlet comprising

portion of the media content having predetermined length of

time In one embodiment the method includes generating

set of streamlets comprising plurality of streamlets having

identical time indices and each streamlet of the set of stream-

lets having unique bitrate

Furthermore the method may include converting the

media content to raw audio or raw video and segmenting the

content media into plurality of sequential streamlets The

method further comprises assigning an encoding job to one of

plurality of host computing modules in response to an

encoding job completion bid and submitting an encoding job

completion bid based on plurality of computing variables

Reference throughout this specification to features advan

tages or similar language does not imply that all of the

features and advantages that may be realized with the present

invention should be or are in any single embodiment of the

invention Rather language referring to the features and

advantages is understood to mean that specific feature

advantage or characteristic described in connection with an

embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the

present invention Thus discussion of the features and advan

tages and similar language throughout this specification

may but do not necessarily refer to the same embodiment

Furthermore the described features advantages and char

acteristics of the invention may be combined in any suitable

manner in one or more embodiments One skilled in the

relevant art will recognize that the invention may be practiced 65

without one or more of the specific features or advantages of

particular embodiment In other instances additional fea

tures and advantages may be recognized in certain embodi

ments that may not be present in all embodiments of the

invention

These features and advantages of the present invention will

become more fully apparent from the following description

and appended claims or may be learned by the practice of the

invention as set forth hereinafter

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order that the advantages of the invention will be readily

understood more particular description of the invention

briefly described above will be rendered by reference to spe
cific embodiments that are illustrated in the appended draw-

15
ings Understanding that these drawings depict only typical

embodiments of the invention and are not therefore to be

considered to be limiting of its scope the invention will be

described and explained with additional specificity and detail

through the use of the accompanying drawings in which
20

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of system for dynamic rate shifting of stream

ing content in accordance with the present invention

FIG 2a is schematic block diagram graphically illustrat

25 ing one embodiment of media content file

FIG 2b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of plurality of streams having varying degrees

of quality and bandwidth

FIG 3a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

30 embodiment of stream divided into plurality of source

streamlets

FIG 3b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of sets of streamlets in accordance with the

present invention

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating in greater

detail one embodiment of the content module in accordance

with the present invention

FIG 5a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of an encoder module in accordance with the

40

present invention

FIG 5b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of parallel encoding of streamlets in accordance

with the present invention

FIG 6a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of virtual timeline in accordance with the

present invention

FIG 6b is schematic block diagram illustrating an alter

native embodiment of VT in accordance with the present

invention

FIG 6c is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of QMX in accordance with the present inven

tion

FIG is schematic block diagram graphically illustrating

one embodiment of client module in accordance with the

present invention

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for processing content in accor

dance with the present invention

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for viewing plurality of streamlets

in accordance with the present invention and

FIG 10 is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for requesting streamlets within

adaptive-rate shifting content streaming environment in

accordance with the present invention
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Many of the functional units described in this specification

have been labeled as modules in order to more particularly

emphasize their implementation independence For example

module may be implemented as hardware circuit compris

ing custom VLSI circuits or gate arrays off-the-shelf semi

conductors such as logic chips transistors or other discrete

components module may also be implemented in program

mable hardware devices such as field programmable gate

arrays programmable array logic programmable logic

devices or the like

Modules may also be implemented in software for execu

tion by various types of processors An identified module of

executable code may for instance comprise one or more

physical or logical blocks of computer instructions which

may for instance be organized as an object procedure or

function Nevertheless the executables of an identified mod
ule need not be physically located together but may comprise

disparate instructions stored in different locations which

when joined logically together comprise the module and

achieve the stated purpose for the module

Indeed module of executable code may be single

instruction or many instructions and may even be distributed

over several different code segments among different pro

grams and across several memoty devices Similarly opera

tional data may be identified and illustrated herein within

modules and may be embodied in any suitable form and

organized within any suitable type of data structure The

operational data may be collected as single data set or may

be distributed over different locations including over different

storage devices and may exist at least partially merely as

electronic signals on system or network

Reference throughout this specification to one embodi

ment an embodiment or similar language means that

particular feature structure or characteristic described in

connection with the embodiment is included in at least one

embodiment of the present invention Thus appearances of

the phrases in one embodiment in an embodiment and

similar language throughout this specification may but do not

necessarily all refer to the same embodiment

Reference to signal bearing medium may take any form

capable of generating signal causing signal to be gener

ated or causing execution of program of machine-readable

instructions on digital processing apparatus signal bear

ing medium may be embodied by transmission line com
pact disk digital-video disk magnetic tape Bernoulli

drive magnetic disk punch card flash memory integrated

circuits or other digital processing apparatus memory device

Furthermore the described features structures or charac

teristics of the invention may be combined in any suitable

manner in one or more embodiments In the following

description numerous specific details are provided such as

examples of programming software modules user selec

tions network transactions database queries database struc

tures hardware modules hardware circuits hardware chips

etc to provide thorough understanding of embodiments of

the invention One skilled in the relevant art will recognize

however that the invention may be practiced without one or

more of the specific details or with other methods compo
nents materials and so forth In other instances well-known

structures materials or operations are not shown or described

in detail to avoid obscuring aspects of the invention

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of system 100 for dynamic rate shifting of

streaming content in accordance with the present invention

In one embodiment the system 100 comprises content

server 102 and an end user station 104 The content server 102

and the end user station 104 may be coupled by data com
munications network The data communications network

may include the Internet 106 and connections 108 to the

Internet 106 Alternatively the content server 102 and the end

user 104 may be located on common local area network

wireless area network cellular network virtual local area

network or the like The end user station 104 may comprise

personal computer PC an entertainment system config

10 ured to communicate over network or portable electronic

device configured to present content For example portable

electronic devices may include but are not limited to cellular

phones portable gaming systems and portable computing

devices

15 In the depicted embodiment the system 100 also includes

publisher 110 and web server 116 The publisher 110 may
be creator or distributor of content For example if the

content to be streamed were broadcast of television pro

gram the publisher 110 may be television or cable network

20 channel such as NBC or MTV Content may be trans

ferred over the Internet 106 to the content server 102 where

the content is received by content module 112 The content

module 112 may be configured to receive process and store

content In one embodiment processed content is accessed by

25 client module 114 configured to play the content on the end

user station 104 In further embodiment the client module

114 is configured to receive different portions of content

stream from plurality of locations simultaneously For

example the client module 114 may request and receive

30 content from any of the plurality of web servers 116

Content from the content server 102 may be replicated to

otherweb servers 116 or alternatively to proxy cache servers

118 Replicating may occur by deliberate forwarding from

the content server 102 or by web cache or proxy server

35 outside of the content server 102 asking for content on behalf

of the client module 114 In further embodiment content

may be forwarded directly to web 116 or proxy 118 servers

through direct communication channels 120 without the need

to traverse the Internet 106

40 FIG 2a is schematic block diagram graphically illustrat

ing one embodiment of media content hereinafter con

tent file 200 In one embodiment the content file 200 is

distributed by the publisher 110 The content file 200 may

comprise television broadcast sports event movie music

45 concert etc The content file 200 may also be live or archived

content The content file 200 may comprise uncompressed

video and audio or alternatively video or audio Alterna

tively the content ifie 200 maybe compressed using standard

or proprietary encoding schemes Examples of encoding

50 schemes capable of use with the present invention include

but are not limited to DivX Windows Media Video
Quicktime Sorenson On2 OGGVorbis MP3 or Quick
time 6.5IMPEG-4 encoded content

FIG 2b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

55 embodiment of plurality of streams 202 having varying

degrees of quality and bandwidth In one embodiment the

plurality of streams 202 comprises low quality stream 204

medium quality stream 206 and high quality stream 208

Each of the streams 204206208 is copy of the content file

60 200 encoded and compressed to varying bit rates For

example the low quality stream 204 may be encoded and

compressed to bit rate of 100 kilobits per second kbps the

medium quality stream 206 may be encoded and compressed

to bit rate of 200 kbps and the high quality stream 208 may

65 be encoded and compressed to 600 kbps

FIG 3a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of stream 302 divided into plurality of source
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streamlets 303 As used herein streamlet refers to any sized

portion of the content file 200 Each streamlet 303 may com

prise portion of the content contained in stream 302 encap

sulated as an independent media object The content in

streamlet 303 may have unique time index in relation to the

beginning of the content contained in stream 302 In one

embodiment the content contained in each streamlet 303 may

have duration oftwo seconds For example streamlet may
have time index of 0000 representing the beginning of

content playback and streamlet may have time index of

0002 and so on Alternatively the time duration of the

streamlets 304 may be any duration smaller than the entire

playback duration of the content in stream 302 In further

embodiment the streamlets 303 maybe divided according to

file size instead of time index and duration Is

FIG 3b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of sets 306 of strearnlets in accordance with the

present invention As used herein the term set refers to

group of streamlets having identical time indices and dura

tions but varying bitrates In the depicted embodiment the set

306a encompasses all streamlets having time index of

0000 The set 306a includes encoded streamlets 304 having

low medium and high 204 206208 bitrates Of course each

set 306 may include more than the depicted three bitrates

which are given by way of example only One skilled in the art

will recognize that any number of streams having different

bitrates may be generated from the original content 200

As described above the duration of one streamlet 304 may
be approximately two seconds Likewise each set 306 may

comprise plurality of streamlets 304 where each streamlet

304 has playable duration of two seconds Alternatively the

duration of the streamlet 304 may be predetermined or

dynamically variable depending upon variety of factors

including but not limited to network congestion system

specifications playback resolution and quality etc In the

depicted embodiment the content 200 may be formed of the

plurality of sets 306 The number of sets 306 may depend on

the length of the content 200 and the length or duration of

each streamlet 304

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating in greater 40

detail one embodiment of the content module 112 in accor

dance with the present invention The content module 112

may comprise capture module 402 streamlet module 404

an encodermodule 406 streamlet database 408 and the web

server 116 In one embodiment the capture module 402 is

configured to receive the content file 200 from the publisher

110 The capture module 402 may be configured to decom

press the content file 200 Forexample if the content file 200

arrives having been encoded with one of the above described

encoding schemes the capture module 402 may convert the

content file 200 into raw audio andlor video Alternatively the

content file 200 may be transmitted by the publisher in

format 110 that does not require decompression

The capture module 402 may comprise capture card

configured for TV andlor video capture One example of

capture card suitable for use in the present invention is the

DRC-2500 by Digital Rapids of Ontario Canada Alterna

tively any capture card capable of capturing audio and video

may be utilized with the present invention In further

embodiment the capture module 402 is configured to pass the 60

content file to the streamlet module 404

The streamlet module 404 in one embodiment is config

ured to segment the content file 200 and generate source

streamlets 303 that are not encoded As used herein the term

segment refers to an operation to generate streamlet of the 65

content file 200 having duration or size equal to or less than

the duration or size of the content file 200 The strearnlet

module 404 may be configured to segment the content file 200

into streamlets 303 each having an equal duration Alterna

tively the streamlet module 404 may be configured to seg

ment the content file 200 into streamlets 303 having equal file

sizes

The encoding module 406 is configured to receive the

source streamlets 303 and generate the plurality of streams

202 of varying qualities The original content file 200 from

the publisher may be digital inform and may comprise con

io tent having high bit rate such as for example mbps The

content may be transferred from the publisher 110 to the

content module 112 over the Internet 106 Such transfers of

data are well known in the art and do not require further

discussion herein Alternatively the content may comprise

captured broadcast

In further embodiment the encoding module 406 is con

figured to generate plurality of sets 306 of streamlets 304

The sets 306 as described above with reference to FIG 3b

may comprise streamlets having an identical time index and

20 duration and unique bitrate As with FIG 3b the sets 306

and subsequently the plurality of streams 202 may comprise

the low quality stream 204 the medium quality stream 206

and the high quality stream 208 Alternatively the plurality of

streams 202 may comprise any number of streams deemed

25 necessary to accommodate end user bandwidth

The encoder module 406 is further configured to encode

each source streamlet 303 into the plurality of streams 202

and streamlet sets 306 and store the streamlets in the streamlet

database 408 The encoding module 406 may utilize encoding

30 schemes such as DivX Windows Media Video Quick

time 6.5 Sorenson or Quicktime 6.5IMPEG-4 Alter

natively custom encoding scheme may be employed

The content module 112 may also include metadata mod
ule 412 and metadata database 414 In one embodiment

35 metadata comprises static searchable content information

For example metadata includes but is not limited to air date

of the content title actresses actors length and episode

name Metadata is generated by thepublisher 110 andmay be

configured to define an end user environment In one embodi

ment the publisher 100 may define an end user navigational

environment for the content including menus thnmbnails

sidebars advertising etc Additionally the publisher 110

may define functions such as fast forward rewind pause and

play that may be used with the content file 200 The metadata

module 412 is configured to receive the metadata from the

publisher 110 and store the metadata in the metadata database

414 In further embodiment the ruetadata module 412 is

configured to interface with the client module 114 allowing

the client module 114 to search for content basedupon at least

one of plurality of metadata criteria Additionally metadata

may be generated by the content module 112 through auto

mated processes or manual definition

Once the streamlets 304 have been received and processed

the client module 114 may request streamlets 304 using

HTTP from the web server 116 Using standard protocol

such as HTTP eliminates the need for network administrators

to configure firewalls to recognize and pass through network

traffic for new specialized protocol Additionally since the

client module 114 initiates the request the web server 116 is

only required to retrieve and serve the requested streamlet

304 In further embodiment the client module 114 may be

configured to retrieve streamlets 304 from plurality of web

servers 116

Each web server 116 may be located in various locations

across the Internet 106 The streanilets 304 may essentially be

static files As such no specialized media server or server-

side intelligence is required fora client module 114 to retrieve

45

50

55
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streamlets 304 Streamlets 304 may be served by the web

server 116 or cached by cache servers of Internet Service

Providers ISPs or any other network infrastructure opera

tors and served by the cache server Use of cache servers is

well known to those skilled in the art and will not be dis-

cussed further herein Thus highly scalable solution is

provided that is not hindered by massive amounts of client

module 114 requests to the web server 116 at any specific

location especially the web server 116 most closely associ

ated with or within the content module 112

FIG 5a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of an encoder module 406 in accordance with

the present invention In one embodiment the encoder mod

ule 406 may include master module 502 and plurality of

host computing modules hereinafter host 504 The hosts

504 may comprise personal computers servers etc In

further embodiment the hosts 504 may be dedicated hard

ware for example cards plugged into single computer

The master module hereinafter master 502 is config

ured to receive streamlets 303 from the streamlet module 404

and stage the streamlet 303 for processing In one embodi

ment the master 502 may decompress each source streamlet

303 to produce raw streamlet As used herein the term raw
streamlet refers to streamlet 303 that is uncompressed or

lightly compressed to substantially reduce size with no sig

nificant loss in quality lightly compressed raw streamlet

can be transmitted more quickly and to more hosts Each host

504 is coupled with the master 502 and configured to receive

raw streanilet from the master 502 for encoding The hosts

504 in one example generate plurality of streamlets 304

having identical time indices and durations and varying

bitrates Essentially each host 504 may be configured to gen

erate set 306 from the raw streamlet 503 sent from the

master 502 Alternatively each host 504 may be dedicated to

producing single bitrate in order to reduce the time required

for encoding

Upon encoding completion the host 504 returns the set 306

to the master 502 so that the encoding module 406 may store

the set 306 in the streamlet database 408 The master 502 is

further configured to assign encoding jobs to the hosts 504

Each host is confIgured to submit an encodingjob completion

bid hereinafter bid The master 502 assigns encodingj ohs

depending on the bids from the hosts 504 Each host 504

generates bid depending upon plurality of computing

variables which may include but are not limited to current

encodingjob completion percentage average job completion

time processor speed and physical memory capacity

For example host 504 may submit abid that indicates that

based on past performance history the host 504 would be able

to complete the encoding job in 15 seconds The master 502

is configured to select from among plurality of bids the best

bid and subsequently submit the encoding job to the host 504

with the best bid As such the described encoding system

does not require that each host 504 have identical hardware

but beneficially takes advantage of the available computing

power of the hosts 504 Alternatively the master 502 selects

the host 504 based on first come first serve basis or some

other algorithm deemed suitable fora particular encoding job

The time required to encode one streamlet 304 is depen
dent upon the computing power of the host 504 and the

encoding requirements of the content file 200 Examples of

encoding requirements may include but are not limited to

two or multi-pass encoding and multiple streams of different

bitrates One benefit of the present invention is the ability to

perform two-pass encoding on live content file 200 Typi

10

cally in order to perform two-pass encoding prior art systems

must wait for the content file to be completed before encod

ing

The present invention however segments the content file

200 into source streamlets 303 and the two-pass encoding to

plurality of streams 202 may be performed on each corre

sponding raw streamlet without waiting for TV show to end

for example As such the content module 112 is capable of

streaming the streamlets over the Internet shortly after the

10 content module 112 begins capture of the content file 200

The delay between live broadcast transmitted from the

publisher 110 and the availability of the content depends on

the computing power of the hosts 504

FIG 5b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

is embodiment of parallel encoding of streamlets in accordance

with the present invention In one example the capture mod
ule 402 of FIG begins to capture the content file and the

streamlet module 404 generates first streamlet 303a and

passes the streamlet to the encoding module 406 The encod

20 ing module 406 may take 10 seconds for example to gener

ate the first set 306a of streamlets 304a 304a 304a2 304a3
etc represent streamlets 304 of different bitrates FIG Sb

illustrates the encoding process generically as block 502 to

graphically illustrate the time duration required to process

25 raw or lightly encoded streamlet 303 as described above with

reference to the encoding module 406 The encoding module

406 may simultaneously process more than one streamlet

303 and processing of streamlets will begin upon arrival of

the streamlet from the capture module 402

30 During the 10 seconds required to encodethe first streamlet

303a the streamlet module 404 has generated five additional

2-second streamlets 303b 303c 303d 303e 303j for encod

ing and the master 502 has prepared and staged the corre

sponding raw streamlets Two seconds after the first set 306a

35 is available the next set 306b is available and so on As such

the content file 200 is encoded for streaming over the Internet

and appears live The 10 second delay is given herein by way
of example only Multiple hosts 504 may be added to the

encoding module 406 in order to increase the processing

40 capacity of the encoding module 406 The delay may be

shortened to an almost imperceivable level by the addition of

high CPU powered systems or alternatively multiple low

powered systems

system as described above beneficially enables multi-

45 pass encoding of live events Multi-pass encoding systems of

the prior art require that the entire content be captured or be

complete because in order to perform multi-pass encoding

the entire content must be scanned and processed more than

once This is impossible with prior art systems because con

50 tent from live event is not complete until the event is over As

such with prior art systems multi-pass encoding can only be

performed once the event is over Streamlets however may
be encoded as many times as is deemed necessary Because

the streamlet is an encapsulated media object of seconds

55 for example multi-pass encoding may begin on live event

once the first streamlet is captured Shortly after multi-pass

encoding of the first streamlet 303a is finished multi-pass

encoding of the second streamlet 303b finishes and as such

multi-pass encoding is performed on live event and appears

60 live to viewer

Any specific encoding scheme applied to streamlet may
take longer to complete than the time duration ofthe streamlet

itself for example very high quality encoding of 2-second

streamlet may take seconds to finish Alternatively the

65 processing time required for each streamlet may be less than

the time duration of streamlet However because the offset

parallel encoding of successive streamlets are encoded by the
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encoding module at regular intervals matching the intervals

at which the those streamlets are submitted to the encoding

module 406 for example seconds the output timing of the

encoding module 406 does not fall behind the real-time sub

mission rate of the unencoded streamlets Conversely prior

art encoding systems rely on the very fastest computing hard

ware and software because the systems must generate the

output immediately in lock-step with the input prior art

system that takes 2.1 seconds to encode seconds worth of

content is considered failure The present invention allows

for slowerthan real-time encoding processes yet still achieves

real-time encoding effect due to the parallel offset pipes

The parallel offset pipeline approach described with refer

ence to FIG 5b beneficially allows for long or short encoding

times without falling behind the live event Additionally

arbitrarily complex encoding of streamlets to multiple pro

files and optimizations only lengthens the encoding time 502

without perceptible difference to user because the sets 306

of streamlets 304 are encoded in time-selective manner so

that streamlets are processed at regular time intervals and

transmitted at these time intervals

Returning now to FIG 5a as depicted the master 502 and

the hosts 504 may be located within single local area net

work or in other terms the hosts 504 may be in close physical

proximity to the master 502 Alternatively the hosts 504 may
receive encodingjobs from the master 502 over the Internet or

other communications network For example consider live

sports event in remote location where it would be difficult to

setup multiple hosts In this example master performs no

encoding or alternatively light encoding before publishing

the streamlets online The hosts 504 would then retrieve those

streamlets and encode the streamlets into the multiple bitrate

sets 306 as described above

Furthermore hosts 504 may be dynamically added or

removed from the encoding module without restarting the

encoding job and/or interrupting the publishing of streamlets

If host 504 experiences crash or some failure its encoding

work is simply reassigned to another host

The encoding module 406 in one embodiment may also

be configured to produce streamlets that are specific to

particular playback platform For example for single raw

streamlet single host 504 may produce streamlets for dif

ferent quality levels for personal compqter playback stream-

lets for playback on cell phones with different proprietary

codec small video-only streamlet for use when playing just

thumbnail view ofthe stream like ma programming guide
and very high quality streamlet for use in archiving

FIG 6a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of virtual timeline 600 in accordance with the

present invention In one embodiment the virtual timeline

600 comprises at least one quantummedia extension 602 The

quantum media extension hereinafter QMX 602

describes an entire content file 200 Therefore the virtual

timeline hereinafter VT 600 may comprise file that is

configured to define playlist for user to view For example

the VT may indicate that the publisher desires user to watch

first show QMX 602a followed by QMX 602b and QMIX
602c As such the publisher may define broadcast schedule

in manner similar to television station

FIG 6b is schematic block diagram illustrating an alter

native embodiment of VT 600 in accordance with the

present invention In the depicted embodiment the VT 600

may include single QMX 602 which indicates that the

publisher desires the same content to be looped over and over

again For example the publisher may wish to broadcast

never-ending infomercial on website

12

FIG 6c is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of QMIX 602 in accordance with the present

invention In one embodiment the QMX 602 contains mul
titude of information generated by the content module 112

configured to describe the content file 200 Examples of infor

mation include but are not limited to start index 604 end

index 606 whether the content is live 608 proprietary pub
lisher data 610 encryption level 612 content duration 614

and bitrate values 616 The bitrate values 616 may include

io frame size 618 audio channel 620 information codecs 622

used sample rate 624 and frames parser 626

publisher may utilize the QVT 600 together with the

QMX 602 in order to prescribe playback order for users or

alternatively selectively edit content For example pub-

15 lisher may indicate in the QMX 602 that audio should be

muted at time index 1042 or video should be skipped for

seconds at time index 1835 As such the publisher may

selectively skip offensive content without the processing

requirements of editing the content

20 FIG is schematic block diagram graphically illustrating

one embodiment of client module 114 in accordance with

the present invention The client module 114 may comprise

an agent controller module 702 streamlet cache module

704 and network controller module 706 In one embodi

25 ment the agent controller module 702 is configured to inter

face with viewer 708 and transmit streamlets 304 to the

viewer 708 Alternatively the agent controller module 702

may be configured to simply reassemble streamlets into

single file for transfer to an external device such as portable

30 video player

In further embodiment the client module 114 may com
prise plurality of agent controller modules 702 Each agent

controller module 702 may be configured to interface with

one viewer 708 Alternatively the agent controller module

35 702 may be configured to interface with plurality of viewers

708 The viewer 708 may be media player not shown

operating on PC or handheld electronic device

The agent controller module 702 is configured to select

quality level of streamlets to transmit to the viewer 708 The

40 agent controller module 702 requests lower or higher quality

streams based upon continuous observation of time intervals

between successive receive times of each requested streamlet

The method of requesting higher or lower quality streams will

be discussed in greaterdetail below with referenceto FIG 10

45 The agent controller module 702 may be configured to

receive user commands from the viewer 708 Such commands

may include play fast forward rewind pause and stop In

one embodiment the agent controller module 702 requests

streamlets 304 from the streamlet cache module 704 and

50 arranges the received streamlets 304 in staging module 709

The staging module 709 may be configured to arrange the

streamlets 304 in order of ascending playback time In the

depicted embodiment the streamlets 304 are numbered

etc However each streamlet 304 may be identified

55 with unique filename

Additionally the agent controller module 702 may be con

figured to anticipate streamlet 304 requests and pre-request

streamlets 304 By pre-requesting streamlets 304 the user

may fast-forward skip randomly or rewind through the con-

so tent and experience no buffering delay In further embodi

ment the agent controller module 702 may request the

streamlets 304 that correspond to time index intervals of 30

seconds within the total play time of the content Alterna

tively the agent controller module 702 may request stream-

65 lets at any interval less than the length of the time index This

enables fast-start capability with no buffering wait when

starting or fast-forwarding through content file 200 In fur-
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ther embodiment the agent controller module 702 may be

configured to pre-request streamlets 304 corresponding to

specified index points within the content or within other con

tent in anticipation of the end user 104 selecting new content

to view

In one embodiment the streamlet cache module 704 is

configured to receive streamlet 304 requests from the agent

controller module 702 Upon receiving request the stream-

let cache module 704 first checks streamlet cache 710 to

verify if the streanilet 304 is present In further embodiment

the streamlet cache module 704 handles streamlet 304

requests from plurality of agent controller modules 702

Alternatively streamlet cache module 704 maybe provided

for each agent controller module 702 If the requested stream-

let 304 is not present in the streamlet cache 410 the request is

passed to the network controller module 706 In order to

enable fast forward and rewind capabilities the streamlet

cache module 704 is configured to store the plurality of

streamlets 304 in the streamlet cache 710 for specified time

period after the streanilet 304 has been viewed However

once the streamlets 304 have been deleted they may be

requested again from the web server 116

The network controller module 706 may be configured to

receive streamlet requests from the streamlet cache module

704 and open connection to the web server 116 or other

remote streamlet 304 database not shown In one embodi

ment the network controller module 706 opens TCP/IP

connection to the web server 116 and generates standard

HTTP GET request for the requested streamlet 304 Upon

receiving the requested streamlet 304 the network controller

module 706 passes the streamlet 304 to the streamlet cache

module 704 where it is stored in the streamlet cache 710 In

further embodiment the network controller module 706 is

configured to process and request plurality of streamlets 304

simultaneously The network controller module 706 may also

be configured to request plurality of streamlets where each

streamlet 304 is subsequently requested in multiple parts

In further embodiment streamlet requests may comprise

requesting pieces of any streamlet file Splitting the streanilet

304 into smaller pieces or portions beneficially allows for an 40

increased efficiency potential and also eliminates problems

associated with multiple full-streamlet requests sharing the

bandwidth at any given moment This is achieved by using

parallel TCP/IP connections for pieces of the streamlets 304

Consequently efficiency and network loss problems are over

come and the streamlets arrive with more useful and predict

able timing

In one embodiment the client module 114 is configured to

use multiple TCP connections between the client module 114

and the web server 116 or web cache The intervention of 50

cache may be transparent to the client or configured by the

client as forward cache By requesting more than one

streamlet 304 at time in manner referred to as parallel

retrieval or more than one part of streamlet 304 at time

efficiency is raised significantly and latency is virtually elimi- 55

nated In further embodiment the client module allows

maximum of three outstanding streamlet 304 requests The

client module 114 may maintain additional open TCP con

nections as spares to be available should another connection

fail Streamlet 304 requests are rotated among all open con

nections to keep the TCP flow logic for any particular con

nection from falling into slow-start or close mode If the

network controller module 706 has requested streamlet 304

in multiple parts with each part requested on mutually inde

pendent TCP/IP connections the network controller module

706 reassembles the parts to present complete streamlet 304

for use by all other components of the client module 114

14

When TCP connection fails completely new request

may be sent on different connection for the same streamlet

304 In further embodiment if request is not being satis

fied in timely manner redundant request may be sent on

different connection for the same streamlet 304 If the first

streamlet requests response arrives before the redundant

request response the redundant request can be aborted If the

redundant request response arrives before the first request

response the first request may be aborted

10 Several streamlet 304 requests may be sent on single TCP

connection and the responses are caused to flow back in

matching order along the same connection This eliminates

all but the first request latency Because multiple responses

are always being transmitted the processing latency of each

15 new streanilet 304 response after the first is not factor in

perfonnance This technique is known in the industry as

pipelining Pipelining offers efficiency in request-response

processing by eliminating most of the effects of request

latency However pipelining has serious vulnerabilities

20 Transmission delays affect all of the responses If the single

TCP connection fails all of the outstanding requests and

responses are lost Pipelining causes serial dependency

between the requests

Multiple TCP connections may be opened between the

25 client module 114 and the web server 116 to achieve the

latency-reduction efficiency benefits of pipelining while

maintaining the independence of each streamlet 304 request

Several streamlet 304 requests maybe sent concurrently with

each request being sent on mutually distinct TCP connec

30 tion This technique is labeled virtual pipelining and is an

innovation of the present invention Multiple responses may

be in transit concurrently assuring that communication band

width between the client module 114 and the web server 116

is always being utilized Virtual pipelining eliminates the

35 vulnerabilities of traditional pipelining delay in or com
plete failure of one response does not affect the transmission

of other responses because each response occupies an inde

pendent TCP connection Any transmission bandwidth not in

use by one of multiple responses whether due to delays or

TCP connection failure may be utilized by other outstanding

responses

single streamlet 304 request may be issued for an entire

streamlet 304 or multiple requests may be issued each for

different part or portion of the streamlet If the streamlet is

45 requested in several parts the parts may be recombined by the

client module 114 streamlet

In order to maintain proper balance between maximized

bandwidth utilization and response time the issuance of new

streamlet requests must be timed such that the web server 116

does not transmit the response before the client module 114

has fully received response to one of the previously out

standing streamlet requests For example if three streamlet

304 requests are outstanding the client module 114 should

issue the next request slightly before one of the three

responses is fully received and out of the piper In other

words request timing is adjusted to keep three responses in

transit Sharing of bandwidth among four responses dimin

ishes the net response time of the other three responses The

timing adjustment may be calculated dynamically by obser

vation and the request timing adjusted accordingly to main

tain the proper balance of efficiency and response times

The schematic flow chart diagrams that follow are gener

ally set forth as logical flow chart diagrams As such the

depicted order and labeled steps are indicative ofone embodi

ment of the presented method Other steps and methods may
be conceived that are equivalent in function logic or effect to

one or more steps or portions thereof of the illustrated

60

65
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method Additionally the format and symbols employed are

provided to explain the logical steps of the method and are

understood not to limit the scope of the method Although

various arrow types and line types may be employed in the

flow chart diagrams they are understood not to limit the scope

of the corresponding method Indeed some arrows or other

connectors may be used to indicate only the logical flow of the

method For instance an arrow may indicate waiting or

monitoring period of unspecified duration between enumer

ated steps of the depicted method Additionally the order in

which particular method occurs may or may not strictly

adhere to the order of the corresponding steps shown

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method 800 for processing content in accor

dance with the present invention In one embodiment the

method 800 starts 802 and the content module 112 receives

804 content from the publisher 110 Receiving content 804

may comprise receiving 804 digital copy of the content file

200 or digitizing physical copy of the content file 200

Alternatively receiving 804 content may comprise capturing

radio television cable or satellite broadcast Once received

804 the streamlet module 404 generates 808 plurality of

source streamlets 303 each having fixed duration Alterna

tively the streamlets 303 may be generated with fixed file

size 25

In one embodiment generating 808 streanilets comprises

dividing the content file 200 into plurality of two second

streamlets 303 Alternatively the streamlets may have any

length less than or equal to the length of the stream 202 The

encoder module 406 then encodes 810 the streamlets 303 into 30

sets 306 of streamlets 304 in plurality of streams 202

according to an encoding scheme The quality may be pre

defined or automatically set according to end user band

width or in response to pre-designated publisher guidelines

In further embodiment the encoding scheme comprises 35

proprietary codec such as WMV9 The encoder module 406

then stores 812 the encoded streamlets 304 in the streamlet

database 408 Once stored 812 the web server 116 may then

serve 814 the streanilets 304 In one embodiment serving 814

the streamlets 304 comprises receiving streamlet requests 40

from the client module 114 retrieving the requested streamlet

304 from the streamlet database 408 and subsequently trans

mitting the streamlet 304 to the client module 114 The

method 800 then ends 816

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one 45

embodiment of method 900 for viewing plurality of

streamlets in accordance with the present invention The

method 900 starts and an agent control controller module 702

is provided 904 and associated with viewer 708 and pro
vided with staging module 709 The agent controller mod- 50

ule 702 then requests 906 streamlet 304 from the streamlet

cache module 704 Alternatively the agent controller module

702 may simultaneously request 906 plurality of streamlets

304 the streainiet cache module 704 If the streanilet is stored

908 locally in the streamlet cache 710 the streamlet cache 55

module 704 retrieves 910 the streamlet 304 and sends the

streamlet to the agent controller module 702 Upon retrieving

910 or receiving streamlet the agent controller module 702

makes 911 determination of whether or not to shift to

higher or lower quality stream 202 This determination will be

described below in greater detail with reference to FIG 10

In one embodiment the staging module 709 then arranges

912 the streamlets 304 into the proper order and the agent

controller module 702 delivers 914 the streamlets to the

viewer 708 In further embodiment delivering 914 stream-

lets 304 to the end user comprises playing video and or audio

streamlets on the viewer 708 If the streamlets 304 are not

16

stored 908 locally the streamlet request is passed to the

network controller module 706 The network controller mod
ule 706 then requests 916 the streamlet 304 from the web

server 116 Once the streamlet 304 is received the network

controller module 706 passes the streamlet to the streanilet

cache module 704 The streamlet cache module 704 archives

918 the streamlet Alternatively the streamlet cache module

704 then archives 918 the streamlet and passes the streamlet

to the agent controller module 702 and the method 900 then

10 continues from operation 910 as described above

Referring now to FIG 10 shown therein is schematic

flow chart diagram illustrating one embodiment of method

1000 for requesting streamlets 304 within adaptive-rate

shifting content streaming environment in accordance with

15 the present invention The method 1000 may be used in one

embodiment as the operation 911 of FIG The method 1000

starts and the agent controller module 702 receives 1004

streamlet 304 as described above with reference to FIG
The agent controller module 702 then monitors 1006 the

20 receive time of the requested streamlet In one embodiment

the agent controller module 702 monitors the time intervals

between successive receive times for each streamlet response

Ordering of the responses in relation to the order of their

corresponding requests is not relevant

Because network behavioral characteristics fluctuate

sometimes quite suddenly any given may vary substan

tially
from another In order to compensate for this fluctua

tion the agent controller module 702 calculates 1008 per
formance ratio across window of samples for streamlets

of playback length In one embodiment the performance

ratio is calculated using the equation

i1

Due to multiple simultaneous streamlet processing and in

order to better judge the central tendency of the performance

ratio the agent controller module 702 may calculate geo

metric mean or alternatively an equivalent averaging algo

rithm across window of size and obtain per

nj

The policy determination about whether or not to upshift

1010 playback quality begins by comparing with

trigger threshold If then an up shift to the

next higher quality stream may be considered 1016 Li one

embodiment the trigger threshold is determined by

combination of factors relating to the current read ahead

margin i.e the amount of contiguously available streamlets

that have been sequentially arranged by the staging module

709 for presentation at the current playback time index and

minimum safety margin In one embodiment the minimum

safety margin may be 24 seconds The smaller the read ahead

margin the larger is to discourage upshifting until

larger read ahead margin may be established to withstand

network disruptions If the agent controller module 702 is

able to sustain 1016 upshift quality then the agent controller

module 702 will upshift 1017 the quality and subsequently

request higher quality streams The determination of whether

use of the higher quality stream is sustainable 1016 is made by

60
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comparing an estimate of the higher quality streams perfor

mance factor with then use of the

higher quality stream is considered sustainable If the deci

sion of whether or not the higher stream rate is sustainable

1016 is no the agent controller module 702 will not attempt

to upshift 1017 stream quality If the end of the stream has

been reached 1014 the method 1000 ends 1016

If the decision on whether or not to attempt upshift 1010 is

no decision about whether or not to downshift 1012 is

made In one embodiment trigger threshold do is

defined in manner analogous to then val

the stream quality may be adequate and the agent controller

module 702 does not downshift 1018 stream quality How
ever the agent controller module 702 does

downshift 1018 the stream quality If the end ofthe stream has 15

not been reached 1014 the agent controller module 702

begins to request and receive 1004 lower quality streamlets

and the method 1000 starts again Of course the above

described equations and algorithms are illustrative only and

may be replaced by alternative streanilet monitoring solu

tions

The present invention may be embodied in other specific

forms without departing from its spirit or essential character

istics The described embodiments are to be considered in all

respects only as illustrative and not restrictive The scope of

the invention is therefore indicated by the appended claims

rather than by the foregoing description All changes which

come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the

claims are to be embraced within their scope

What is claimed is

An apparatus for multi-bitrate video and/or audio con

tent streaming the apparatus comprising

one or more computing devices including

receiving module configured to receive videos

streamlet module configured to segment the media

content received videos to generate for each plural

ity of sequential raw streamlets that collectively store

data to playback the entire video and that individually

store data to playback only portion that starts at

unique time index and whose duration is less than the

entire duration of the corresponding video

an encoding module configured to encode each raw

streamlet to generate for each of said raw streamlets

set including an encoded streamlet for each bitrate

supported by the inulti-bitrate content streaming

wherein each of the encoded streamlets in each of the

sets is stored as separate content file wherein the

encoded streamlets within each of the sets have the

same time index as their corresponding raw streamlet

such that the encoded streamlets of the same set inde

pendently yield on playback the same portion of the

video wherein the separate content files within each

of the sets are independently requestable by end user

stations and wherein shifts between the different bit

rates are made at the time indexes during streaming of

each of the videos and

web server to be coupled over the Internet to the end

user stations to receive requests from the end user

stations for different ones of the separate content files

from different ones of the sets and to transmit the

requested ones of the separate content files to the

requesting one of the end user stations wherein each

of the end user stations initiate each of the shifts

between the different bit rates during streaming of

each of the videos through request for the separate

18

content file storing different bit rate one of the

encoded streamlets for subsequent one of the time

indexes

The apparatus of claim wherein the encoding module

is configured to encode multiple of the plurality of sequential

raw streamlets in parallel

The apparatus of claim wherein the encoding module

is further configured to encode the multiple streamlets in

time-selective manner so that the plurality of sequential raw

10 streamlets are processed successively at regular time inter-

The apparatus of claim wherein the one or more

computing devices further comprise streamlet database

wherein the encoding module is further configured to trans

mit the separate content files each storing one of the encoded

streamlets to the streamlet database at the regular time inter

val to be stored and wherein the web server is coupled to the

streamlet database to retrieve the requested ones of the sepa
rate content files from the streamlet database to transmit to the

requesting one of the end user stations

The apparatus of claim wherein the portions of each of

the plurality of sequential raw streamlets has predetermined

length of time in the range of between about 0.1 and sec

onds

The apparatus of claim wherein the portions of each of

the plurality of sequential raw streamlets has predetermined

length oftime of the video in the
range of between about and

seconds

The apparatus of claim wherein the portions of each of
30

the plurality of sequential raw streamlets has predetermined

length of time in the range of between about 1.5 and 2.5

seconds

The apparatus of claim wherein the receiving module

is configured to receive the videos including encoded video

and encoded audio and convert the encoded video to raw

video and the encoded audio to raw audio

The apparatus of claim wherein the encoding module

comprises master module configured to assign an encoding

40
job to one of plurality of hosts to generate at least one oftbe

separate content files from at least one of the plurality of

sequential raw streamlets in response to an encoding job

completion bid received from the one host

10 The apparatus of claim wherein each said host is

configured to submit an encoding job completion bid based

on plurality of computing variables

11 The apparatus of claim 10 wherein the plurality of

computing variables is selected from group consisting of

current encoding job completion percentage average encod

50 ing job completion time processor speed and physical

memory capacity

12 The apparatus of claim wherein the encoding module

is configured to encode the plurality of sequential raw stream-

lets with an offset parallel processing scheme such that the

ss sets are published at regular time intervals to match the real

time submission rate at which each of the plurality of sequen

tial raw streamlets are received at the encoding module the

time intervals being less than the time of encoding one of the

sets and sufficient to play the video according to the real-time

submission rate on at least one of the end user stations

13 The apparatus of claim whereinthe encoding module

is configured to encode the plurality of sequential raw stream-

lets with an offset parallel processing scheme such that the

sets are published at regular time intervals to match the real-

65 time submission rate at which each of the plurality of sequen

tial raw streamlets are received at the encoding module the

time intervals being greater than the time of encoding one of

20

25
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sets and sufficient to play the video according to the real-time

submission rate on at least one of the end user stations

14 system for multi-bitrate video and/or audio content

streaming the system comprising

end user stations coupled to the Internet and

one or more computing devices including

receiving module configured to receive videos

streamlet module configured to segment the received

videos to generate for each plurality of sequential

raw streamlets that collectively store data to playback

the entire video and that individually store data to

playback only portion that starts at unique time

index and whose duration is less than the entire dura

tion of the corresponding video content having

predetermined length of time

an encoding module configured to encode each raw

streamlet to generate for each of said raw streamlets

set including an encoded streamlet for each bitrate

supported by the multi-bitrate content streaming

wherein each of the encoded streamlets in each of the

sets is stored as separate content file that individu

ally stores data to playback only the same video por
tion as the raw streamlet from which it was generated

wherein the separate content files within each of the sets

are independently requestable by the end user sta- 25

tions and

web server to be coupled over the Internet to the end

user stations to receive requests from the end user

stations for different ones of the separate content files

from different ones of the sets and to transmit the 30

requested ones of the separate content files to the

requesting one of the end user stations wherein shifts

between the different bit rates are made at the time

indexes during streaming of each of the videos

wherein each of the end user stations initiate each of 35

the shifts between the different bit rates during

streaming of each of the videos through request for

the separate content file storing different bit rate one

of the encoded streamlets for subsequent one of the

time indexes 40

15 The system of claim 14 wherein the encoding module

is configured to encode multiple of the plurality of sequential

raw streamlets in parallel

16 The system of claim 15 wherein the encoding module

is further configured to encode the multiple streamlets in 45

time-selective manner so that the plurality of sequential raw

streamlets are processed successively at regular time inter

val

17 The system of claim 16 wherein

the encoding module comprises master module config- 50

ured to assign an encoding job to one of plurality of

host computing modules to generate at least one of the

separate content files from at least one of the plurality of

sequential raw streamlets in response to an encodingjob

completion bid received from the one host and

the one or more computing devices further comprise

streamlet database and wherein the encoding module is

further configured to transmit the separate content files

each storing one of the encoded streanilets to the stream-

let database at the regular time interval to be stored and

wherein the web server is coupled to the streamlet data

base to retrieve the requested ones of the separate con

tent files from the streamlet database to transmit to the

requesting one of the end user stations

18 The system of claim 14 wherein the predetermined 65

length of time is in the range of between about 0.1 and

seconds

20

19 The system of claim 14 wherein the predetermined

length of time is in the range of between about and

seconds

20 The system of claim 14 wherein the predetermined

length of time is in the
range of between about 1.5 and 2.5

seconds

21 The system of claim 14 wherein the receiving module

is configured to receive the videos including encoded video

and encoded audio and convert the encoded video to raw

10 video and the encoded audio to raw audio

22 The system of claim 17 wherein each said host com
puting module is configured to submit an encoding job

completion bid based on plurality of computing variables

23 The system of claim 22 wherein the plurality of corn

puting variables is selected from group consisting of current

encoding job completion percentage average encoding job

completion time processor speed and physical memoiy

capacity

24 method for multi-bitrate video and/or audio content
20

streaming the method comprising

capturing single video

segmenting the single video and generating plurality of

sequential raw streamlets that collectively store data to

playback the entire video and that individually store data

to playback only portion that starts at unique time

index and whose duration is less than the entire duration

of the corresponding video

encoding each raw streamlet to generate for each of said

raw streamlets set including an encoded streamlet for

each bitrate supported by the multi-bitrate content

streaming wherein each of the encoded streamlets in

each of the sets is stored as separate content file

wherein the encoded streamlets within each of the sets

have the same time index as their corresponding raw

streamlet such that the encoded streamlets of the same

set independently yield on playback the same portion of

the single video wherein the separate content files

within each of the sets are independently requestable by

end user stations and wherein shifts between the differ

ent bit rates are made at the time indexes during stream

ing of the single video

receiving requests from the end user stations over the inter

net for different ones of the separate content files from

different ones of the sets and

transmitting the requested ones ofthe separate content files

to the requesting one of the end user stations wherein

each of the end user stations initiate each of the shifts

between the different bit rates during streaming of the

single video through request for the separate content

file storing different bit rate one of the encoded stream-

lets for subsequent one of the time indexes

25 The method of claim 24 wherein said encoding com
prises encoding multiple of the plurality of sequential raw

streamlets in parallel

26 The method of claim 25 wherein said encoding the

multiple streamlets comprises encoding the multiple stream-

lets in time-selectivqmanner so that the plurality of sequen

60

tial raw streamlets are processed successively at regular

time interval

27 The method of claim 25 further comprising

transmitting the separate content files each storing one of

the encoded streamlets to streamlet database at the

regular time interval and

storing the separate content files each storing one of the

encoded streamlets in the streamlet database wherein
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said transmitting comprises retrieving the requested

ones of the separate content files from the streamlet

database

28 The method of claim 24 wherein said receiving com
prises receiving the single video including encoded video and

encoded audio and the method further comprises converting

the encoded video to raw video and the encoded audio to raw

audio

29 The method of claim 24 wherein said encoding com

prises assigning an encoding job to one of plurality of host 10

computing modules to generate at least one of the separate

content files from at least one of the plurality of sequential

raw streamlets in response to an encoding job completion bid

received from the one host

30 The method of claim 29 wherein said encoding corn- 15

prises receiving the encoding job completion bid based on

plurality of computing variables

31 non-transitory computer readable storage medium

storing computer readable program of computer instruc

tions wherein the computer readable program when executed 20

on computer causes the computer to carry out operations for

multi-bitrate video and/or audio content streaming the opera
tions comprising

capturing single video

segmenting the single video and generating plurality of 25

sequential raw streamlets that collectively store data to

playback the entire video and that individually store data

to playback only portion that starts at unique time

index and whose duration is less than the entire duration

of the corresponding video 30

encoding each raw strearnlet to generate for each of said

raw streamlets set including an encoded streamlet for

each bitrate supported by the multi-bitrate content

streaming wherein each of the encoded streamlets in

each of the sets is stored as separate content file 35

wherein the encoded streamlets within each of the sets

have the same time index as their corresponding raw

streamlet such that the encoded streamlets of the same

set independently yield on playback the same portion of

the single video wherein the separate content files 40

within each of the sets are independently requestable by

end user stations and wherein shifts between the differ

ent bit rates are made at the time indexes during stream

ing of the single video

receiving requests from the end user stations over the Inter- 45

net for different ones of the separate content files from

different ones of the sets and

transmitting the requested ones of the separate content files

to the requesting one of the end user stations wherein

each of the end user stations initiate each of the shifts 50

between the different bit rates during streaming of the

single video through request for the separate content

file storing different bit rate one of the encoded stream-

lets for subsequent one of the time indexes

32 The computer readable storage medium of claim 31 55

wherein said encoding comprises encoding multiple of the

plurality of sequential raw streamlets in parallel

33 The computer readable storage medium of claim 32

wherein said encoding the multiple streamlets comprises

encoding the multiple streamlets in time-selective manner S0

so that the plurality of sequential raw streamlets are pracessed

successively at regular time interval

34 The computer readable storage medium of claim 31

wherein the operations further comprise

transmitting the separate content files each storing one of 65

the encoded streamlets to streamlet database at the

regular time interval and

22

storing the separate content files each storing one of the

encoded streamlets in the streamlet database wherein

said transmitting comprises retrieving the requested

ones of the separate content files from the streamlet

database

35 An apparatus for multi -bitrate video andlor audio con

tent streaming the apparatus comprising

one or more computing devices including

means for capturing videos

means for segmenting the single video and generating

plurality of sequential raw streamlets that collectively

store data to playback the entire video and that indi

vidually store data to playback only portion that

starts at unique time index and whose duration is less

than the entire duration of the corresponding video

and

means for encoding each raw streamlet to generate for

each of said raw streamlets set including an

encoded streamlet for each bitrate supported by the

multi-bitrate content streaming wherein each of the

encoded streamlets in each of the sets is stored as

separate content file wherein the encoded streamlets

within each of the sets have the same time index as

their corresponding raw streamlet such that the

encoded streamlets of the same set independently

yield on playback the same portion of the single

video wherein the separate content files within each

of the sets are independently requestable by end user

stations and wherein shifts between the different bit

rates are made at the time indexes during streamingof

the single video

means for receiving requests from the end user stations

over the Internet for different ones of the separate

content files from different ones of the sets and

means for transmitting the requested ones of the separate

content files to the requesting one of the end user

stations wherein each of the end user stations initiate

each of the shifts between the different bit rates during

streaming of each of the videos through request for

the separate content file storing different bit rate one

of the encoded streamlets for subsequent one of the

time indexes

36 The apparatus of claim whereinthe encoding module

is further configured to start the generation of second one of

the sets from second of the plurality of sequential raw

streamlets prior to completing the generation of first of the

sets from first of the plurality of sequential raw streamlets to

generate the separate content files of the first and second sets

in parallel and wherein the second sequential raw streamlet

sequentially follows the first sequential raw streamlet

37 The apparatus of claim whereinthe encoding module

is further configured to multi-pass encode each of the plural

ity of sequential raw streamlets of at least one of the videos

and wherein the at least one of the videos is of live event

38 The apparatus of claim wherein least one of the

videos is of live event wherein the encoding module is

configured to receive the plurality of sequential raw stream-

lets of the at least one video according to real-time submis

sion rate and wherein the encoding module is configured to

encode the plurality of sequential raw streamlets at regular

intervals using an offset parallel processing scheme wherein

the regular intervals match the intervals at which each of the

plurality of sequential raw streamlets is received at the encod

ing module so the output timing of the encoding module does

not fall behind the real-time submission rate

39 The apparatus of claim wherein the one or more

computing devices further comprising streamlet database
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and wherein the encoding module is configured to transmit

the separate content files each storing one of the encoded

streamlets to the streamlet database to be stored and wherein

the web server is coupled to the streamlet database to retrieve

the requested ones of the separate content files from the

sireamlet database to transmit to the requesting one of the end

user stations

40 The apparatus of claim wherein at least one of the

plurality of hosts is configured to generate the separate con

tent files within one of the sets

41 The apparatus of claim wherein one of the plurality

of host is configured to generate first of the separate content

files according to first one of the supported bitrates for one

of the plurality of sequential raw streamlets and wherein

another one of the plurality of hosts is configured to generate

second of the separate content files according to second

one of the supported bitrates for the same one of the plurality

of sequential raw streamlets

42 The system of claim 14 wherein the encoding module

is further configured to start the generation of second one of

the sets from second of the plurality of sequential raw

streamlets prior to completing the generation of first of the

sets from first of the plurality of sequential raw streamlets to

generate the separate content files of the first and second sets

in parallel and wherein the second sequential raw streamlet

sequentially follows the first sequential raw streamlet

43 The system of claim 14 wherein the encoding module

is further configured to multi-pass encode each of the plural

ity
of sequential raw streamlets of at least one of the videos

and wherein the at least one of the videos is of live event

44 The system of claim 14 wherein at least one of the

videos is of live event wherein the encoding module is

configured to receive the plurality of sequential raw stream-

lets of the at least one video according to real-time subniis

sion rate and wherein the encoding module is configured to

encode the plurality of sequential raw streamlets at regular

intervals using an offset parallel processing scheme wherein

the regular intervals match the intervals at which each of the

plurality of sequential raw streamlets is received at the encod

ing module so the output timing of the encoding module does

not fall behind the real-time submission rate

45 The system of claim 14 comprising wherein

the encoding module comprises master module config

ured to assign an encoding job to one of plurality of

host computing modules to generate at least one of the

separate content files from at least one of the plurality of

sequential raw streamlets in response to an encodingjob

completion bid received from the one host and

the one or more computing devices further comprise

streamlet database and wherein the encoding module is

further configured to transmit the separate content files

each storing one of the encoded streamlets to the stream-

let database to be stored and wherein the web server is

coupled to the streamlet database to retrieve the

requested ones of the separate content files from the

streamlet database to transmit to the requesting one of

the end user stations

46 The system of claim 45 wherein at least one of the

plurality of hosts is configured to generate the separate con

tent files within one of the sets

47 The system of claim 45 wherein one of the plurality of

host is configured to generate first of the separate content

files according to first one of the supported bitrates for one

of the plurality of sequential raw streamlets and wherein

another one of the plurality of hosts is configured to generate

24

second of the separate content files according to second

one of the supported bitrates for the same one of the plurality

of sequential raw streamlets

48 The method of claim 24 wherein said encoding further

comprises starting the generation of second one of the sets

from second of the plurality of sequential raw streamlets

prior to completing the generation of first of the sets from

first of the plurality of sequential raw streamlets to generate

the separate content files of the first and second sets in paral

10 lel and wherein the second sequential raw streamlet sequen

tially follows the first sequential raw streamlet

49 The method of claim 24 wherein said encoding further

comprises multi-pass encoding each of the plurality of

sequential raw streamlets of the video and wherein the video

15 is of live event

50 The method of claim 24 wherein the video is of live

event wherein said capturing comprises capturing the video

of the live event according to real-time submission rate and

wherein said encoding comprises encoding each of the plu

20 rality of sequential raw streamlets of the video at regular

intervals using an offset parallel processing scheme wherein

the regular intervals match the intervals at which each of the

plurality of sequential raw streamlets is generated so the

output timing of said encoding does not fall behind the real-

25 time submission rate

51 The method of claim 24 further comprising

transmitting the separate content files each storing one of

the encoded streamlets to streamlet database and

storing the separate content files each storing one the

30 encoded streamlets in the streamlet database wherein

said transmitting comprises retrieving the requested

ones of the separate content files from the streamlet

database

52 The method of claim 29 wherein said assigning the

35 encoding job comprises assigning at least one of the plurality

of hosts to generate the separate content files within one of the

sets

53 The method of claim 29 wherein said assigning the

encoding job comprises assigning one of the plurality of host

40 to generate first of the separate content files according to

first one of the supported bitrates for one of the plurality of

sequential raw streamlets and wherein the method further

comprises assigning second encoding job to another one of

the plurality of hosts to generate second of the separate

45 content files according to second one of the supported

bitrates for the same one of the plurality of sequential raw

streamlets

54 The apparatus of claim 35 wherein at least one of the

videos is of live event wherein said means for encoding

50 receives the at least one video of the live event according to

real-time submission rate and wherein said means for encod

ing encodes each of the plurality of sequential raw streamlets

of the at least one video at regular intervals using an offset

parallel processing scheme wherein the regular intervals

55 match the intervals at which each of the plurality of sequential

raw streamlets is received at said encoding means so the

output timing of said encoding means does not fall behind the

real-time submission rate

55 The apparatus of claim 35 wherein the means for

60 encoding further comprises means for multi-pass encoding

each of the plurality of sequential raw streamlets of at least

one of the videos and wherein the at least one video is of live

event
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APPARATUS SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
M1JLTI-BLTRATE CONTENT STREAMING

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is continuation of U.S patent applica

don Ser No 11/673483 filed on Feb 2007 which is

continuation-in-part of application Ser No 11/116783 filed

onApr 282005 which claims the benefit of U.S Provisional

Application No 60/566831 filed on Apr 30 2004 all of

which are incorporated herein by reference

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to video streaming over packet

switched networks such as the Internet and more particularly

relates to adaptive-rate shifting of streaming content over

such networks 20

Description of the Related Art

The Internet is fast becoming preferred method for dis

tributing media files to end users It is currently possible to

download music or video to computers cell phones or prac

tically any network capable device Many portable media

players are equipped with network connections and enabled

to play music or videos The music or video files hereinafter

media files can be stored locally on the media player or

computer or streamed or downloaded from server

Streaming media refers to technology that delivers con

tent at rate sufficient for presenting the media to user in real

time as the data is received The data may be stored in memory

temporarily until played and then subsequently deleted The

user has the immediate satisfaction of viewing the requested

content without waiting for the media file to completely

download Unfortunately the audio/video quality that can be

received for real time presentation is constrained by the avail

able bandwidth of the users network connection Streaming

may be used to deliver content on demand previously

recorded or from live broadcasts

Alternatively media files may be downloaded and stored

on persistent storage devices such as hard drives or optical

storage for later presentation Downloading complete media

files can take large amounts of time depending on the network

connection Once downloaded however the content can be

viewed repeatedly anytime or anywhere Media files prepared

for downloading usually are encoded with higher quality

audio/video than can be delivered in real time Users gener

ally dislike this option as they tend to want to see or hear the

media file instantaneously 50

Streaming offers the advantage of immediate access to the

content but currently sacrifices quality compared with down

loading file of the same content Streaming also provides the

opportunity for user to select different content for viewing

on an ad hoc basis while downloading is by definition

restricted to receiving specific content selection in its

entirety or not at all Downloading also supports rewind fast

forward and direct seek operations while streaming is

unable to fully support these functions Streaming is also

vulnerable to network failures or congestion 60

Another technology known as progressive downloads

attempts to combine the strengths of the above two technolo

gies When progressive download is initiated the media file

download begins and the media player waits to begin play

back until there is enough of the file downloaded that play- 65

back can begin with the hope that the remainder ofthe file will

be completely downloaded before playback catches up

This waiting period before playback can be substantial

depending on network conditions and therefore is not com

plete or fully acceptable solution to the problem of media

presentation over network

Generally three basic challenges exist with regard to data

transport streaming over network such as the Internet that

has varying amount of data loss The first challenge is

reliability Most streaming solutions use TCP connection or

virtual circuit for transmitting data TCP connection
10

provides guaranteed delivery mechanism so that data sent

from one endpoint will be delivered to the destination even if

portions are lost and retransmitted break in the continuity

of TCP connection can have serious consequences when the

data must be delivered in real-time When network adapter

detects delays or losses in TCP connection the adapter

backs off from transmission attempts for moment and

then slowly resumes the original transmission pace This

behavior is an attempt to alleviate the perceived congestion

Such slowdown is detrimental to the viewing or listening

experience of the user and therefore is not acceptable

The second challenge to data transport is efficiency Effi

ciency refers to how well the users available bandwidth is

used for delivery of the content stream This measure is

25 directly related to the reliability ofthe TCP connection When

the TCP connection is suffering reliability problems loss of

bandwidth utilization results The measure of efficiency

sometimes varies suddenly and can greatly impact the view

ing experience

30 The third challenge is latency Latency is the time measure

form the clients point-of-view of the interval between when

request is issued and the response data begins to arrive This

value is affected by the network connections reliability and

efficiency and the processing time required by the origin to

35
prepare the response busy or overloaded server for

example will take more time to process request As well as

affecting the start time of particular request latency has

significant impact on the network throughput of TCP

From the foregoing discussion it should be apparent that

40 need exists for an apparatus system and method that allevi

ate the problems of reliability efficiency and latency Addi

tionally such an apparatus system and method would offer

instantaneous viewing along with the ability to fast forward

rewind direct seek and browse multiple streams Benefi

45 cially such an apparatus system and method would utilize

multiple connections between source and destination

requesting varying bitrate streams depending upon network

conditions

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been developed in
response to

the present state of the art and in particular in response to the

problems and needs in the art that have not yet been fully

solved by currently available content streaming systems

Accordingly the present invention has been developed to

provide an apparatus system and method for adaptive-rate

content streaming that overcome many or all of the above-

discussed shortcomings in the art

The apparatus for adaptive-rate content streaming is pro
vided with logic unit containing plurality of modules

configured to functionally execute the necessary steps These

modules in the described embodiments include receiving

module configured to receive media content streamlet mod
ule configured to segment the media content and generate

plurality of sequential streamlets and an encoding module

configured to encode each streamlet as separate content file

55
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The encoding module is further configured to generate set

of streamlets for each of the sequential streamlets Each

sireanilet may comprise portion of the media content having

predetermined length of time The predetermined length of

time may be in the range of between about 0.1 and seconds

In one embodiment set of streamlets comprises plural

ity
of streamlets having identical time indices and each

streamlet of the set of streamlets has unique bitrate The

receiving module is configured to convert the media content

to raw audio or raw video The encoding module may include 10

master module configured to assign an encoding job to one

of plurality of host computing modules in response to an

encoding job completion bid The job completion bid may be

based on plurality of computing variables selected from

greup consisting of current encodingjob completion percent

age average encoding job completion time processor speed

and physical memory capacity

system of the present invention is also presented for

adaptive-rate content streaming In particular the system in

one embodiment includes receiving module configured to

receive media content streanilet module configured to seg

ment the media content and generate plurality of sequential

streamlets each streamlet comprising portion of the media

content having predetermined length of time and an encod

ing module configured to encode each streanLIet as separate 25

content file and generate set of streamlets

The system also includes plurality of streamlets having

identical time indices and each streamlet of the set of stream-

lets having unique bitrate The encoding module comprises

master module configured to assign an encoding job to one

of plurality of host computing modules in response to an

encoding job completion bid

method of the present invention is also presented for

adaptive-rate content streaming In one embodiment the

method includes receiving media content segmenting the

media contant and generating plurality of sequential stream-

lets and encoding each streamlet as separate content file

The method also includes segmenting the media content

into plurality of streamlets each streamlet comprising

portion of the media content having predetermined length of 40

time In one embodiment the method includes generating

set of streamlets comprising plurality of streamlets having

identical time indices and each streamlet ofthe set of stream-

lets having unique bitrate

Furthermore the method may include converting the 45

media content to raw audio or raw video and segmenting the

content media into plurality of sequential streamlets The

method further comprises assigning an encodingjob to one of

plurality of host computing modules in response to an

encoding job completion bid and submitting an encodingjob 50

completion bid based on plurality of computing variables

Reference throughout this specification to features advan

tages or similar language does not imply that all of the

features and advantages that may be realized with the present

invention should be or are in any single embodiment of the

invention Rather language referring to the features and

advantages is understood to mean that specific feature

advantage or characteristic described in connection with an

embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the

present invention Thus discussion of the features and advan- 60

tages and similar language throughout this specification

may but do not necessarily refer to the same embodiment

Furthermore the described features advantages and char

acteristics of the invention may be combined in any suitable

manner in one or more embodiments One skilled in the 65

relevant art will recognize that the invention may be practiced

without one or more of the specific features or advantages of

particular embodiment In other instances additional fea

tures and advantages may be recognized in certain embodi

ments that may not be present in all embodiments of the

invention

These features and advantages of the present invention will

become more fully apparent from the following description

and appended claims or may be learned by the practice of the

invention as set forth hereinafter

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order that the advantages of the invention will be readily

understood more particular description of the invention

briefly described above will be rendered by reference to spe
cific embodiments that are illustrated in the appended draw-

15
ings Understanding that these drawings depict only typical

embodiments of the invention and are not therefore to be

considered to be limiting of its scope the invention will be

described and explained with additional specificity and detail

through the use of the accompanying drawings in which

20 FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of system for dynamic rate shifting of stream

ing content in accordance with the present invention

FIG 2a is schematic block diagram graphically illustrat

ing one embodiment of media content file

FIG 2b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of plurality of streams having varying degrees

of quality and bandwidth

FIG 3a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of stream divided into plurality of source

streamlets

FIG 3b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of sets of streamlets in accordance with the

present invention

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating in greater

detail one embodiment of the content module in accordance

with the present invention

FIG 5a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of an encoder module in accordance with the

present invention

FIG 5b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of parallel encoding of streamlets in accordance

with the present invention

FIG 6a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of virtual timeline in accordance with the

present invention

FIG 6b is schematic block diagram illustrating an alter-

native embodiment of VT in accordance with the present

invention

FIG 6c is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of QMX in accordance with the present inven

tion

FIG is schematic block diagram graphically illustrating

one embodiment of client module in accordance with the

present invention

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for processing content in accor

dance with the present invention

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for viewing plurality of streamlets

in accordance with the present invention and

FIG 10 is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for requesting streamlets within an

adaptive-rate shifting content streaming environment in

accordance with the present invention

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Many of the functional units described in this specification

have been labeled as modules in order to more particularly

30

35

55
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emphasize their implementation independence For example

module may be implemented as hardware circuit compris

ing custom VLSI circuits or gate arrays off-the-shelf semi

conductors such as logic chips transistors or other discrete

components module may also be implemented in program
mable hardware devices such as field programmable gate

arrays programmable array logic programmable logic

devices or the like

Modules may also be implemented in software for execu

don by various types of processors An identified module of

executable code may for instance comprise one or more

physical or logical blocks of computer instructions which

may for instance be organized as an object procedure or

function Nevertheless the executables of an identified mod
ule need not be physically located together but may comprise

disparate instructions stored in different locations which
when joined logically together comprise the module and

achieve the stated purpose for the module

Indeed module of executable code may be single

instruction or many instructions and may even be distributed

over several different code segments among different pro

grams and across several memoiy devices Similarly opera

tional data may be identified and illustrated herein within

modules and may be embodied in any suitable form and

organized within any suitable type of data structure The

operational data may be collected as single data set or may
be distributed over different locations including over different

storage devices and may exist at least partially merely as

electronic signals on system or network

Reference throughout this specification to one embodi

ment an embodiment or similar language means that

particular feature structure or characteristic described in

connection with the embodiment is included in at least one

embodiment of the present invention Thus appearances of

the phrases in one embodiment in an embodiment and

similar language throughout this specification may but donut

necessarily all refer to the same embodiment

Reference to signal bearing medium may take any form

capable of generating signal causing signal to be gener

ated or causing execution of program of machine-readable

instructions on digital processing apparatus signal bear

ing medium may be embodied by transmission line com
pact disk digital-video disk magnetic tape Bernoulli

drive magnetic disk punch card flash memory integrated

circuits or other digital processing apparatus memory device

In one embodiment computer program product including

computer useable medium having computer readable pro

gram of computer instructions stored thereon that when

executed on computer causes the computer to carry out

operations for multi-bitrate content streaming as described

herein

Furthermore the described features structures or charac

teristics of the invention may be combined in any suitable

manner in one or more embodiments In the following

description numerous specific details are provided such as

examples of programming software modules user selec

tions network transactions database queries database struc

tures hardware modules hardware circuits hardware chips

etc to provide thorough understanding of embodiments of

the invention One skilled in the relevant art will recognize

however that the invention may be practiced without one or

more of the specific details or with other methods compo
nents materials and so forth In other instances well-known

structures materials or operations arenot shown or described

in detail to avoid obscuring aspects of the invention

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of system 100 for dynamic rate shifting of

streaming content in accordance with the present invention

In one embodiment the system 100 comprises content

server 102 and an end user station 104 The content server 102

and the end user station 104 may be coupled by data com
munications network The data communications network

may include the Internet 106 and connections 108 to the

Internet 106 Alternatively the content server 102 and the end

user 104 may be located on common local area network

wireless area network cellular network virtual local area

network or the like The end user station 104 may comprise
10

personal computer PC an entertainment system config

ured to communicate over network or portable electronic

device configured to present content For example portable

electronic devices may include but are not limited to cellular

15
phones portable gaming systems and portable computing

devices

In the depicted embodiment the system 100 also includes

publisher 110 and web server 116 The publisher 110 may
be creator or distributor of content For example if the

20 content to be streamed were broadcast of television pro

gram the publisher 110 may be television or cable network

channel such as NBC or IvffV Content may be trans

ferred over the Internet 106 to the content server 102 where

the content is received by content module 112 The content

25 module 112 may be configured to receive process and store

content In one embodiment processed content is accessed by

client module 114 configured to play the content on the end

user station 104 In further embodiment the client module

114 is configured to receive different portions of content

30 stream from plurality of locations simultaneously For

example the client module 114 may request and receive

content from any of the plurality of web servers 116

Content from the content server 102 may be replicated to

other web servers 116 or alternatively to proxy cache servers

35 118 Replicating may occur by deliberate forwarding from

the content server 102 or by web cache or proxy server

outside of the content server 102 asking for content on behalf

of the client module 114 In further embodiment content

may be forwarded directly to web 116 or proxy 118 servers

40 through direct communication channels 120 without the need

to traverse the Internet 106

FIG 2a is schematic block diagram graphically illustrat

ing one embodiment of media content hereinafter con
tent file 200 In one embodiment the content file 200 is

45 distributed by the publisher 110 The content file 200 may

comprise television broadcast sports event movie music

concert etc The content file 200 may also be live or archived

content The content file 200 may comprise uncompressed

video and audio or alternatively video or audio Alterna

50 tively the content file 200 may be compressed using standard

or proprietary encoding schemes Examples of encoding

schemes capable of use with the present invention include

but are not limited to DivX Windows Media Video

Quicktime Sorenson 0n2 OGGVorbis MP3 or Quick-

55 time 6.5IMPEG-4 encoded content

FIG 2b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of plurality of streams 202 having varying

degrees of quality and bandwidth In one embodiment the

plurality of streams 202 comprises low quality stream 204

60 medium quality stream 206 and high quality stream 208

Each of the streams 204 206208 is copy of the content file

200 encoded and compressed to varying bit rates For

example the low quality stream 204 may be encoded and

compressed to bit rate of 100 kilobits per second kbps the

65 medium quality stream 206 may be encoded and compressed

to bit rate of 200kbps and the high quality stream 208 may
be encoded and compressed to 600 kbps
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content file 200 having duration or size equal to or less than

the duration or size of the content file 200 The streanilet

module 404 may be configured to segment the content file 200

into streamlets 303 each having an equal duration Alterna

tively the streamlet module 404 may be configured to seg

ment the content file 200 into streamlets 303 having equal file

sizes

The encoding module 406 is configured to receive the

source strearnlets 303 and generate the plurality of streams

202 of varying qualities The original content file 200 from

the publisher may be digital in fonn and may comprise con

tent having high bit rate such as for example 2mbps The

content may be transferred from the publisher 110 to the

content module 112 over the Internet 106 Such transfers of

data are well known in the art and do not require further

discussion herein Alternatively the content may comprise

captured broadcast

In further embodiment the encoding module 406 is con

figured to generate plurality of sets 306 of streamlets 304

The sets 306 as described above with reference to FIG 3b
may comprise streanilets having an identical time index and

duration and unique bitrate As with FIG 3b the sets 306

and subsequently the plurality of streams 202 may comprise

the low quality stream 204 the medium quality stream 206
and the high quality stream 208 Alternatively the plurality of

streams 202 may comprise any number of streams deemed

necessary to accommodate end user bandwidth

The encoder module 406 is further configured to encode

each source streamlet 303 into the plurality of streams 202

and streamlet sets 306 and store the streamlets in the streamlet

database 408 The encoding module 406 may utilize encoding

schemes such as DivX Windows Media Video Quick
time 6.5 Sorenson or Quicktime 6.5/MPEG-4 Alter

natively custom encoding scheme may be employed

The content module 112 may also include metadata mod
ule 412 and metadata database 414 In one embodiment
metadata comprises static searchable content information

For example metadata includes but is not limited to air date

of the content title actresses actors length and episode

name Metadata is generated by the publisher 110 and may be

configured to define an end user environment In one embodi

ment the publisher 100 may define an end user navigational

environment for the content including menus thumbnails

sidebars advertising etc Additionally the publisher 110

may define functions such as fast forward rewind pause and

play that may be used with the content file 200 The metadata

module 412 is configured to receive the metadata from the

publisher 110 and store the metadata in the metadata database

414 In further embodiment the metadata module 412 is

configured to interface with the client module 114 allowing

the client module 114 to search for content based upon at least

one of plurality of metadata criteria Additionally metadata

may be generated by the content module 112 through auto

mated processes or manual definition

Once the streamlets 304 have been received and processed

the client module 114 may request streamlets 304 using

HTTP from the web server 116 Using standard protocol

such as HTTP eliminates the need for network administrators

to configure firewalls to recognize and pass through network

traffic for new specialized protocol Additionally since the

client module 114 initiates the request the web server 116 is

only required to retrieve and serve the requested streanilet

304 In further embodiment the client module 114 may be

configured to retrieve streamlets 304 from plurality of web

servers 116

Each web server 116 may be located in various locations

across the Internet 106 The streamlets 304 may essentially be

FIG 3a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of stream 302 divided into plurality of source

streamlets 303 As used herein streanilet refers to any sized

portion of the content file 200 Each streamlet 303 may com

prise portion of the content contained in stream 302 encap-

sulated as an independent media object The content in

streamlet 303 may have unique time index in relation to the

beginning of the content contained in stream 302 In one

embodiment the content contained in each streamlet 303 may

have duration of two seconds For example streamlet may 10

have time index of 0000 representing the beginning of

content playback and streamlet may have time index of

0002 and so on Alternatively the time duration of the

streamlets 304 may be any duration smaller than the entire

playback duration of the content in stream 302 In further is

embodiment the streamlets 303 may be divided according to

file size instead of time index and duration

FIG 3b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of sets 306 of streanilets in accordance with the

present invention As used herein the term set refers to 20

group of streamlets having identical time indices and dura

tions but varying bitrates In the depicted embodiment the set

306a encompasses all streamlets having time index of

0000 The set 306a includes encoded streamlets 304 having

low medium and high 204 206208 bitrates Of course each 25

set 306 may include more than the depicted three bitrates

which are given by way of example only One skilled in the art

will recognize that any number of streams having different

bitrates may be generated from the original content 200

As described above the duration of one streamlet 304 may 30

be approximately two seconds Likewise each set 306 may

comprise plurality of streamlets 304 where each streamlet

304 has playable duration of two seconds Alternatively the

duration of the streamlet 304 may be predetermined or

dynamically variable depending upon variety of factors 35

including but not limited to network congestion system

specifications playback resolution and quality etc In the

depicted embodiment the content 200 may be formed of the

plurality of sets 306 The number of sets 306 may depend on

the length of the content 200 and the length or duration of 4o

each streamlet 304

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating in greater

detail one embodiment of the content module 112 in accor

dance with the present invention The content module 112

may comprise capture module 402 streamlet module 404 45

an encoder module 406 streamlet database 408 and the web

server 116 In one embodiment the capture module 402 is

configured to receive the content file 200 from the publisher

110 The capture module 402 may be configured to decom
press the content file 200 For example ifthecontentfile200 50

arrives having been encoded with one of the above described

encoding schemes the capture module 402 may convert the

content file 200 into raw audio andorvideo.Alternatively the

content file 200 may be transmitted by the publisher in

format 110 that does not require decompression 55

The capture module 402 may comprise capture card

configured for TV andlor video capture One example of

capture card suitable for use in the present invention is the

DRC-2500 by Digital Rapids of Ontario Canada Alterna

tively any capture card capable of capturing audio and video 60

may be utilized with the present invention In further

embodiment the capture module 402 is configured to pass the

content file to the streamlet module 404

The streamlet module 404 in one embodiment is config

ured to segment the content file 200 and generate source 65

streamlets 303 that are not encoded As used herein the term

segment refers to an operation to generate streamlet ofthe
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static files As such no specialized media server or server

side intelligence is required fora client module 114 to retrieve

streamlets 304 Streanilets 304 may be served by the web

server 116 or cached by cache servers of Internet Service

Providers ISPs or any other network infrastructure opera-

tors and served by the cache server Use of cache servers is

well known to those skilled in the art and will not be dis

cussed further herein Thus highly scalable solution is

provided that is not hindered by massive amounts of client

module 114 requests to the web server 116 at any specific

location especially the web server 116 most closely associ

ated with or within the content module 112

FIG 5a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of an encoder module 406 in accordance with

the present invention In one embodiment the encoder mod
ule 406 may include master module 502 and plurality of

host computing modules hereinafter host 504 The hosts

504 may comprise personal computers servers etc In

further embodiment the hosts 504 may be dedicated hard

ware for example cards plugged into single computer

The master module hereinafter master 502 is config

ured to receive streamlets 303 from the streamlet module 404

and stage the streamlet 303 for processing In one embodi

ment the master 502 may decompress each source streamlet

303 to produce raw streamlet As used herein the term raw
streamlet refers to streamlet 303 that is uncompressed or

lightly compressed to substantially reduce size with no sig

nificant loss in quality lightly compressed raw streamlet

can be transmitted more quickly and to more hosts Each host

504 is coupled with the master 502 and configured to receive

raw streamlet from the master 502 for encoding The hosts

504 in one example generate plurality of streamlets 304

having identical time indices and durations and varying

bitrates Essentially each host 504 may be configured to gen
erate set 306 from the raw streamlet 503 sent from the

master 502 Alternatively each host 504 may be dedicated to

producing single bitrate in order to reduce the time required

for encoding

Upon encoding completion the host 504 returns the set 306

to the master 502 so that the encoding module 406 may store

the set 306 in the streamlet database 408 The master 502 is

further configured to assign encoding jobs to the hosts 504

Each host is configured to submit an encoding job completion

bid hereinafter bid The master 502 assigns encoding jobs

depending on the bids from the hosts 504 Each host 504

generates bid depending upon plurality of computing

variables which may include but are not limited to current

encodingjob completion percentage average job completion

time processor speed and physical memory capacity

For example host 504 may submit bid that indicates that

based on past performance history the host 504 would be able

to complete the encoding job in 15 seconds The master 502

is configured to select from among plurality of bids the best

bid and subsequently submit the encoding job to the host 504

with the best bid As such the described encoding system
does not require that each host 504 have identical hardware

but beneficially takes advantage of the available computing

power of the hosts 504 Alternatively the master 502 selects

the host 504 based on first come first serve basis or some

other algorithm deemed suitable fora particular encoding job
The time required to encode one streamlet 304 is depen

dent upon the computing power of the host 504 and the

encoding requirements of the content file 200 Examples of

encoding requirements may include but are not limited to

two or multi-pass encoding and multiple streams of different

bitrates One benefit of the present invention is the ability to

perform two-pass encoding on live content file 200 Typi

10

cally in order to perform two-pass encoding prior art systems

must wait for the content file to be completed before encod

ing

The present invention however segments the content file

200 into source streamlets 303 and the two-pass encoding to

plurality of streams 202 may be performed on each corre

sponding raw streamlet without waiting for TV show to end

for example As such the content module 112 is capable of

streaming the streamlets over the Internet shortly after the

10 content module 112 begins capture of the content file 200

The delay between live broadcast transmitted from the

publisher 110 and the availability of the content depends on

the computing power of the hosts 504

FIG 5b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

15 embodiment of parallel encoding of streanilets in accordance

with the present invention In one example the capture mod
ule 402 of FIG begins to capture the content file and the

streamlet module 404 generates first streamlet 303a and

passes the streamlet to the encoding module 406 The encod

20 ing module 406 may take 10 seconds for example to gener

ate the first set 306a of streamlets 304a 304a1 304a2

304a3 etc represent streamlets 304 of different bitrates

FIG 5b illustrates the encoding process generically as block

502 to graphically illustrate the time duration required to

25 process raw or lightly encoded streamlet 303 as described

above with reference to the encoding module 406 The encod

ing module 406 may simultaneously process more than one

streamlet 303 and processing of streamlets will begin upon

arrival of the streamlet from the capture module 402

30 During the 10 seconds required to encode the first streamlet

303a the streamlet module 404 has generated five additional

2-second streamlets 303b 303c 303d 303e 303f forencod

ing and the master 502 has prepared and staged the corre

sponding raw streamlets Two seconds after the fIrst set 306a

35 is available the next set 306b is available and soon As such

the content file 200 is encoded for streaming over the Internet

and appears live The 10 second delay is given herein by way
of example only Multiple hosts 504 may be added to the

encoding module 406 in order to increase the processing

40 capacity of the encoding module 406 The delay may be

shortened to an almost unperceivable level by the addition of

high CPU powered systems or alternatively multiple low

powered systems

system as described above beneficially enables multi-

45 pass encoding of live events Multi-pass encoding systems of

the prior art require that the entire content be captured or be

complete because in order to perform multi-pass encoding

the entire content must be scanned and processed more than

once This is impossible with prior art systems because con-

50 tent from live event is not complete until the event is over As

such with prior art systems multi-pass encoding can only be

performed once the event is over Streamlets however may
be encoded as many times as is deemed necessary Because

the streanilet is an encapsulated media object of seconds

55 for example multi-pass encoding may begin on live event

once the first streamlet is captured Shortly after multi-pass

encoding of the first streamlet 303a is finished multi-pass

encoding of the second streamlet 303b finishes and as such

multi-pass encoding is performed on live event and appears

to live to viewer

Any specific encoding scheme applied to streamlet may
take longer to complete than the time duration ofthe streamlet

itself for example very high quality encoding of 2-second

streamlet may take seconds to finish Alternatively the

65 processing time required for each streamlet may be less than

the time duration of streamlet However because the offset

parallel encoding of successive streamlets are encoded by the
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encoding module at regular intervals matching the intervals

at which the those streamlets are submitted to the encoding

module 406 for example seconds the output timing of the

encoding module 406 does not fall behind the real-time sub

mission rate of the unencoded sireamlets Conversely prior

art encoding systems rely on the very fastest computing hard

ware and software because the systems must generate the

output immediately in lock-step with the input prior art

system that takes 2.1 seconds to encode seconds worth of

content is considered failure The present invention allows

for slowerthan real-time encoding processes yet still achieves

real-time encoding effect due to the parallel offset pipes

The parallel offset pipeline approach described with refer

ence to FIG 5b beneficially allows for long or short encoding

times without falling behind the live event Additionally

arbitrarily complex encoding of streamlets to multiple pro

files and optimizations only lengthens the encoding time 502

without perceptible difference to user because the sets 306

of streamlets 304 are encoded in time-selective manner so

that streamlets are processed at regular time intervals and

transmitted at these time intervals

Returning now to FIG 5a as depicted the master 502 and

the hosts 504 may be located within single local area net

work orin other terms the hosts 504 may be in close physical

proximity to the master 502 Alternatively the hosts 504 may

receive encoding jobs from the master 502 over the Internet or

other communications network Forexample consider live

sports event in remote location where it would be difficult to

setup multiple hosts In this example master performs no

encoding or alternatively light encoding before publishing

the streamlets online The hosts 504 would then retrieve those

streamlets and encode the streamlets into the multiple bitrate

sets 306 as described above

Furthermore hosts 504 may be dynamically added or

removed from the encoding module without restarting the

encodingjob and/or interrupting the publishing of streamlets

If host 504 experiences crash or some failure its encoding

work is simply reassigned to another host

The encoding module 406 in one embodiment may also

be configured to produce streamlets that are specific to

particular playback platform For example for single raw

streamlet single host 504 may produce streamlets for dif

ferent quality levels for personal computer playback stream-

lets for playback on cell phones with different proprietary

codec small video-only streamlet for use when playing just

thumbnail view of the stream like ma programming guide

and very high quality streamlet for use in archiving

FIG 6a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of virtual timeline 600 in accordance with the

present invention In one embodiment the virtual timeline

600 comprises at least one quantummedia extension 602 The

quantum media extension hereinafter QMX 602

describes an entire content file 200 Therefore the virtual

timeline hereinafter VT 600 may comprise file that is

configured to define playlist for user to view For example

the VT may indicate that the publisher desires user to watch

first show QMX 602a followed by QMX 602b and QMX
602c As such the publisher may define broadcast schedule

in manner similar to television station

FIG 6b is schematic block diagram illustrating an alter

native embodiment of VT 600 in accordance with the

present invention In the depicted embodiment the VT 600

may include single QMX 602 which indicates that the

publisher desires the same content to be looped over and over

again For example the publisher may wish to broadcast

never-ending infomercial on website

12

FIG 6c is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of QMX 602 in accordance with the present

invention In one embodiment the QMIX 602 contains mul
titude of information generated by the content module 112

configured to describethe content file 200 Examples of infor

mation include but are not limited to start index 604 end

index 606 whether the content is live 608 proprietary pub
lisher data 610 encryption level 612 content duration 614

and bitrate values 616 The bitrate values 616 may include

to frame size 618 audio channel 620 information codecs 622

used sample rate 624 and frames parser 626

publisher may utilize the QVT 600 together with the

QMX 602 in order to prescribe playback order for users or

alternatively selectively edit content For example pub-

is lisher may indicate in the QMX 602 that audio should be

muted at time index 1042 or video should be skipped for

seconds at time index 1835 As such the publisher may

selectively skip offensive content without the processing

requirements of editing the content

20 FIG is schematic block diagram graphically illustrating

one embodiment of client module 114 in accordance with

the present invention The client module 114 may comprise

an agent controller module 702 streamlet cache module

704 and network controller module 706 In one embodi

25 ment the agent controller module 702 is configured to inter

face with viewer 708 and transmit streamlets 304 to the

viewer 708 Alternatively the agent controller module 702

may be configured to simply reassemble streamlets into

single file for transfer to an external device such as portable

30 video player

In further embodiment the client module 114 may com
prise plurality of agent controller modules 702 Each agent

controller module 702 may be configured to interface with

one viewer 708 Alternatively the agent controller module

35 702 maybe configured to interface with plurality ofviewers

708 The viewer 708 may be media player not shown

operating on PC or handheld electronic device

The agent controller module 702 is configured to select

quality level of streamlets to transmit to the viewer 708 The

40 agent controller module 702 requests lower or higher quality

streams based upon continuous observation of time intervals

between successive receive times of each requested streamlet

The method ofrequesting higher or lower quality streams will

be discussed in greater detail below with reference to FIG 10

45 The agent controller module 702 may be configured to

receive user commands from the viewer 708 Such commands

may include play fast forward rewind pause and stop In

one embodiment the agent controller module 702 requests

streamlets 304 from the streamlet cache module 704 and

50 arranges the received streamlets 304 in staging module 709

The staging module 709 may be configured to arrange the

streamlets 304 in order of ascending playback time In the

depicted embodiment the streamlets 304 are numbered

etc However each streamlet 304 may be identified

55 with unique filename

Additionally the agent controller module 702 may be con

figured to anticipate streamlet 304 requests and pre-request

streamlets 304 By pre-requesting streamlets 304 the user

may fast-forward skip randomly or rewind through the con-

60 tent and experience no buffering delay In further embodi

ment the agent controller module 702 may request the

streamlets 304 that correspond to time index intervals of 30

seconds within the total play time of the content Alterna

tively the agent controller module 702 may request stream-

65 lets at any interval less than the length of the time index This

enables fast-start capability with no buffering wait when

starting or fast-forwarding through content file 200 In fur-
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ther embodiment the agent controller module 702 may be

configured to pre-request streamlets 304 corresponding to

specified index points within the content or within other con

tent in anticipation of the end user 104 selecting new content

to view In one embodiment the streamlet cache module 704

is configured to receive streamlet 304 requests from the agent

controller module 702 Upon receiving request the stream-

let cache module 704 first checks streamlet cache 710 to

verity if the streamlet 304 is present In further embodiment

the streamlet cache module 704 handles streamlet 304

requests from plurality of agent controller modules 702

Alternatively streamlet cache module 704 maybe provided

for each agent controller module 702 If the requested stream-

let 304 is not present in the streamlet cache 410 the request is

passed to the network controller module 706 In order to

enable fast forward and rewind capabilities the streamlet

cache module 704 is configured to store the plurality of

streamlets 304 in the streamlet cache 710 for specified time

period after the streamlet 304 has been viewed However

once the streamlets 304 have been deleted they may be

requested again from the web server 116

The network controller module 706 may be configured to

receive streamlet requests from the streamlet cache module

704 and open connection to the web server 116 or other

remote streamlet 304 database not shown In one embodi

ment the network controller module 706 opens TCP/IP

connection to the web server 116 and generates standard

HTTP GET request for the requested streamlet 304 Upon

receiving the requested streamlet 304 the network controller

module 706 passes the streamlet 304 to the streamlet cache

module 704 where it is stored in the streamlet cache 710 In

further embodiment the network controller module 706 is

configured to process and request plurality of streamlets 304

simultaneously The network controller module 706 may also

be configured to request plurality of streamlets where each

streamlet 304 is subsequently requested in multiple parts

In further embodiment streamlet requests may comprise

requesting pieces of any streamlet file Splitting the streamlet

304 into smaller pieces or portions beneficially allows for an

increased efficiency potential and also eliminates problems

associated with multiple full-streamlet requests sharing the

bandwidth at any given moment This is achieved by using

parallel TCP/IP connections for pieces of the streamlets 304

Consequently efficiency and network loss problems are over

come and the streamlets arrive with more useful andpredict

able timing

In one embodiment the client module 114 is configured to

use multiple TCP connections between the client module 114

and the web server 116 or web cache The intervention of

cache may be transparent to the client or configured by the

client as forward cache By requesting more than one

streamlet 304 at time in manner referred to as parallel

retrieval br more than one part of streamlet 304 at time

efficiency is raised significantly and latency is virtually elimi

nated In further embodiment the client module allows

maximum of three outstanding streamlet 304 requests The

client module 114 may maintain additional open TCP con

nections as spares to be available should another connection

fail Streamlet 304 requests are rotated among all open con

nections to keep the TCP flow logic for any particular con

nection from falling into slow-start or close mode If the

network controller module 706 has requested streamlet 304

in multiple parts with each part requested on mutually inde

pendent TCP/IP connections the network controller module

706 reassembles the parts to present complete streamlet 304

for use by all other components of the client module 114

14

When TCP connection fails completely new request

may be sent on different connection for the same streamlet

304 In further embodiment if request is not being satis

fled in timely manner redundant request may be sent on

different connection for the same streamlet 304 If the first

streamlet requests response arrives before the redundant

request response the redundant request can be aborted Ifthe

redundant request response arrives before the first request

response the first request may be aborted

10 Several streamlet 304 requests maybe sent on single TCP

connection and the responses are caused to flow back in

matching order along the same connection This eliminates

all but the first request latency Because multiple responses

are always being transmitted the processing latency of each

15 new streamlet 304 response after the first is not factor in

perfonnance This technique is known in the industry as

pipelining Pipelining offers efficiency in request-response

processing by eliminating most of the effects of request

latency However pipelining has serious vulnerabilities

20 Transmission delays affect all of the responses If the single

TCP connection fails all of the outstanding requests and

responses are lost Pipelining causes serial dependency

between the requests

Multiple TCP connections may be opened between the

25 client module 114 and the web server 116 to achieve the

latency-reduction efficiency benefits of pipelining while

maintaining the independence of each streamlet 304 request

Several streamlet 304 requests maybe sent concurrently with

each request being sent on mutually distinct TCP connec

30 tion This technique is labeled virtual pipelin and is an

innovation of the present invention Multiple responses may
be in transit concurrently assuring that communication band

width between the client module 114 and the web server 116

is always being utilized Virtual pipelining eliminates the

35 vulnerabilities of traditional pipelining delay in or com
plete failure of one response does not affect the transmission

of other responses because each response occupies an inde

pendent TCP connection Any transmission bandwidth not in

use by one of multiple responses whether due to delays or

40 TCP connection failure may be utilized by other outstanding

responses

single streamlet 304 request may be issued for an entire

streamlet 304 or multiple requests may be issued each for

different part or portion of the streamlet If the streamlet is

45 requested in several parts the parts may be recombined by the

client module 114 streamlet

In order to maintain proper balance between maximized

bandwidth utilization and response time the issuance of new
streamlet requests must be timed such that the web server 116

50 does not transmit the response before the client module 114

has fully received response to one of the previously out

standing streamlet requests For example if three streamlet

304 requests are outstanding the client module 114 should

issue the next request slightly before one of the three

55 responses is fully received and out of the pipe In other

words request timing is adjusted to keep three responses in

transit Sharing of bandwidth among four responses dimin

ishes the net response time of the other three responses The

timing adjustment may be calculated dynamically by obser

60 vation and the request timing adjusted accordingly to main

tain the proper balance of efficiency and response times

The schematic flow chart diagrams that follow are gener

ally set forth as logical flow chart diagrams As such the

depicted order and labeled steps are indicative of one embodi

65 ment of the presented method Other steps and methods may
be conceived that are equivalent in function logic or effect to

one or more steps or portions thereof of the illustrated
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method Additionally the format and symbols employed are

provided to explain the logical steps of the method and are

understood not to limit the scope of the method Although

various arrow types and line types may be employed in the

flow chart diagrams they are understood not to limit the scope

of the corresponding method Indeed some arrows or other

connectors may be used to indicate only the logical flow of the

method For instance an arrow may indicate waiting or

monitoring period of unspecified duration between enumer

ated steps of the depicted method Additionally the order in

which particular method occurs may or may not strictly

adhere to the order of the corresponding steps shown

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method 800 for processing content in accor

dance with the present invention In one embodiment the

method 800 starts 802 and the content module 112 receives

804 content from the publisher 110 Receiving content 804

may comprise receiving 804 digital copy of the content file

200 or digitizing physical copy of the content file 200

Alternatively receiving 804 content may comprise capturing

radio television cable or satellite broadcast Once received

804 the streamlet module 404 generates 808 plurality of

source streamlets 303 each having fixed duration Alterna

tively the streamlets 303 may be generated with fixed file

size

In one embodiment generating 808 streamlets comprises

dividing the content file 200 into plurality of two second

streamlets 303 Alternatively the streamlets may have any

length less than or equal to the length of the stream 202 The

encodermodule 406 then encodes 810 the streamlets 303 into

sets 306 of streamlets 304 in plurality of streams 202

according to an encoding scheme The quality may be pre

defined or automatically set according to end user band

width or in response to pre-designated publisher guidelines

In further embodiment the encoding scheme comprises 35

proprietary codec such as WMV9 The encoder module 406

then stores 812 the encoded streamlets 304 in the streamlet

database 408 Once stored 812 the web server 116 may then

serve 814 the streamlets 304 In one embodiment serving 814

the streanilets 304 comprises receiving streamlet requests

from the client module 114 retrieving the requested streamlet

304 from the streamlet database 408 and subsequently trans

mitting the streamlet 304 to the client module 114 The

method 800 then ends 816

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one 45

embodiment of method 900 for viewing plurality of

streamlets in accordance with the present invention The

method 900 starts and an agent controller module 702 is

provided 904 and associated with viewer 708 and provided

with staging module 709 The agent controller module 702 50

then requests 906 streamlet 304 from the streamlet cache

module 704 Alternatively the agent controller module 702

may simultaneously request 906 plurality of streamlets 304

the streamlet cache module 704 If the streamlet is stored 908

locally inthe streamlet cache 710 the streamletcachemodule ss

704 retrieves 910 the streanilet 304 and sends the streamlet to

the agent controller module 702 Upon retrieving 910 or

receiving streamlet the agent controller module 702 makes

911 determination of whether or not to shift to higher or

lower quality stream 202 This determination will be 60

described below in greater detail with reference to FIG 10

In one embodiment the staging module 709 then arranges

912the streamlets 304 into the proper order and the agent

controller module 702 delivers 914 the streanilets to the

viewer 708 In further embodiment delivering 914 stream-

lets 304 to the end user comprises playing video and or audio

streanilets on the viewer 708 If the streamlets 304 are not

16

stored 908 locally the streamlet request is passed to the

network controller module 706 The network controller mod
ule 706 then requests 916 the streamlet 304 from the web

server 116 Once the streamlet 304 is received the network

controller module 706 passes the streamlet to the streamlet

cache module 704 The streamlet cache module 704 archives

918 the streamlet Alternatively the streamlet cache module

704 then archives 918 the streamlet and passes the streamlet

to the agent controller module 702 and the method 900 then

10 continues from operation 910 as described above

Referring now to FIG 10 shown therein is schematic

flow chart diagram illustrating one embodiment of method

1000 for requesting streamlets 304 within an adaptive-rate

shifting content streaming environment in accordance with

15 the present invention The method 1000 may be used in one

embodiment as the operation 911 of FIG The method 1000

starts and the agent controller module 702 receives 1004

streamlet 304 as described above with reference to FIG
The agent controller module 702 then monitors 1006 the

20 receive time of the requested streamlet In one embodiment

the agent controller module 702 monitors the time intervals

between successive receive times for each streamlet response

Ordering of the responses in relation to the order of their

corresponding requests is not relevant

25 Because network behavioral characteristics fluctuate

sometimes quite suddenly any given may vary substan

tially from another In order to compensate for this fluctua

tion the agent controller module 702 calculates 1008 per
formance ratio across window of samples for streamlets

30 of playback length In one embodiment the performance

ratio is calculated using the equation

rS

Due to multiple simultaneous streamlet processing and in

40

order to better judge the central tendency of the performance

ratio the agent controller module 702 may calculate geo

metric mean or alternatively an equivalent averaging algo

rithm across window of size and obtain performance

factor

riJ

The policy determination about whether or not to upshift

1010 playback quality begins by comparing with

trigger threshold then an up shift to the

next higher quality stream may be considered 1016 In one

embodiment the trigger threshold is determined by

combination of factors relating to the current read ahead

margin i.e the amount of contiguously available streamlets

that have been sequentially arranged by the staging module

709 for presentation at the current playback time index and

minimum safety margin In one embodiment the minimum

safety margin may be 24 seconds The smaller the read ahead

margin the larger is to discourage upshifting until larger

read ahead margin may be established to withstand network

disruptions If the agent controller module 702 is able to

sustain 1016 upshift quality then the agent controller module

702 will upshift 1017 the quality and subsequently request

higher quality streams The determination of whether use of

65
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the higher quality stream is sustainable 1016 is made by

comparing an estimate of the higher quality streams perfor

mance factor 4h.gh with higthrup then use of the

higher quality stream is considered sustainable If the deci

sion of whether or not the higher stream rate is sustainable

1016 is no the agent controller module 702 will not attempt

to upshift 1017 stream quality If the end of the stream has

been reached 1014 the method 1000 ends 1016

If the decision on whether or not to attempt upshift 1010 is

no decision about whether or not to downshift 1012 is 10

made In one embodiment trigger threshold is

defined in manner analogous to if then

the stream quality may be adequate and the agent controller

module 702 does not downshift 1018 stream quality How

ever if4 the agent controller module 702 does 15

downshift 1018 the stream quality If the end of the stream has

not been reached 1014 the agent controller module 702

begins to request and receive 1004 lower quality streamlets

and the method 1000 starts again Of course the above

described equations and algorithms are illustrative only and

may be replaced by alternative streamlet monitoring solu

tions

The present invention may be embodied in other specific

forms without departing from its
spirit or essential character

istics The described embodiments are to be considered in all 25

respects only as illustrative and not restrictive The scope of

the invention is therefore indicated by the appended claims

rather than by the foregoing description All changes which

come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the

claims are to be embraced within their scope 30

What is claimed is

system for adaptive-rate content streaming videos for

playback on end user stations the system comprising set of

one or more servers including

storage device to store plurality of different copies of 35

same single video each encoded at different bit rate and

each divided into plurality of streamlets that collec

tively store data to playback the entire video but that

individually store data to playback only portion that

starts at unique time index and whose duration is less 40

than the entire playback duration of the single video

wherein the time indexes of the streamlets are the same

for the different copies such that the streamlets with the

same time indexes from the different copies indepen

dently yield the same portions of the single video and 45

wherein each of the streamlets of each of the pluralities

is separate content file that is independently playable

by the end user stations and

web server to be executed on the set of servers wherein

the web server is configured to 50

receive for set of one or more initial and sequential

ones of the time indexes at least one streamlet request

over set of one or more network connections from

requesting one of the end user stations to retrieve the

separate content files storing the portions ofthe single 55

video starting at the set of time indexes from one of the

different copies

retrieve from the storage device the requested content

files from the one copy

send the retrieved content files from the one copy to the 60

requesting one of the end user stations over the set of

network connections

receive for each subsequent time index at least one

streamlet request over the set of network connections

from the requesting one of the end user stations to 65

retrieve the separate content files storing the portion

of the single video starting at that time index from one

18

of the different copies currently selected wherein the

requesting one of the end user stations selects the

currently selected one of the different copies depen
dent upon ongoing determinations to shift the play
back quality to higher or lower quality one of the

different copies wherein the shifts in playback qual

ity occur at the time indexes and wherein the request

ing end user station initiates the shifts in playback

quality during streaming of the single video through

requests for separate content files storing different

playback qualities of the encoded streamlets for sub

sequent ones of the time indexes

retrieve from the storage device the requested content

files from the currently selected one of the different

copies and

send the retrieved content files from the currently

selected one of the different copies to the requesting

one of the end user stations over the set of network

connections

The system of claim wherein the set of servers does not

20 require specialized protocol for said adaptive-rate content

streaming

The system of claim wherein at least one of the set of

one or more servers is cache server

The system of claim wherein the web server receives

the streamlet requests using standard protocol

The system of claim wherein the web server receives

the streamlet request as Hypertext Transport Protocol

HTTP GET requests

The system of claim wherein at least one of the set of

one or more servers is content server and wherein the

content server includes content module including

the web server

receiving module configured to receive the videos

streamlet module configured to segment the received

videos to generate for each plurality of sequential raw

streamlets that collectively store data to playback the

entire video and that individually store data to playback

only portion that starts at unique time index and

whose duration is less than the entire duration of the

corresponding video and

an encoding module configured to encode each raw

streamlet to generate for each of said raw streamlets

set including an encoded streamlet for each bitrate sup

ported by the adaptive-rate content streaming wherein

each of the encoded streamlets in each of the sets is

stored as the separate content file wherein the encoded

streamlets within each of the sets have the same time

index as their corresponding raw streanilet such that the

encoded streamlets of the same set independently yield

on playback the same portion of the corresponding

video and wherein the separate content files within each

of the sets are independently requestable by end user

stations

The system of claim further comprising streamlet

database wherein the encoding module is further configured

to transmit the separate content files each storing one of the

encoded streamlets to the streamlet database to be stored and

wherein the web server is coupled to the streamlet database to

retrieve the requested ones of the separate content files from

the streamlet database to transmit to the requesting one of the

end user stations

The system of claim wherein the content module

further comprises

metadata module configured to receive metadata from

publisher wherein the metadata comprises searchable

content information and

metadata database to store the metadata
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The system of claim wherein the metadata further

comprises metadata associated with an end user navigational

environment for the single video

10 The system of claim wherein the encoding module is

configured to encode multiple of the plurality of sequential

raw streamlets in parallel

11 The system of claim wherein the encoding module is

configured to encode the plurality of sequential raw stream-

lets at regular intervals using an offset parallel processing
10

scheme

12 The system of claim wherein the encoding module

comprises master module configured to assign an encoding

job to one of plurality of hosts to generate at least one of the

separate content files from at least one of the plurality of

sequential raw streamlets in response to an encoding job

completion bid received from the one host

13 The system of claim wherein the encoding module is

further configured to multi-pass encode each of the plurality

of sequential raw streamlets of at least one of the videos

14 The system of claim 13 wherein the at least one of the

videos is of live event

15 method for adaptive-rate content streaming videos

for playback on content player on an end user station the

method comprising 25

receiving selected one of the videos for generating

streamlets for adaptive-rate content streaming and

creating plurality of different copies of the same selected

video wherein each of the different copies is encoded at

different bit rate and is divided into plurality of 30

streamlets that collectively store data to playback the

entire video but that individually store data to playback

only portion that starts at unique time index and

whose duration is less than the entire duration of the

selected video wherein the time indexes of the stream- 35

lets are the same for the different copies such that

streamilets with the same time indexes form the different

copies independently yield the same portions of the

selected video and wherein each of the streamlets of

each of the pluralities is separate content file that is 40

independently playable by the end user station to

thereby allow the end user station to initiate shifts in

playback quality during streaming of the selected video

through requests for separate content files storing differ

ent playback qualities of the encoded streamlets for sub- 45

sequent ones of the time indexes

16 The method of claim 15 wherein said creating com

prises

encoding the selected video into each of the plurality of

different copies at each of the different bit rates sup- so

ported by the adaptive-rate content streaming and

segmenting each of the plurality ofdifferent copies into the

plurality of streamlets wherein each of the plurality of

streamlets of each of the plurality of different copies is

stored as the separate content file and wherein the sepa- 55

rate content files within each of the sets are indepen

dently requestable by end user stations

17 The method of claim 15 wherein said creating com

prises

segmenting the selected video and generating plurality of 60

sequential raw streainlets that collectively store data to

playback the entire video and that individually store data

to playback only the portion that starts at the unique time

index and whose duration is less than the entire duration

of the corresponding video and 65

encoding each raw streamlet to generate for each of said

raw streamlets set including an encoded streamlet for

20

each bitrate supported by the adaptive-rate content

streaming wherein each of the encoded streamlets in

each of the sets is stored as the separate content file and

wherein the encoded streamlets within each of the sets

have the same time index as their corresponding raw

streamlet such that the encoded streamlets of the same

set independently yield on playback the same portion of

the corresponding video wherein the separate content

files within each of the sets are independently request-

able by end user stations

18 The method of claim 17 wherein said encoding com
prises encoding multiple of the plurality of sequential raw

streamlets in parallel

15
19 The method of claim 17 wherein said encoding further

comprises multi-pass encoding each of the plurality of

sequential raw streamlets of the corresponding video

20 method for streaming from set of one or more

servers videos for playback on content player on an end user

20 station the method comprising

streaming from the set of servers selected one of the

videos for playback on the content player wherein the

set of servers stores plurality of different copies of the

same selected video each encoded at different bit rate

and each divided into plurality of streamlets that col

lectively store data to playback the entire video but that

individually store data to playback only portion that

starts at unique time index and whose duration is less

than the entire playback duration of the selected video

wherein the time indexes of the streamlets are the same

for the different copies such that the streamlets with the

same time indexes from the different copies indepen

dently yield the same portions of the selected video and

wherein each of the streamlets of each of the pluralities

is separate content file that is independently playable

by the end user stations and wherein said streaming

comprises

receiving for set of one or more initial and sequential

ones of the time indexes at least one streamlet request

over set of one or more network connections from

requesting one of the end user stations to retrieve the

separate content files storing the portions of the single

video starting at the set oftime indexes from one of the

different copies

retrieving from the storage device the requested content

files with the set of time indexes from the one copy

sending the retrieved content files from the one copy to

the requesting one of the end user stations over the set

of network connections

receiving for each subsequent time index at least one

streamlet request over the set of network connections

from the requesting one of the end user stations to

retrieve the separate content files storing the portion

ofthe single video starting at that time index from one

of the different copies currently selected wherein the

requesting one of the end user stations selects the

currently selected one of the different copies depen
dent upon successive determinations to shift the play

back quality to higher or lower quality one of the

different copies wherein the shifts in playback qual

ity occur at the time indexes and wherein the request

ing end user station initiates the shifts in playback

quality during streaming of the single video through

requests for separate content files storing different

playback qualities of the encoded streamlets for sub

sequent ones of the time indexes
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retrieving from the storage device the requested content

files with the time index from the currently selected

one of the different copies and

sending the retrieved content files from the currently

selected one of the different copies to the requesting

one of the end user stations over the set of network

connections

21 The method of claim 20 wherein the streanilet requests

comprise the time index and the bit rate that identil which of

the separate content files to be retrieved

22 An apparatus for multi-bitrate video and/or audio con

tent streaming the apparatus comprising

one or more computing devices including

streamlet module configured to segment videos to

generate for each plurality of sequential raw stream-

lets that collectively store data to playback the entire

video and that individually store data to playback only

portion that starts at unique time index and whose

duration is less than the entire duration of the corre

sponding video 20

an encoding module configured to encode each raw

streamlet to generate for each of said raw streamlets

set including an encoded streamlet for each bitrate

supported by the multi-bitrate content streaming

wherein each of the encoded streamlets in each of the 25

sets is stored as separate content file wherein the

encoded streamlets within each of the sets have the

same time index as their corresponding raw streamlet

such that the encoded streamlets of the same set inde

pendently yield on playback the same portion of the 30

video wherein the separate content files within each

of the sets

are independently requestable by end user stations and

wherein shifts between the different bit rates are made

at the time indexes during streaming of each of the 35

videos and

web server to be coupled over the Internet to the end

user stations to receive requests from the end user

stations for different ones of the separate content files

from different ones of the sets and to transmit the 40

requested ones of the separate content files to the

22

requesting one of the end user stations wherein each

of the end user stations initiate each of the shifts

between the different bit rates during streaming of

each of the videos through request for the separate

content file storing different bit rate one of the

encoded streamlets for subsequent one of the time

indexes

23 method for multi-bitrate video and/or audio content

streaming the method comprising

10 segmenting single video and generating plurality of

sequential raw streamlets that collectively store data to

playback the entire video and that individually store data

to playback only portion that starts at unique time

index and whose duration is less than the entire duration

is of the corresponding video

encoding each raw streamlet to generate for each of said

raw streanilets set including an encoded streamlet for

each bitrate supported by the multi-bitrate content

streaming wherein each of the encoded streamlets in

each of the sets is stored as separate content file

wherein the encoded streamlets within each of the sets

have the same time index as their corresponding raw

streamlet such that the encoded streamlets of the same

set independently yield on playback the same portion of

the single video wherein the separate content files

within each of the sets are independently requestable by

end user stations and wherein shifts between the differ

ent bit rates are made at the time indexes during stream

ing of the single video

receiving requests from the end user stations over the Inter

net for different ones of the separate content files from

different ones of the sets and

transmitting the requested ones ofthe separate content files

to the requesting one of the end user stations wherein

each of the end user stations initiate each of the shifts

between the different bit rates during streaming of the

single video through request for the separate content

file storing different bit rate one of the encoded stream-

lets for subsequent one of the time indexes
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APPARATUS SYSTEM ANI METHOD FOR
MULTFBITRATE CONTENT STREAMING

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is continuation of U.S patent applica

tion Ser No 11/673483 filed on Feb 2007 which is

continuation-in-part of application Ser No 11/116783 filed

onApr 282005 which claims thebenefit of U.S Provisional

Application No 60/566831 filed on Apr 30 2004 all of

which are incorporated herein by reference

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to video streaming over packet

switched networks such as the Internet and more particularly

relates to adaptive-rate shifting of streaming content over

such networks

Description of the Related Art

The Internet is fast becoming preferred method for dis

tributing media files to end users It is currently possible to

download music or video to computers cell phones or prac

tically any network capable device Many portable media

players are equipped with network connections and enabled

to play music or videos The music or video files hereinafter

media files can be stored locally on the media player or

computer or streamed or downloaded from server

Streaming media refers to technology that delivers con

tent at rate sufficient for presenting the media to user in real

time as the data is received The data may be stored in memory

temporarily until played and then subsequently deleted The

user has the immediate satisfaction of viewing the requested

content without waiting for the media file to completely

download Unfortunately the audio/video quality that can be

received for real time presentation is constrained by the avail

able bandwidth of the users network connection Streaming

may be used to deliver content on demand previously

recorded or from live broadcasts

Alternatively media files may be downloaded and stored

on persistent storage devices such as hard drives or optical

storage for later presentation Downloading complete media

files can take large amounts of time depending on the network

connection Once downloaded however the content can be

viewed repeatedly anytime or anywhere Media files prepared

for downloading usually are encoded with higher quality

audio/video than can be delivered in real time Users gener

ally dislike this option as they tend to want to see or hear the

media file instantaneously so

Streaming offers the advantage of immediate access to the

content but currently sacrifices quality compared with down

loading file ofthe same content Streaming also provides the

opportunity for user to select different content for viewing

on an ad hoc basis while downloading is by definition

restricted to receiving specific content selection in its

entirety or not at all Downloading also supports rewind fast

forward and direct seek operations while streaming is

unable to fully support these functions Streaming is also

vulnerable to network failures or congestion

Another technology known as progressive downloads

attempts to combine the strengths of the above two technolo

gies When progressive download is initiated the media file

download begins and the media player waits to begin play

back until there is enough of the file downloaded that play

back can begin with the hope that the remainder ofthe file will

be completely downloaded before playback catches up

This waiting period before playback can be substantial

depending on network conditions and therefore is not com

plete or fully acceptable solution to the problem of media

presentation over network

Generally three basic challenges exist with regard to data

transport streaming over network such as the Internet that

has varying amount of data loss The first challenge is

reliability Most streaming solutions use TCP connection or

virtual circuit for transmitting data TCP connection

provides guaranteed delivery mechanism so that data sent

from one endpoint will be delivered to the destination even if

portions are lost and retransmitted break in the continuity

of TCP connection can have serious consequences when the

15
data must be delivered in real-time When network adapter

detects delays or losses in TCP connection the adapter

backs oft from transmission attempts for moment and

then slowly resumes the original transmission pace This

behavior is an attempt to alleviate the perceived congestion

20 Such slowdown is detrimental to the viewing or listening

experience of the user and therefore is not acceptable

The second challenge to data transport is efficiency Effi

ciency refers to how well the users available bandwidth is

used for delivery of the content stream This measure is

25 directly related to the reliability ofthe TCP connection When

the TCP connection is suffering reliabilityproblems loss of

bandwidth utilization results The measure of efficiency

sometimes varies suddenly and can greatly impact the view

ing experience

30 The third challenge is latency Latency is the time measure

form the clients point-of-view of the interval between when

request is issued and the response data begins to arrive This

value is affected by the network connections reliability and

efficiency and the processing time required by the origin to

35 prepare the response busy or overloaded server for

example will take more time to process request As well as

affecting the start time of particular request latency has

significant impact on the network throughput of TCP

From the foregoing discussion it should be apparent that

40 need exists for an apparatus system and method that allevi

ate the problems of reliability efficiency and latency Addi

tionally such an apparatus system and method would offer

instantaneous viewing along with the ability to fast forward

rewind direct seek and browse multiple streams Benefi

45 cially such an apparatus system and method would utilize

multiple connections between source and destination

requesting varying bitrate streams depending upon network

conditions

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been developed in response to

the present state of the art and in particular in response to the

problems and needs in the art that have not yet been fully

55 solved by currently available content streaming systems

Accordingly the present invention has been developed to

provide an apparatus system and method for adaptive-rate

content streaming that overcome many or all of the above-

discussed shortcomings in the art

60 The apparatus for adaptive-rate content streaming is pro
vided with logic unit containing plurality of modules

configured to functionally execute the necessary steps These

modules in the described embodiments include receiving

module configured to receive media content streamlet mod-

65 ule configured to segment the media content and generate

plurality of sequential streamlets and an encoding module

configured to encode each streamlet as separate content file
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The encoding module is further configured to generate set

of streamlets for each of the sequential streamlets Each

streamlet may comprise portion ofthe media content having

predetermined length of time The predetermined length of

time may be in the range of between about 0.1 and seconds

In one embodiment set of streamlets comprises plural

ity
of streamlets having identical time indices and each

streamlet of the set of streamlets has unique bitrate The

receiving module is configured to convert the media content

to raw audio or raw video The encoding module may include 10

master module configured to assign an encoding job to one

of plurality of host computing modules in response to an

encoding job completion bid The job completion bid may be

based on plurality of computing variables selected from

group consisting of current encoding job completion percent- 15

age average encoding job completion time processor speed

and physical memory capacity

system of the present invention is also presented for

adaptive-rate content streaming In particular the system in

one embodiment includes receiving module configured to 20

receive media content streanilet module configured to seg

ment the media content and generate plurality of sequential

streamlets each streamlet comprising portion of the media

content having predetermined length of time and an encod

ing module configured to encode each streamlet as separate

content file and generate set of streanilets

The system also includes plurality of streamlets having

identical time indices and each streamlet of the set of stream-

lets having unique bitrate The encoding module comprises

master module configured to assign an encoding job to one 30

of plurality of host computing modules in response to an

encoding job completion bid

method of the present invention is also presented for

adaptive-rate content streaming In one embodiment the

method includes receiving media content segmenting the 35

media content and generating plurality of sequential stream-

lets and encoding each streamlet as separate content file

The method also includes segmenting the media content

into plurality of streamlets each streanilet comprising

portion of the media content having predetermined length of 40

time In one embodiment the method includes generating

set of streanilets comprising plurality of streamlets having

identical time indices and each streamlet of the set of stream-

lets having unique bitrate

Furthermore the method may include converting the

media content to raw audio or raw video and segmenting the

content media into plurality of sequential streamlets The

method further comprises assigning an encodingjob to one of

plurality of host computing modules in response to an

encoding job completion bid and submitting an encodingjob 50

completion bid based on plurality of computing variables

Reference throughout this specification to features advan

tages or similar language does not imply that all of the

features and advantages that may be realized with the present

invention should be or are in any single embodiment of the

invention Rather language referring to the features and

advantages is understood to mean that specific feature

advantage or characteristic described in connection with an

embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the

present invention Thus discussion of the features and advan- 60

tages and similar language throughout this specification

may but do not necessarily refer to the same embodiment

Furthermore the described features advantages and char

acteristics of the invention may be combined in any suitable

manner in one or more embodiments One skilled in the 65

relevant art will recognize that the invention may be practiced

without one or more of the specific features or advantages of

particular embodiment In other instances additional fea

tures and advantages may be recognized in certain embodi

ments that may not be present in all embodiments of the

invention

These features and advantages of the present invention will

become more fully apparent from the following description

and appended claims or may be learned by the practice of the

invention as set forth hereinafter

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order that the advantages of the invention will be readily

understood more particular description of the invention

briefly described above will be rendered by reference to spe
cific embodiments that are illustrated in the appended draw

ings Understanding that these drawings depict only typical

embodiments of the invention and are not therefore to be

considered to be limiting of its scope the invention will be

described and explained with additional specificity and detail

through the use of the accompanying drawings in which

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of system for dynamic rate shifting of stream

ing content in accordance with the present invention

FIG 2a is schematic block diagram graphically illustrat

ing one embodiment of media content file

FIG 2b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of plurality of streams having varying degrees

of quality and bandwidth

FIG 3a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of stream divided into plurality of source

streamlets

FIG 3b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of sets of streamlets in accordance with the

present invention

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating in greater

detail one embodiment of the content module in accordance

with the present invention

FIG 5a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of an encoder module in accordance with the

present invention

FIG 5b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of parallel encoding of streamlets in accordance

with the present invention

FIG 6a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of virtual timeline in accordance with the

present invention

FIG 6b is schematic block diagram illustrating an alter

native embodiment of VT in accordance with the present

invention

FIG 6c is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of QMX in accordance with the present inven

tion

FIG is schematic block diagram graphically illustrating

one embodiment of client module in accordance with the

present invention

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for processing content in accor

dance with the present invention

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for viewing plurality of streamlets

in accordance with the present invention and

FIG 10 is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for requesting streamlets within an

adaptive-rate shifting content streaming environment in

accordance with the present invention

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Many of the functional units described in this specification

have been labeled as modules in order to more particularly

25

45

55
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emphasize their implementation independence For example

module may be implemented as hardware circuit compris-

ing custom VLSI circuits or gate arrays off-the-shelf semi

conductors such as logic chips transistors or other discrete

components module may also be implemented in program
mable hardware devices such as field programmable gate

arrays programmable array logic programmable logic

devices or the like

Modules may also be implemented in software for execu

tion by various types of
processors An identified module of

executable code may for instance comprise one or more

physical or logical blocks of computer instructions which

may for instance be organized as an object procedure or

function Nevertheless the executables of an identified mod
ule need not be physically located together but may comprise

disparate instructions stored in different locations which

when joined logically together comprise the module and

achieve the stated purpose for the module

Indeed module of executable code may be single

instruction or many instructions and may even be distributed

over several different code segments among different pro

grams and across several memory devices Similarly opera

tional data may be identified and illustrated herein within

modules and may be embodied in any suitable form and

organized within any suitable type of data structure The

operational data may be collected as single data set or may

be distributed over different locations including over different

storage devices and may exist at least partially merely as

electronic signals on system or network

Reference throughout this specification to one embodi

ment an embodiment or similar language means that

particular feature structure or characteristic described in

connection with the embodiment is included in at least one

embodiment of the present invention Thus appearances of

the phrases in one embodiment in an embodiment and

similar language throughout this specification may but do not

necessarily all refer to the same embodiment

Reference to signal bearing medium may take any form

capable of generating signal causing signal to be gener

ated or causing execution of program of machine-readable

instructions on digital processing apparatus signal bear

ing medium may be embodied by transmission line com
pact disk digital-video disk magnetic tape Bernoulli

drive magnetic disk punch card flash memory integrated

circuits or other digital processing apparatus memory device

In one embodiment computer program product including

computer useable medium having computer readable pro

gram of computer instructions stored thereon that when

executed on computer causes the computer to carry out

operations for multi-bitrate content streaming as described

herein

Furthermore the described features structures or charac

teristics of the invention may be combined in any suitable

manner in one or more embodiments In the following

description numerous specific details are provided such as

examples of programming software modules user selec

tions network transactions database queries database struc

tures hardware modules hardware circuits hardware chips

etc to provide thorough understanding of embodiments of

the invention One skilled in the relevant art will recognize

however that the invention may be practiced without one or

more of the specific details or with other methods compo
nents materials and so forth In other instances well-known

structures materials or operations are not shown or described

in detail to avoid obscuring aspects of the invention 65

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of system 100 for dynamic rate shifting of

streaming content in accordance with the present invention

In one embodiment the system 100 comprises content

server 102 and an end user station 104 The content server 102

and the end user station 104 may be coupled by data corn

munications network The data communications network

may include the Internet 106 and connections 108 to the

Internet 106 Alternatively the content server 102 and the end

user 104 may be located on common local area network

wireless area network cellular network virtual local area

so network or the like The end user station 104 may comprise

personal computer PC an entertainment system config

ured to communicate over network or portable electronic

device configured to present content For example portable

electronic devices may include but are not limited to cellular

15 phones portable gaming systems and portable computing

devices

In the depicted embodiment the system 100 also includes

publisher 110 and web server 116 The publisher 110 may
be creator or distributor of content For example if the

20 content to be streamed were broadcast of television pro

gram the publisher 110 may be television or cable network

channel such as NBC or MTV Content may be trans

ferred over the Internet 106 to the content server 102 where

the content is received by content module 112 The content

25 module 112 may be configured to receive process and store

content In one embodiment processed content is accessed by

client module 114 configured to play the content on the end

user station 104 In further embodiment the client module

114 is configured to receive different portions of content

30 stream from plurality of locations simultaneously For

example the client module 114 may request and receive

content from any of the plurality of web servers 116

Content from the content server 102 may be replicated to

other web servers 116 or alternatively to proxy cache servers

35 118 Replicating may occur by deliberate forwarding from

the content server 102 or by web cache or proxy server

outside of the content server 102 asking for content on behalf

of the client module 114 In further embodiment content

may be forwarded directly to web 116 or proxy 118 servers

40 through direct communication channels 120 without the need

to traverse the Internet 106

FIG 2a is schematic block diagram graphically illustrat

ing one embodiment of media content hereinafter con
tent file 200 In one embodiment the content file 200 is

45 distributed by the publisher 110 The content file 200 may

comprise television broadcast sports event movie music

concert etc The content file 200 may also be live or archived

content The content file 200 may comprise uncompressed

video and audio or alternatively video or audio Alterna

50 tively the content file 200 may be compressed using standard

or proprietary encoding schemes Examples of encoding

schemes capable of use with the present invention include

but are not limited to DivX Windows Media Video
Quicktime Sorenson 0n2 OGG Vorbis MP3 or Quick-

55 time 6.5/MPEG-4 encoded content

FIG 2b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of plurality of streams 202 having varying

degrees of quality and bandwidth In one embodiment the

plurality of streams 202 comprises low quality stream 204

60 medium quality stream 206 and high quality stream 208

Each of the streams 204 206208 is copy of the content file

200 encoded and compressed to varying bit rates For

example the low quality stream 204 may be encoded and

compressed to bit rate of 100 kilobits per second kbps the

medium quality stream 206 may be encoded and compressed

to bit rate of 200 kbps and the high quality stream 208 may
be encoded and compressed to 600 kbps
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FIG 3a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of stream 302 divided into plurality of source

streamlets 303 As used herein streamlet refers to any sized

portion
of the content file 200 Each streamlet 303 may com

prise portion ofthe content contained in stream 302 encap

sulated as an independent media object The content in

streamlet 303 may have unique time index in relation to the

beginning of the content contained in stream 302 In one

embodiment the content contained in each streanilet 303 may

have duration of two seconds For example streamlet may

have time index of 0000 representing the beginning of

content playback and streamlet may have time index of

0002 and so on Alternatively the time duration of the

streamlets 304 may be any duration smaller than the entire

playback duration of the content in stream 302 In further

embodiment the streamlets 303 may be divided according to

file size instead of time index and duration

FIG 3b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of sets 306 of streamlets in accordance with the

present
invention As used herein the term set refers to

group
of streanilets having identical time indices and dura

tions but varying bitrates In the depicted embodiment the set

306a encompasses all streamlets having time index of

0000 The set 306a includes encoded streamlets 304 having

low medium and high 204 206208 bitrates Of course each

set 306 may include more than the depicted three bitrates

which are given by way of example only One skilled in the art

will recognize that any number of streams having different

bitrates may be generated from the original content 200

As described above the duration of one streamlet 304 may

be approximately two seconds Likewrie each set 306 may

comprise plurality of streamlets 304 where each streamlet

304 has playable duration of two seconds Alternatively the

duration of the streamlet 304 may be predetermined or

dynamically variable depending upon variety of factors

including but not limited to network congestion system

specifications playback resolution and quality etc In the

depicted embodiment the content 200 may be formed of the

plurality of sets 306 The number of sets 306 may depend on

the length of the content 200 and the length or duration of

each streamiet 304

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating in greater

detail one embodiment of the content module 112 in accor

dance with the present invention The content module 112

may comprise capture module 402 streamlet module 404

an encodermodule 406 streamlet database 408 and the web

server 116 In one embodiment the capture module 402 is

configured to receive the content file 200 from the publisher

110 The capture module 402 may be configured to decom
press the content file 200 Forexample if the content file 200

arrives having been encoded with one of the above described

encoding schemes the capture module 402 may convert the

content file 200 into raw audio and/or video.Alternatively the

content file 200 may be transmitted by the publisher in

format 110 that does not require decompression

The capture module 402 may comprise capture card

configured for TV and/or video capture One example of

capture card suitable for use in the present invention is the

DRC-2500 by Digital Rapids of Ontario Canada Alterna

tively any capture card capable of capturing audio and video

may be utilized with the present invention In further

embodiment the capture module 402 is configured to pass the

content file to the streamlet module 404

The streamlet module 404 in one embodiment is config

ured to segment the content file 200 and generate source

streamlets 303 that are not encoded As used herein the term

segment refers to an operation to generate streamlet of the

content file 200 having duration or size equal to or less than

the duration or size of the content file 200 The streamlet

module 404 may be configured to segment the content file 200

into streamlets 303 each having an equal duration Alterna

tively the streamlet module 404 may be configured to seg

ment the content file 200 into streamlets 303 having equal file

sizes

The encoding module 406 is configured to receive the

source streamlets 303 and generate the plurality of streams

10 202 of varying qualities The original content file 200 from

the publisher may be digital in form and may comprise con

tent having high bit rate such as for example mbps The

content may be transferred from the publisher 110 to the

content module 112 over the Internet 106 Such transfers of

15 data are well known in the art and do not require further

discussion herein Alternatively the content may comprise

captured broadcast

In further embodiment the encoding module 406 is con

figured to generate plurality of sets 306 of streamlets 304

20 The sets 306 as described above with reference to FIG 3b

may comprise streamlets having an identical time index and

duration and unique bitrate As with FIG 3b the sets 306

and subsequently the plurality of streams 202 may comprise

the low quality stream 204 the medium quality stream 206

25 and the high quality stream 208 Alternatively the plurality of

streams 202 may comprise any number of streams deemed

necessary to accommodate end user bandwidth

The encoder module 406 is further configured to encode

each source streamlet 303 into the plurality of streams 202

30 and streamlet sets 306 and store the streamlets in the streamlet

database 408 The encoding module 406 may utilize encoding

schemes such as DivX Windows Media Video Quick
time 6.5 Sorenson or Quicktime 6.5/MPEG-4 Alter

natively custom encoding scheme may be employed

35 The content module 112 may also include metadata mod
ule 412 and metadata database 414 In one embodiment

metadata comprises static searchable content information

For example metadata includes but is not limited to air date

of the content title actresses actors length and episode

40 name Metadata is generated by the publisher 110 and may be

configured to define an end user environment In one embodi

ment the publisher 100 may define an end user navigational

environment for the content including menus thumbnails

sidebars advertising etc Additionally the publisher 110

45 may define functions such as fast forward rewind pause and

play that may be used with the content file 200 The metadata

module 412 is configured to receive the metadata from the

publisher 110 and store the metadata in the metadata database

414 In further embodiment the metadata module 412 is

50 configured to interface with the client module 114 allowing

the client module 114 to search for content based upon at least

one of plurality of metadata criteria Additionally metadata

may be generated by the content module 112 through auto

mated processes or manual definition

55 Once the streamlets 304 have been received and processed

the client module 114 may request streamlets 304 using

HTTP from the web server 116 Using standard protocol

such as HTTP eliminates the need for network administrators

to configure firewalls to recognize and pass through network

so traffic for new specialized protocol Additionally since the

client module 114 initiates the request the web server 116 is

only required to retrieve and serve the requested streamlet

304 In further embodiment the client module 114 may be

configured to retrieve streamlets 304 from plurality of web

65 servers 116

Each web server 116 may be located in various locations

across the Internet 106 The streanilets 304 may essentially be
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static files As such no specialized media server or server-

side intelligence is required for client module 114 to retrieve

streamlets 304 Streamlets 304 may be served by the web

server 116 or cached by cache servers of Internet Service

Providers ISPs or any other network infrastructure opera

tors and served by the cache server Use of cache servers is

well known to those skilled in the art and will not be dis

cussed further herein Thus highly scalable solution is

provided that is not hindered by massive amounts of client

module 114 requests to the web server 116 at any specific

location especially the web server 116 most closely associ

ated with or within the content module 112

FIG 5a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of an encoder module 406 in accordance with

the present invention In one embodiment the encoder mod
ule 406 may include master module 502 and plurality of

host computing modules hereinafter host 504 The hosts

504 may comprise personal computers servers etc In

further embodiment the hosts 504 may be dedicated hard

ware for example cards plugged into single computer

The master module hereinafter master 502 is config

ured to receive streamlets 303 from the streamlet module 404

and stage the streamlet 303 for processing In one embodi

ment the master 502 may decompress each source streamlet

303 to produce raw streamlet As used herein the term raw
streamlet refers to streamlet 303 that is uncompressed or

lightly compressed to substantially reduce size with no sig

nificant loss in quality lightly compressed raw streamlet

can be transmitted more quickly and to more hosts Each host

504 is coupled with the master 502 and configured to receive

raw streamlet from the master 502 for encoding The hosts

504 in one example generatenplurality of streamlets 304

having identical time indices and durations and varying

bitrates Essentially each host 504 maybe configured to gen
erate set 306 from the raw streanilet 503 sent from the

master 502 Alternatively each host 504 may be dedicated to

producing single bitrate in order to reduce the time required

for encoding

Upon encoding completion the host 504 returns the set 306

to the master 502 so that the encoding module 406 may store

the set 306 in the streamlet database 408 The master 502 is

further configured to assign encoding jobs to the hosts 504

Each host is configured to submit an encoding job completion

bid hereinafter bid The master 502 assigns encoding jobs

depending on the bids from the hosts 504 Each host 504

generates bid depending upon plurality of computing

variables which may include but are not limited to current

encodingjob completion percentage averagejob completion

time processor speed and physical memory capacity

Forexample host 504 may submit abid that indicates that

based on past performance history the host 504 would be able

to complete the encoding job in 15 seconds The master 502

is configured to select from among plurality of bids the best

bid and subsequently submit the encoding job to the host 504

with the best bid As such the described encoding system
does not require that each host 504 have identical hardware

but beneficially takes advantage of the available computing

power of the hosts 504 Alternatively the master 502 selects

the host 504 based on first come first serve basis or some

other algorithm deemed suitable for particular encoding job

The time required to encode one streamlet 304 is depen

dent upon the computing power of the host 504 and the

encoding requirements of the content file 200 Examples of

encoding requirements may include but are not limited to

two or multi-pass encoding and multiple streams of different

bitrates One benefit of the present invention is the ability to

perform two-pass encoding on live content file 200 Typi

10

cally in order to perform two-pass encoding prior art systems

must wait for the content file to be completed before encod

ing

The present invention however segments the content file

200 into source streamlets 303 and the two-pass encoding to

plurality of streams 202 may be performed on each corre

sponding raw streamlet without waiting for TV show to end

for example As such the content module 112 is capable of

streaming the streamlets over the Internet shortly after the

10 content module 112 begins capture of the content file 200

The delay between live broadcast transmitted from the

publisher 110 and the availability of the content depends on

the computing power of the hosts 504

FIG 5b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

is embodiment of parallel encoding of streamlets in accordance

with the present invention In one example the capture mod
ule 402 of FIG begins to capture the content file and the

streainlet module 404 generates first streamlet 303a and

passes the streamlet to the encoding module 406 The encod

20 ing module 406 may take 10 seconds for example to gener

ate the first set 306a of streamlets 304a 304a1 304a2

304a3 etc represent streamlets 304 of different bitrates

FIG 5b illustrates the encoding process generically as block

502 to graphically illustrate the time duration required to

25 process raw or lightly encoded streamlet 303 as described

above with reference to the encoding module 406 The encod

ing module 406 may simultaneously process more than one

streamlet 303 and processing of streamlets will begin upon

arrival of the streamlet from the capture module 402

30 During the 10 seconds required to encode the first streamlet

303a the streamlet module 404 has generated five additional

2-second streamlets 303b 303c 303d 303e 303J for encod

ing and the master 502 has prepared and staged the corre

sponding raw streamlets Two seconds after the first set 306a

35 is available the next set 306b is available and soon As such

the content file 200 is encoded for streaming over the Internet

and appears
live The 10 second delay is given herein by way

of example only Multiple hosts 504 may be added to the

encoding module 406 in order to increase the processing

40 capacity of the encoding module 406 The delay may be

shortened to an almost unperceivable level by the addition of

high CPU powered systems or alternatively multiple low

powered systems

system as described above beneficially enables multi-

45 pass encoding of live events Multi-pass encoding systems of

the prior art require that the entire content be captured or be

complete because in order to perform multi-pass encoding

the entire content must be scanned and processed more than

once This is impossible with prior art systems because con

50 tent from live event is not complete until the event is over As

such with prior art systems multi-pass encoding can only be

performed once the event is over Streainlets however may

be encoded as many times as is deemed necessary Because

the streamlet is an encapsulated media object of seconds

55 for example multi-pass encoding may begin on live event

once the first streamlet is captured Shortly after multi-pass

encoding of the first streamlet 303a is finished multi-pass

encoding of the second streainlet 303b finishes and as such

multi-pass encoding is performed on live event and appears

60 live to viewer

Any specific encoding scheme applied to streamlet may

take longer to complete than the time duration of the streamlet

itself for example very high quality encoding ofa 2-second

streamlet may take seconds to finish Alternatively the

65 processing time required for each streamlet may be less than

the time duration of streamlet However because the offset

parallel encoding of successive streamlets are encoded by the
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FIG 6c is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of QMX 602 in accordance with the present

invention In one embodiment the QMX 602 contains mul

titude of information generated by the content module 112

configured to describe the content file 200 Examples of infor

mation include but are not limited to start index 604 end

index 606 whether the content is live 608 proprietary pub
lisher data 610 encryption level 612 content duration 614

and bitrate values 616 The bitrate values 616 may include

frame size 618 audio channel 620 information codecs 622

used sample rate 624 and frames parser 626

publisher may utilize the QVT 600 together with the

QMIX 602 in order to prescribe playback order for users or

alternatively selectively edit content For example pub
lisher may indicate in the QMX 602 that audio should be

muted at time index 1042 or video should be skipped for

seconds at time index 1835 As such the publisher may

selectively skip offensive content without the processing

requirements of editing the content

FIG is schematic block diagram graphically illustrating

one embodiment of client module 114 in accordance with

the present invention The client module 114 may comprise

an agent controller module 702 streamlet cache module

704 and network controller module 706 In one embodi

ment the agent controller module 702 is configured to inter

face with viewer 708 and transmit streamlets 304 to the

viewer 708 Alternatively the agent controller module 702

may be configured to simply reassemble streanilets into

single file for transfer to an external device such as portable

video player

In further embodiment the client module 114 may com
prise plurality of agent controller modules 702 Each agent

controller module 702 may be configured to interface with

one viewer 708 Alternatively the agent controller module

702 maybe configured to interface with plurality of viewers

708 The viewer 708 may be media player not shown

operating on PC or handheld electronic device

The agent controller module 702 is configured to select

quality level of streamlets to transmit to the viewer 708 The

agent controller module 702 requests lower or higher quality

streams based upon continuous observation of time intervals

between successive receive times of each requested streamlet

The method ofrequesting higher or lower quality streams will

be discussed in greater detail below with reference to FIG 10

The agent controller module 702 may be configured to

receive user commands from the viewer708 Such commands

may include play fast forward rewind pause and stop In

one embodiment the agent controller module 702 requests

streamlets 304 from the streamlet cache module 704 and

arranges the received streamlets 304 in staging module 709

The staging module 709 may be configured to arrange the

streamlets 304 in order of ascending playback time In the

depicted embodiment the streamlets 304 are numbered

etc However each streamlet 304 may be identified

with unique filename

Additionally the agent controller module 702 may be con

figured to anticipate streamlet 304 requests and pre-request

streamlets 304 By pre-requesting streamlets 304 the user

may fast-forward skip randomly or rewind through the con

tent and experience no buffering delay In further embodi

ment the agent controller module 702 may request the

streamlets 304 that correspond to time index intervals of 30

seconds within the total play time of the content Alterna

tively the agent controller module 702 may request stream-

lets at any interval less than the length of the time index This

enables fast-start capability with no buffering wait when

starting or fast-forwarding through content file 200 Inn fur-

11 12

encoding module at regular intervals matching the intervals

at which the those streamlets are submitted to the encoding

module 406 for example seconds the output timing of the

encoding module 406 does not fall behind the real-time sub

mission rate of the unencoded streamlets Conversely prior

art encoding systems rely on the very fastest computing hard

ware and software because the systems must generate the

output immediately in lock-step with the input prior art

system that takes 2.1 seconds to encode seconds worth of

content is considered failure The present invention allows
10

for slower than real-time encoding processes yet still achieves

real-time encoding effect due to the parallel offset pipes

The parallel offset pipeline approach described with refer

ence to FIG Sb beneficially allows for long or short encoding
15

times without falling behind the live event Additionally

arbitrarily complex encoding of streamlets to multiple pro

files and optiinizations only lengthens the encoding time 502

without perceptible difference to user because the sets 306

of streamlets 304 are encoded in time-selective manner so 20

that streamlets are processed at regular time intervals and

transmitted at these time intervals

Returning now to FIG 5a as depicted the master 502 and

the hosts 504 may be located within single local area net

work or in other terms the hosts 504 maybe in close physical 25

proximity to the master 502 Alternatively the hosts 504 may
receive encoding jobs from the master 502 over the Internet or

other communications network For example consider live

sports event in remote location where it would be difficult to

setup multiple hosts In this example master performs no 30

encoding or alternatively light encoding before publishing

the streamlets online The hosts 504 would thenretrieve those

streamlets and encode the sireamlets into the multiple bitrate

sets 306 as described above

Furthermore hosts 504 may be dynamically added or 35

removed from the encoding module without restarting the

encoding job and/or interrupting the publishing of streamlets

If host 504 experiences crash or some failure its encoding

work is simply reassigned to another host

The encoding module 406 in one embodiment may also 40

be configured to produce streamlets that are specific to

particular playback platform For example for single raw

streamlet single host 504 may produce streamlets for dif

ferent quality levels for personal computer playback stream-

lets for playback on cell phones with different proprietary 45

codec small video-only streamlet for use when playing just

thumbnail view of the stream like in programming guide

and very high quality streamlet for use in archiving

FIG 6a is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of virtual timeline 600 in accordance with the 50

present invention In one embodiment the virtual timeline

600 comprises at least one quantum media extension 602 The

quantum media extension hereinafter QMX 602

describes an entire content file 200 Therefore the virtual

timeline hereinafter VT 600 may comprise file that is 55

configured to define playlist for user to view For example

the VT may indicate that the publisher desires user to watch

first show QMX 602a followed by QMX 602b and QMX
602c As such the publisher may define broadcast schedule

in manner similar to television station to

FIG 6b is schematic block diagram illustrating an alter

native embodiment of VT 600 in accordance with the

present invention In the depicted embodiment the VT 600

may include single QMX 602 which indicates that the

publisher desires the same content to be looped over and over 65

again For example the publisher may wish to broadcast

never-ending infomercial on website
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ther embodiment the agent controller module 702 may be

configured to pre-request streamlets 304 corresponding to

specified index points within the content or within other con

tent in anticipation of the end user 104 selecting new content

to view In one embodiment the streamlet cache module 704

is configured to receive streamlet 304 requests from the agent

controller module 702 Upon receiving request the stream-

let cache module 704 first checks streamlet cache 710 to

verify if the streamlet 304 is present In further embodiment

the streamlet cache module 704 handles streamlet 304

requests from plurality of agent controller modules 702

Alternatively streanilet cache module 704 may be provided

for each agent controller module 702 If the requested stream-

let 304 is not present in the streamlet cache 410 the request is

passed to the network controller module 706 In order to

enable fast forward and rewind capabilities the streamlet

cache module 704 is configured to store the plurality of

streamlets 304 in the streamlet cache 710 for specified time

period after the streamlet 304 has been viewed However

once the streamlets 304 have been deleted they may be

requested again from the web server 116

The network controller module 706 may be configured to

receive streamlet requests from the streamlet cache module

704 and open connection to the web server 116 or other

remote streamlet 304 database not shown In one embodi

ment the network controller module 706 opens TCP/IP

connection to the web server 116 and generates standard

HTTP GET request for the requested streainlet 304 Upon

receiving the requested streamlet 304 the network controller

module 706 passes the streamlet 304 to the streamlet cache

module 704 where it is stored in the streamlet cache 710 In

further embodiment the network controller module 706 is

configured to process and request plurality of streainlets 304

simultaneously The network controller module 706 may also

be configured to request plurality of streamlets where each

streamlet 304 is subsequently requested in multiple parts

In further embodiment streamlet requests may comprise

requesting pieces of any streamlet file Splitting the streamlet

304 into smaller pieces or portions beneficially allows for an

increased efficiency potential and also eliminates problems

associated with multiple full-streamlet requests sharing the

bandwidth at any given moment This is achieved by using

parallel TCP/IP connections for pieces of the streamlets 304

Consequently efficiency and network loss problems are over

come and the streamlets arrive with more useful and predict

able timing

In one embodiment the client module 114 is configured to

use multiple TCP connections between the client module 114

and the web server 116 or web cache The intervention of

cache may be transparent to the client or configured by the

client as forward cache By requesting more than one

streamlet 304 at time in manner referred to as parallel

retrieval or more than one part of streamlet 304 at time

efficiency is raised significantly and latency is virtually elimi

nated In further embodiment the client module allows

maximum of three outstanding streamlet 304 requests The

client module 114 may maintain additional open TCP con

nections as spares to be available should another connection

fail Streamlet 304 requests are rotated among all open con

nections to keep the TCP flow logic for any particular con

nection from falling into slow-start or close mode If the

network controller module 706 has requested streanilet 304

in multiple parts with each part requested on mutually inde

pendent TCP/IP connections the network controller module

706 reassembles the parts to present complete streamlet 304

for use by all other components of the client module 114

14

When TCP connection fails completely new request

may be sent on different connection for the same streamlet

304 In further embodiment if request is not being satis

fled in timely manner redundant request may be sent on

different connection for the same streamlet 304 If the first

streamlet requests response
arrives before the redundant

request response the redundant request can be aborted If the

redundant request response arrives before the first request

response the first request may be aborted

10 Several streamlet 304 requests may be sent on single TCP

connection and the responses are caused to flow back in

matching order along the same connection This eliminates

all but the first request latency Because multiple responses

are always being transmitted the processing latency of each

15 new streanilet 304 response after the first is not factor in

performance This technique is known in the industry as

pipelining Pipelining offers efficiency in request-response

processing by eliminating most of the effects of request

latency However pipelining has serious vulnerabilities

20 Transmission delays affect all of the responses If the single

TCP connection fails all of the outstanding requests and

responses are lost Pipelining causes serial dependency

between the requests

Multiple TCP connections may be opened between the

25 client module 114 and the web server 116 to achieve the

latency-reduction efficiency benefits of pipelining while

maintaining the independence of each streamlet 304 request

Several streamlet 304 requests may be sent concurrently with

each request being sent on mutually distinct TCP connec

30 tion This technique is labeled virtual pipelining and is an

innovation of the present invention Multiple responses may

be in transit concurrently assuring that communication band

width between the client module 114 and the web server 116

is always being utilized Virtual pipelining eliminates the

35 vulnerabilities of traditional pipelining delay in or com

plete failure of one response does not affect the transmission

of other responses because each response occupies an inde

pendent TCP connection Any transmission bandwidth not in

use by one of multiple responses whether due to delays or

40 TCP connection failure may be utilized by other outstanding

responses

single streamlet 304 request may be issued for an entire

streamlet 304 or multiple requests may be issued each for

different part or portion of the streamlet If the streamlet is

45 requested in several parts the parts maybe recombined by the

client module 114 streamlet

In order to maintain proper balance between maximized

bandwidth utilization and response time the issuance of new

streamlet requests must be timed such that the web server 116

50 does not transmit the response before the client module 114

has fully received response to one of the previously out

standing streamlet requests For example if three streamlet

304 requests are outstanding the client module 114 should

issue the next request slightly before one of the three

55 responses
is fully received and out of the pipe In other

words request timing is adjusted to keep three responses in

transit Sharing of bandwidth among four responses dimin

ishes the net response time of the other three responses The

timing adjustment may be calculated dynamically by obser

60 vation and the request timing adjusted accordingly to main

tain the proper balance of efficiency and response times

The schematic flow chart diagrams that follow are gener

ally set forth as logical flow chart diagrams As such the

depicted order and labeled steps are indicative of one embodi

65 ment of the presented method Other steps and methods may

be conceived that are equivalent in function logic or effect to

one or more steps or portions thereof of the illustrated
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method Additionally the format and symbols employed are

provided to explain the logical steps of the method and are

understood not to limit the scope of the method Although

various arrow types and line types may be employed in the

flow chart diagrams they are understood not to limit the scope

of the corresponding method Indeed some arrows or other

connectors may be used to indicate only the logical flow of the

method For instance an arrow may indicate waiting or

monitoring period of unspecified duration between enumer

ated steps of the depicted method Additionally the order in

which particular method occurs may or may not strictly

adhere to the order of the corresponding steps shown

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method 800 for processing content in accor

dance with the present invention In one embodiment the

method 800 starts 802 and the content module 112 receives

804 content from the publisher 110 Receiving content 804

may comprise receiving 804 digital copy of the content file

200 or digitizing physical copy of the content file 200

Alternatively receiving 804 content may comprise capturing

radio television cable or satellite broadcast Once received

804 the streamlet module 404 generates 808 plurality of

source streamlets 303 each having fixed duration Alterna

tively the streamlets 303 may be generated with fixed file

size

In one embodiment generating 808 streamlets comprises

dividing the content file 200 into plurality of two second

streamlets 303 Alternatively the streamlets may have any

length less than or equal to the length of the stream 202 The

encoder module 406 then encodes 810 the streamlets 303 into 30

sets 306 of streamlets 304 in plurality of streams 202

according to an encoding scheme The quality may be pre

defined or automatically set according to end user band

width or in response to pre-designated publisher guidelines

In further embodiment the encoding scheme comprises 35

proprietary codec such as WMV9 The encoder module 406

then stores 812 the encoded streamlets 304 in the streamlet

database 408 Once stored 812 the web server 116 may then

serve 814 the streamlets 304 In one embodiment serving 814

the streamlets 304 comprises receiving streamlet requests

from the client module 114 retrieving the requested streamlet

304 from the streamlet database 408 and subsequently trans

mitting the streamlet 304 to the client module 114 The

method 800 then ends 816

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one 45

embodiment of method 900 for viewing plurality of

streamlets in accordance with the present invention The

method 900 starts and an agent controller module 702 is

provided 904 and associated with viewer 708 and provided

with staging module 709 The agent controller module 702 50

then requests 906 streamlet 304 from the streamlet cache

module 704 Alternatively the agent controller module 702

may simultaneously request 906 plurality of streamlets 304

the streamlet cache module 704 If the streamlet is stored 908

locally in the streamlet cache 710 the streamlet cache module 55

704 retrieves 910 the streamlet 304 and sends the streamlet to

the agent controller module 702 Upon retrieving 910 or

receiving streamlet the agent controller module 702 makes

911 determination of whether or not to shift to higher or

lower quality stream 202 This determination will be 60

described below in greater detail with reference to FIG 10

In one embodiment the staging module 709 then arranges

912 the streamlets 304 into the proper order and the agent

controller module 702 delivers 914 the streamlets to the

viewer 708 In further embodiment delivering 914 stream- 65

lets 304 to the end user comprises playing video and or audio

streanilets on the viewer 708 If the streamlets 304 are not

16

stored 908 locally the streamlet request is passed to the

network controller module 706 The network controllermod

ule 706 then requests 916 the streamlet 304 from the web

server 116 Once the streamlet 304 is received the network

controller module 706 passes the streamlet to the streamlet

cache module 704 The streamlet cache module 704 archives

918 the streamlet Alternatively the streamlet cache module

704 then archives 918 the streamlet and passes the streamlet

to the agent controller module 702 and the method 900 then

10 continues from operation 910 as described above

Referring now to FIG 10 shown therein is schematic

flow chart diagram illustrating one embodiment of method

1000 for requesting streamlets 304 within an adaptive-rate

shifting content streaming environment in accordance with

15 the present invention The method 1000 may be used in one

embodiment as the operation 911 of FIG The method 1000

starts and the agent controller module 702 receives 1004

streamlet 304 as described above with reference to FIG
The agent controller module 702 then monitors 1006 the

20 receive time of the requested streamlet In one embodiment
the agent controller module 702 monitors the time intervals

between successive receive times for each streamlet response

Ordering of the responses in relation to the order of their

corresponding requests is not relevant

25 Because network behavioral characteristics fluctuate

sometimes quite suddenly any given may vary substan

tially from another In order to compensate for this fluctua

tion the agent controller module 702 calculates 1008 per
formance ratio across window of samples for streamlets

of playback length In one embodiment the performance

ratio is calculated using the equation

Due to multiple simultaneous streamlet processing and in

order to better judge the central tendency of the performance

ratio the agent controller module 702 may calculate geo
metric mean or alternatively an equivalent averaging algo

rithm across window of size in and obtain performance

factor

riJ

The policy determination about whether or not to upshift

1010 playback quality begins by comparing with

trigger threshold If then an up shift to the

next higher quality stream may be considered 1016 In one

embodiment the trigger threshold is determined by

combination of factors relating to the current read ahead

margin i.e the amount of contiguously available streamlets

that have been sequentially arranged by the staging module

709 for presentation at the current playback time index and

minimum safety margin In one embodiment the minimum

safety margin maybe 24 seconds The smaller the read ahead

margin the larger is to discourage upshifling until

larger read ahead margin may be established to withstand

network disruptions If the agent controller module 702 is

able to sustain 1016 upshift quality then the agent controller

module 702 will upshift 1017 the quality and subsequently

request higher quality streams The determination of whether

40
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use of the higher quality stream is sustainable 1016 is made by

comparing an estimate of the higher quality streams perfor

mance factor high with then use of the

higher quality stream is considered sustainable If the deci

sion of whether or not the higher stream rate is sustainable

1016 is no the agent controller module 702 will not attempt

to upshift 1017 stream quality If the end of the stream has

been reached 1014 the method 1000 ends 1016

If the decision on whether or not to attempt upshift 1010 is

no decision about whether or not to downshift 1012 is 10

made In one embodiment trigger threshold is

defined in manner analogous to then

the stream quality may be adequate and the agent controller

module 702 does not downshift 1018 stream quality How

ever if4 flled the agent controller module 702 does 15

downshift 1018 the stream quality If the end ofthe stream has

not been reached 1014 the agent controller module 702

begins to request and receive 1004 lower quality streamlets

and the method 1000 starts again Of course the above

described equations and algorithms are illustrative only and

may be replaced by alternative streamlet monitoring solu

tions

The present invention may be embodied in other specific

forms without departing from its
spirit or essential character

istics The described embodiments are to be considered in all

respects only as illustrative and not restrictive The scope of

the invention is therefore indicated by the appended claims

rather than by the foregoing description All changes which

come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the

claims are to be embraced within their scope 30

What is claimed is

system comprising set of one or more servers for

adaptive-rate content streaming of videos stored on storage

device for playback on remotely-located end user stations

wherein plurality of different copies of same single 35

video is stored on the storage device each of the differ

ent copies encoded at different bit rate and each divided

into plurality of streamlets that collectively store data

to playback the entire video but that individually store

data to playback only portion that starts at umque 40

time index and whose duration is less than the entire

playback duration of the single video wherein the time

indexes of the streamlets are the same for the different

copies such that the streamlets with the same time

indexes from the different copies independently yield 45

the same portions of the single video and wherein each

of the streamlets of each of the pluralities is separate

content file that is independently playable by the end

user stations wherein the system comprises

web server to be executed on the set of one or more 50

servers wherein the web server is configured to

receive for set of one or more initial and sequential

ones of the time indexes at least one streamlet request

over network connection from requesting one of

the end user stations to retrieve the separate content 55

files storing the portions ofthe single video starting at

the set of time indexes from one of the different cop

ies

retrieve from the storage device the requested content

files from the one copy
send the retrieved content files from the one copy to the

requesting one of the end user stations over the net

work connection

receive for each subsequent time index at least one

streamlet request over the network connection from

the requesting one of the end user stations to retrieve

the separate content files storing the portion of the

18

single video starting at that time index from one of the

different copies currently selected wherein the

requesting one of the end user stations selects the

currently selected one of the different copies depen

dent upon ongoing determinations to shift the play

back quality to higher or lower quality one of the

different copies wherein the shifts in playback qual

ity occur at the time indexes

retrieve from the storage device the requested content

files from the currently selected one of the different

copies and

send the retrieved content files from the currently

selected one of the different copies to the requesting

one of the end user stations over the network connec

tion

The system of claim wherein the set of servers does not

require specialized protocol for said adaptive-rate content

streaming

20 The system of claim wherein the storage device com

prises cache server

The system of claim wherein the web server receives

the streamlet requests using standard protocol

The system of claim wherein the web server receives

25 the streamlet request as Hypertext Transport Protocol

HTTP GET requests

The system of claim wherein at least one of the set of

one or more servers is content server and wherein the

content server includes content module that comprises

receiving module configured to receive the videos

streamlet module configured to segment the received

videos to generate for each plurality of sequential raw

streamlets that collectively store data to playback the

entire video and that individually store data to playback

only portion that starts at unique time index and

whose duration is less than the entire duration of the

corresponding video and

an encoding module configured to encode each raw

streamlet to generate for each of said raw streamlets

set including an encoded streamlet for each bitrate sup

ported by the adaptive-rate content streaming wherein

each of the encoded streamlets in each of the sets is

stored as the separate content file wherein the encoded

streamlets within each of the sets have the same time

index as their corresponding raw streamlet such that the

encoded streamlets of the same set independently yield

on playback the same portion of the corresponding

video and wherein the separate content files within each

of the sets are independently requestable by end user

stations

The system of claim further comprising streamlet

database wherein the encoding module is further configured

to transmit the separate content files each storing one of the

encoded streanilets to the streamlet database to be stored and

wherein the web server is coupled to the streamlet database to

retrieve the requested ones of the separate content files from

the streamlet database to transmit to the requesting one of the

end user stations

The system of claim wherein the content module

60 further comprises

metadata module configured to receive metadata from

publisher wherein the metadata comprises searchable

content information and

metadata database to store the metadata

65 The system of claim wherein the metadata further

comprises metadata associated with an end user navigational

environment for the single video
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10 The system of claim wherein the encoding module is

configured to encode multiple of the plurality of sequential

raw streamlets in parallel

11 The system of claim wherein the encoding module is

configured to encode the plurality of sequential raw stream-

lets at regular intervals using an offset parallel processing

scheme

12 The system of claim wherein the encoding module

comprises master module configured to assign an encoding

job to one of plurality of hosts to generate at least one of the to

separate content files from at least one of the plurality of

sequential raw streamlets in response to an encoding job

completion bid received from the one host

13 The system of claim wherein the encoding module is

further configured to multi-pass encode each of the plurality 15

of sequential raw streamlets of at least one of the videos

14 The system of claim 13 wherein the at least one of the

videos is of live event

15 method for streaming from set of one or more

servers videos for playback on content player on an end user 20

station the method comprising

streaming from the set of servers selected one of the

videos for playback on the content player wherein

storage device stores plurality of different copies ofthe

same selected video each encoded at different bit rate 25

and each divided into plurality of streamlets that col

lectively store data to playback the entire video but that

individually store data to playback only portion that

starts at unique time index and whose duration is less

than the entire playback duration of the selected video 30

wherein the time indexes of the streamlets are the same

for the different copies such that the streamletswith the

same time indexes from the different copies indepen

dently yield the same portions of the selected video and

wherein each of the streamlets of each of the pluralities 35

is separate content file that is independently playable

by the end user stations and wherein said streaming

comprises

receiving for set of one or more initial and sequential

ones of the time indexes at least one streamlet request 40

over network connection from requesting one of the

end user stations to retrieve the separate content files

storing the portions of the single video starting at the set

of time indexes from one of the different copies

retrieving from the storage device the requested content 45

files with the set of time indexes from the one copy

sending the retrieved content files from the one copy to the

requesting one of the end user stations over the network

connection

receiving for each subsequent time index at least one 50

streamlet request over the network connection from the

requesting one of the end user stations to retrieve the

separate content tiles storing the portion of the single

video starting at that time index from one of the different

copies currently selected wherein the requesting one of

the end user stations selects the currently selected one of

the different copies dependent upon successive deternii

nations to shift the playback quality to higher or lower

20

quality one of the different copies wherein the shifts in

playback quality occur at the time indexes

retrieving from the storage device the requested content

files with the time index from the currently selected one

of the different copies and

sending the retrieved content files from the currently

selected one of the different copies to the requesting one

of the end user stations over the network connection

16 method executable by content player on an end user

device to obtain stream of selected video program for

playback by the content player the method comprising

requesting the stream of the selected video program via

network connection to video server wherein the video

server accesses plurality of different copies of the same

selected video each encoded at different bit rate and

each divided into plurality of segments that collec

tively store data to playback the entire video but that

individually store data to playback only portion that

starts at unique time index and whose duration is less

than the entire playback duration of the selected video

wherein the time indexes of the segments are the same

for the different copies such that the segments with the

same time indexes from the different copies indepen

dently yield the same portions of the selected video and

wherein each of the segments of each of the pluralities is

separate content file that is independently playable by

the end user device wherein the requesting comprises

the content player placing for set of sequential ones of

the time indexes segment requests over the network

connection to the video server to thereby retrieve the

separate segments from at least one of the different cop
ies storing the portions of the single video according to

the set of time indexes

receiving the separate segments from the video server at

the content player via the network connection and

adapting subsequent segment requests placed by the con

tent player to the video server based upon successive

determinations by the content player to shift the play

back quality to higher or lower quality one of the

different copies of the same selected video wherein the

shifts in playback quality occur at the time indexes

17 The method of claim 16 further comprising playing

back the requested stream by the content player to thereby

render the selected video program to viewer

18 The method of claim 17 wherein the playing back

comprises the content player staging the separate segments

received by the content player according to the time index

19 The method of claim 16 wherein the adapting com
prises comparing performance ratio to threshold value

and wherein the content player requests segments from copy

of the same selected video that were encoded at higher

bitrate when the performance ratio exceeds the threshold

value

20 The method of claim 16 wherein the requesting com
prises the content player placing the segment requests as

Hypertext Transport Protocol HTTP GET requests

55
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APPARATUS SYSTEM AN METHOD FOR
ADAPTIVE-RATE SHIFTING OF

STREAMING CONTENT

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application claims benefit of U.S Provisional Patent

Application No 60/566831 entitled APPARATUS SYS
TEM AND METHOD FOR DYNAMIC RATE SHIFTING

OF STREAMING CONTENT and filed onApr 302004 for

Drew Major and Mark Hurst which is incorporated

herein by reference

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to video streaming over packet

switched networks such as the Internet and more particularly

relates to adaptive-rate shifting of streaming content over

such networks

Description of the Related Art

The Internet is last becoming preferred method for dis

tributing media files to end users It is currently possible to

download music or video to computers cell phones or prac

tically any network capable device Many portable media

players are equipped with network connections and enabled

to play music or videos The music or video files hereinafter

media files can be stored locally on the media player or

computei or streamed or downloaded from server

Streaming media refers to technology that delivers con

tent at rate sufficient forpresenting the media to user in real

time as the data is received The data may be stored in memory

temporarily until played and then subsequently deleted The

user has the immediate satisfaction of viewing the requested

content without wading for the media file to completely

download Unfortunately the audio/video quality that can be

received for real time presentation is constrained by the avail

able bandwidth of the users network connection Streaming

may be used to deliver content on demand previously

recorded or from live broadcasts

Alternatively media files may be downloaded and stored

on persistent storage devices such as hard drives or optical

storage for later presentation Downloading complete media

files can take large amounts of time depending on the network

connection Once downloaded however the content can be

viewed repeatedly anytime or anywhere Media files prepared

for downloading usually are encoded with higher quality

audio/video than can be delivered in real time Users gener

ally dislike this option as they tend to want to see or hear the 50

media file instantaneously

Streaming offers the advantage of immediate access to the

content but currently sacrifices quality compared with down

loading file of the same content Streaming also provides the

opportunity for user to select different content for viewing 55

on an ad hoc basis while downloading is by definition

restricted to receiving specific content selection in its

entirety or not at all Downloading also supports rewind fast

forward and direct seek operations while streaming is

unable to fully support these functions Streaming is also 50

vulnerable to network failures or congestion

Another technology known as progressive downloads

attempts to combine the strengths of the above two technolo

gies When progressive download is initiated the media file

download begins and the media player waits to begin play- 65

back until there is enough of the file downloaded that play

back can begin with the hope that the remainder ofthe file will

be completely downloaded before playback catches up
This waiting period before playback can be substantial

depending on network conditions and therefore is not com

plete or fully acceptable solution to the problem of media

presentation over network

Generally three basic challenges exist with regard to data

transport streaming over network such as the Internet that

has varying amount of data loss The first challenge is

reliability Most streaming solutions use TCP connection or

10 virtual circuit for transmitting data TCP connection

provides guaranteed delivery mechanism so that data sent

from one endpoint will be delivered to the destination even if

portions are lost and retransmitted break in the continuity

of TCP connection can have serious consequences when the

15 data must be delivered in real-time When network adapter

detects delays or losses in TCP connection the adopter

backs off from transmission attempts for moment and

then slowly resumes the original transmission pace This

behavior is an attempt to alleviate the perceived congestion

20 Such slowdown is detrimental to the viewing or listening

experience of the user and therefore is not acceptable

The second challenge to data transport Is efficiency Effi

ciency refers to how well the users available bandwidth is

used for delivery of the content stream This measure is

25 directly related to the reliability of the TCP connection When

the TCP connection is suffering reliabilityproblems loss of

bandwidth utilization results The measure of efficiency

sometimes varies suddenly and can greatly impact the view

ing experience

30 The third challenge is latency Latency is the time measure

form the clients point-of-view of the interval between when

request is issued and the response data begins to arrive This

value is affected by the network connections reliability and

efficiency and the processing time required by the origin to

35 prepare the response busy or overloaded server for

example will take more time to process request As well as

affecting the start time of particular request latency has

significant impact on the network throughput of TCP

From the foregoing discussion it should be apparent that

40 need exists for an apparatus system and method that allevi

ate the problems of reliability efficiency and latency Addi

tionally such an apparatus system and method would offer

instantaneous viewing along with the ability to fast forward

rewind direct seek and browse multiple streams Benefi

45 cially such an apparatus system and method would utilize

multiple connections between source and destination

requesting varying bitrate streams depending upon network

conditions

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been developed in response to

the present state of the art and in particular in response to the

problems and needs in the art that have not yet been fully

solved by currently available content streaming systems

Accordingly the present invention has been developed to

provide an apparatus system and method for adaptive-rate

content streaming that overcome many or all of the above-

discussed shortcomings in the art

The apparatus for adaptive-rate content streaming is pro
vided with logic unit containing plurality of modules

configured to functionally execute the necessary steps These

modules in the described embodiments include an agent con

troller module configured to simultaneously request plural

ity of streamlets the agent controller module further config

ured to continuously monitor streamlet requests and

subsequent responses and accordingly request higher or
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lower quality streamlets and staging module configured to

stage the streamlets and arrange the streamlets for playback

on content player

The apparatus is further configured in one embodiment to

establish multiple Transmission Control Protocol TCP con

nections with content server and request streamlets of vary

ing bitrates Each streamlet may further comprise portion of

content tile Additionally the agent controller module may

be configured to generate performance factor according to

responses
from streamlet requests

In further embodiment the agent controller module is

configured to upshift to higher quality streamlet when the

performance factor is greater than threshold and the agent

controller module determines the higher quality playback can

be sustained according to combination of factors The fac

tors may include an amount of contiguously available stream-

lets stored in the staging module minimum safety margin

and current read ahead margin

The agent controller module may be configured to down

shift to lower quality streamlet when the performance factor

is less than second threshold Also the agent controller

module is further configured to anticipate streamlet requests

and pre-request streamlets to enable fast-forward skip ran

domly and rewind functionality In one embodiment the

agent controller module is configured to initially request low

quality streamlets to enable instant playback of the content

file and subsequent upshifting according to the performance

factor

system of the present invention is also presented to 30

adaptive-rate content streaming In particular the system in

one embodiment includes data communications network

and content server coupled to the data communications

network and having content module configured to process

content and generate plurality of high and low quality 35

streams In one embodiment each of the high and low quality

streams may include plurality of streamlets

In further embodiment the system also includes an agent

controller module configured to simultaneously request

plurality of streamlets the agent controller module further

configured to continuously monitor streanilet requests and

subsequent responses and accordingly request higher or

lower quality streamlets and staging module configured to

stage the streamlets and arrange the streamlets for playback

on content player 45

method of the present invention is also presented for

adaptive-rate content streaming The method in the disclosed

embodiments substantially includes the steps necessary to

carry out the functions presented above with respect to the

operation of the described apparatus and system In one 50

embodiment the method includes simultaneously requesting

plurality of streamlets continuously monitoring streamlet

requests and subsequent responses and accordingly request

ing higher or lower quality streamlets and staging the stream-

lets and arranging the streamlets for playback on content 55

player

In further embodiment the method may include estab

lishing multiple Transmission Control Protocol TCP con

nections with content server and requesting streamlets of

varying nitrates Also the method may include generating

performance factor according to responses
from streamlet

requests upshifting to higher quality streamlet when the

performance factor is greater than threshold and determin

ing if the higher quality playback can be sustained Further

more the method may include downshifting to lower qual- 65

ity streamlet when the performance factor is less than

second threshold

In one embodiment the method includes anticipating

streamlet requests and pre-requesting streamlets to enable

fast-forward skip randomly and rewind functionality The

method may also comprise initially requesting low quality

streamlets to enable instant playback of content file and

subsequent upshifting according to the performance factor

Reference throughout this specification to features advan

tages or similar language does not imply that all of the

features and advantages that may be realized with the present

10 invention should be or are in any single embodiment of the

invention Rather language referring to the features and

advantages is understood to mean that specific feature

advantage or characteristic described in connection with an

embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the

15 present invention Thus discussion of the features and advan

tages and similar language throughout this specification

may but do not necessarily refer to the same embodiment

Furthermore the described features advantages and char

acteristics of the invention may be combined in any suitable

20 manner in one or more embodiments One skilled in the

relevant art will recognize that the invention may be practiced

without one or more of the specific features or advantages of

particular embodiment In other instances additional fea

tures and advantages may be recognized in certain embodi

25 ments that may not be present in all embodiments of the

invention

These features and advantages of the present invention will

become more fully apparent from the following description

and appended claims or may be learned by the practice of the

invention as set forth hereinafter

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order that the advantages of the invention will be readily

understood more particular description of the invention

briefly described above will be rendered by reference to spe
cific embodiments that are illustrated in the appended draw

ings Understanding that these drawings depict only typical

embodiments of the invention and are not therefore to be

40 considered to be limiting of its scope the invention will be

described and explained with additional specificity and detail

through the use of the accompanying drawings in which

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of system for adaptive rate shifting of stream

ing content in accordance with the present invention

FIG 2a is schematic block diagram graphically illustrat

ing one embodiment of content file in accordance with the

present invention

FIG 2b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of plurality of streams having varying degrees

of quality and bandwidth in accordance with the present

invention

FIG 2c is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of stream divided into plurality of streamlets

in accordance with the present invention

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of content module in accordance with die

present invention

FIG is schematic block diagram graphically illustrating

one embodiment of client module in accordance with the

present invention

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for processing content in accor

dance with the present invention

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for playback of plurality of

streamlets in accordance with the present invention and

60
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FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method for requesting streamlets within an

adaptive-rate content streaming environment in accordance

with the present invention

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Many of the functional units described in this specification

have been labeled as modules in order to more particularly

emphasize their implementation independence For example

module may be implemented as hardware circuit compris

ing custom VLSI circuits or gate arrays off-the-shelf semi

conductors such as logic chips transistors or other discrete

components module may also be implemented in program

mable hardware devices such as field programmable gate

anays programmable array logic programmable logic

devices or the like

Modules may also be implemented in software for execu

tion by various types of processors An identified module of

executable code may for instance comprise one or more

physical or logical blocks of computer instructions which

may for instance be organized as an object procedure or

function Nevertheless the executables of an identified mod
ule need not be physically located together but may comprise

disparate instructions stored in different locations which

when joined logically together comprise the module and

achieve the stated purpose for the module

Indeed module of executable code may be single

instruction or many instructions and may even be distributed

over several different code segments among different pro

grams and across several memory devices Similarly opera

tional data may be identified and illustrated herein within

modules and may be embodied in any suitable form and

organized within any suitable type of data structure The

operational data may be collected as single data set or may

be distributed over different locations including over different

storage devices and may exist at least partially merely as

electronic signals on system or network

Reference throughout this specification to one embodi

ment an embodiment or similar language means that

particular feature structure or characteristic described in

connection with the embodiment is included in at least one

embodiment of the present invention Thus appearances
of

the phrases in one embodiment in an embodiment and

similar language throughout this specification may but do not

necessarily all refer to the same embodiment

Reference to signal hearing medium may take any form

capable of generating signal causing signal to be gener

ated or causing execution of program of machine-readable

instructions on digital processing apparatus signal bear

ing medium may be embodied by transmission line com

pact disk digital-video disk magnetic tape Bernoulli

drive magnetic disk punch card flash memory integrated

circuits or other digital processing apparatus memory device

Furthermore the described features structures or charac

teristics of the invention may be combined in any suitable

manner in one or more embodiments In the following

description numerous specific details are provided such as

examples of programming software modules user selec

tions network transactions database queries database struc

tures hardware modules hardware circuits hardware chips

etc to provide thorough understanding of embodiments of

the invention One skilled in the relevant art will recognize

however that the invention may be practiced without one or

more of the specific details or with other methods compo
nents materials and so forth In other instances well-known

structures materials or operations are not shown or described

in detail to avoid obscuring aspects of the invention

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of system 100 for dynamic rate shifting of

streaming content in accordance with the present invention

In one embodiment the system 100 comprises content

server 102 and an end user 104 The content server 102 and

the end user station 104 may be coupled by data communi

cations network The data communications network may

10 include the Internet 106 and connections 108 to the Internet

106.Alternatively the content server 102 and the end user 104

may be located on common local area network wireless

area network cellular network virtual local area network or

the like The end user station 104 may comprise personal

15 computer PC an entertainment system configured to com
municate over network or portable electronic device

configured to present content

In the depicted embodiment the system 100 also includes

publisher 110 and web server 116 The publisher 110 may

20 be creator or distributor of content For example it the

content to be streamed were broadcast of television pro

gram the publisher may be television or cable network

channel such as NBC or MTV Content may be trans

ferred over the internet 106 to the content server 102 where

25 the content is received by content module 112 The content

module 112 may fee configured to receive process and store

content In one embodiment processed content is accessed by

client module 114 configured to play the content on the end

user station 104 In further embodiment the client module

30 114 is configured to receive different portions of content

stream from plurality of locations simultaneously For

example the client module 114 may request and receive

content horn any of the plurality of web servers 116

FIG 2a is schematic block diagram graphically illustrat

35 ing one embodiment of content file 200 In one embodiment

the content file 200 is distributed by the publisher 110 The

content file 200 may comprise television broadcast sports

event movie music concert etc The content file 200 may

also be live or archived content The content file 200 may

40 comprise uncompressed video and audio or alternatively

video or audio Additionally the content file 200 may be

compressed Examples of compressed content file 200

include but are not limited to DivX Windows Media Video

98 Quicklime 6.5 Sorenson or Quicidime 6.5/MPEG-

45 encoded content

FIG 2b is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of plurality of streams 202 having varying

degrees of quality and bandwidth In one embodiment the

plurality of streams 202 comprises low quality stream 204

50 medium quality stream 206 and high quality stream 208

Each of the streams 204 206208 is copy of the content file

200 encoded and compressed to varying bit rates For

example the low quality stream 204 may be encoded and

compressed to bit rate of 100 kilobits per second kbps the

55 medium quality stream 206 may be encoded and compressed

to bit rate of 200 kbps and the high quality stream 208 may

be encoded and compressed to 600 kbps

FIG 2c is schematic block diagram illustrating one

embodiment of stream 210 divided into plurality of

60 streamlets 212 As used herein streamlet refers to any sized

portion of the content file 200 Each streamlet 212 may com
prise portion of the content contained in stream 210 encap

sulated as an independent media object The content in

streamlet 212 may have unique time index in relation to the

65 beginning of the content contained in stream 210 In one

embodiment the content contained in each streamlet 212 has

duration of two seconds For example streamlet may have
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time index of 0000 representing the beginning of content

playback
and streamlet may have time index of 0002 and

so on Alternatively the time duration of the streamlets 212

may be any duration smaller than the entire playback duration

of the content in stream 210 In further embodiment the

streamlets 212 may be divided according to file size instead of

time index

FIG is schematic block diagram illustrating in greater

detail one embodiment of the content module 112 in accor

dance with the present invention The content module 112

may comprise stream module 302 streamlet module 304

an encodermodule 306 streamlet database 308 and the web

server 116 In one embodiment the stream module 302 is

configured to receive the content file 200 from the publisher

110 and generate the plurality of streams 202 of varying

qualities The original content file 200 from the publisher may

be digital in form and may comprise content having high bit

rate such as for example mbps The content may be trans

ferred from the publisher 110 to the content module 112 over

the Internet 106 Such transfers of data are well known in the

art and do not require further discussion herein Alternatively

the content may comprise captured broadcast

In the depicted embodiment the plurality of streams 202

may comprise the low quality stream 204 the medium quality

stream 206 and the high quality stream 208 Alternatively the

plurality of streams 202 may comprise any number of streams

deemed necessary to accommodate end user bandwidth The

streanilet module 304 may be configured to receive the plu

rality
of streams 202 from the stream module and generate

plurality of streams 312 each stream comprising plurality

of streamlets 212 As described with reference to FIG 2c

each streamlet 212 may comprise pre-defined portion of the

stream The encoder module 306 is configured to encode each

streamlet from the plurality of streams 312 and store the

streamlets in the streainlet database 308 The encoding mod
ule 306 may utilize encoding schemes such as DivX Win
dows Media Video Quicldime 6.5 Sorenson or

Quicklime 6.5MPEG-4 Alternatively custom encoding

scheme may be employed
The content module 112 may also include metadata mod

ule 312 and metadata database 314 In one embodiment

metadata comprises static searchable content information

For example metadata includes but is not limited to air dote

of the content title actresses actors length and episode

name Metadata is generated by the publisher 110 and may be

configured to defme an end user environment In one embodi

ment the publisher 100 may define an end user navigational

environment for the content including menus thumbnails

sidebars advertising etc Additionally the publisher 110

may define functions such as fast forward rewind cause and

play that may be used with the content file 200 The metadata

module 312 is configured to receive the metadata from the

publisher 110 and store the metadata in the metadata database

314 In further embodiment the metadata module 312 is

configured to interface with the client module 114 allowing

the client module 114 to search for content based upon at least

one of plurality of metadata criteria Additionally metadata

may be generated by the content module 112 through auto

mated processes or manual definition

Once the streamlets 212 have been received and processed

the client module 114 may request streamlets 212 using

HTTP from the web server 116 Such use of client side

initiated requests requires no additional configuration of fire-

walls Additionally since the client module 114 initiates the

request the web server 116 is only required to retrieve and

serve the requested streamlet In further embodiment the

client module 114 may be configured to retrieve streamlets

212 from plurality of web servers 310 Each web server 116

may be located in various locations across the Internet 106

The streamlets 212 are essentially static files As such no

specialized media server or server-side intelligence is

required for client module 114 to retrieve streamlets 212

Streamlets 212 may be served by the web server 116 or

cached by cache servers of Internet Service Providers ISPs
or any other network infrastructure operators and served by

the cache server Use of cache servers is well known to those

10 skilled in the art and will not be discussed further herein

Thus highly scalable solution is provided that is not hin

dered by massive amounts of client module 114 requests to

the web server 116 at any specific location

FIG is schematic block diagram graphically illustrating

15 one embodiment of client module 114 in accordance with

the present invention The client module 114 may comprise

an agent controller module 402 streamlet cache module

404 and network controller module 406 In one embodi

ment the agent controller module 402 is configured to inter-

20 face with viewer 408 and transmit streamlets 212 to the

viewer 408 In further embodiment the client module 114

may comprise plurality of agent controller modules 402

Each agent controller module 402 may be configured to inter

face with one viewer 408 Alternatively the agent controller

25 module 402 may be configured to interface with plurality of

viewers 408 The viewer 408 may be media player not

shown operating on PC or handheld electronic device

The agent controller module 402 is configured to select

quality level of streamlets to transmit to the viewer 408 The

30 agent controller module 402 requests lower or higher quality

streams based upon continuous observation oftime intervals

between successive receive times ofeach requested streamlet

The method of requesting higher or lower quality streams will

be discussed in greater detail below with reference to FIG
35 The agent controller module 402 may be configured to

receive user commands from the viewer 408 Such commands

may include play fast forward rewind pause and stop In

one embodiment the agent controller module 402 requests

streamlets 212 from the streamlet cache module 404 and

40 arranges the received streamlets 212 in staging module 409

The staging module 409 may fee configured to arrange the

streamlets 212 in order of ascending playback time In the

depleted embodiment the streamlets 212 are numbered

etc However each streamlet 212 may be identified

45 with unique filename

Additionally the agent controller module 402 may be con

figured to anticipate streanilet 212 requests and pre-request

streamlets 212 By pro-requesting streanilets 212 the user

may fast-forward skip randomly or rewind through the con

50 tent and experience no buffering delay In further embodi

ment the agent controller module 402 may request the

streamlets 212 that correspond to time index intervals of 30

seconds within the total play time of the content Alterna

tively the agent controller module 402 may request stream-

55 lets at any interval less than the length ofthe time index This

enables fast-start capability with no buffering wait when

starting or fast-forwarding through content file 200 In fur

ther embodiment the agent controller module 402 may be

configured to pre-request streanilets 212 corresponding to

so specified Index points within the content or within other

content in anticipation of the end user 104 selecting new

content to view

In one embodiment the streamlet cache module 404 is

configured to receive streamlet 212 requests from the agent

65 controller module 402 Upon receiving request the stream-

let cache module 404 fIrst checks streamlet cache 410 to

veri if the streamlet 212 is present In further embodiment
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the streamlet cache module 404 handles streamlet 212

requests from plurality of agent controller modules 402

Alternatively streanilet cache module 404 may be provided

for each agent controller module 402 If the requested stream-

let 212 is not present the streamlet cache 410 the request is

passed to the network controller module 406 In order to

enable last forward and rewind capabilities the streamlet

cache module 404 is configured to store the plurality of

streamlets 212 in the streamlet cache 410 for specified time

period after the streamlet 212 has been viewed However

once the streamlets 212 have been deleted they may be

requested again from the web server 116

The network controller module 406 may be configured to

receive streamlet requests from the streanilet cache module

404 and open connection to the web server 116 or other

remote streainlet 212 database not shown In one embodi

ment the network controller module 406 opens TCP/IP

connection to the web server 116 and generates standard

HTTP GET request for the requested streamlet 212 Upon

receiving the requested streamlet 212 the network controller

module 406 passes the streamlet 212 to the streamlet cache

module 404 where it is stored in the streamlet cache 410 In

further embodiment the network controller module 406 is

configured to process and request plurality of streamlets 212

simultaneously The network controller module 406 may also

be configured to request plurality of streamlets where each

streamlet 212 is subsequently requested in multiple parts

In further embodiment streamlet requests may comprise

requesting pieces of any streamlet file Splitting the streamlet

212 into smaller pieces or portions beneficially allows for an

increased efficiency iotential and also eliminates problems

associated with multiple full-streainlet requests sharing the

bandwidth at any given moment This is achieved by using

parallel TCP/IP connections for pieces of the streamlets 212

Consequently efficiency and network loss problems are over

come and the streamlets arrive with more useful and predict

able tinting

In one embodiment the client module 114 is configured to

use multiple TCP connections between the client module 114

and the web server 116 or web cache The intervention of

cache may be transparent to the client or configured by the

client as forward cache By requesting more than one

streamlet 212 at time in manner referred to as parallel

retrieval or more than one part of streamlet 212 at time

efficiency is raised significantly and latency is virtually elimi

nated In further embodiment the client module allows

maximum of three outstanding streamlet 212 requests The

client module 114 may maintain additional open TCP con

nections as spares to be available should another connection

fail Streamlet 212 requests are rotated among all open con

nections to keep the TCP flow logic for any particular con

nection from falling into slow-start or close mode If the

network controller module 406 has requested streamlet 212

in multiple parts with each part requested on mutually inde

pendent TCP/IP connections the network controller module

406 reassembles the parts to present complete streanilet 212

for use by all other components of the client module 114

When TCP connection fails completely new request

may be sent on different connection for the same streamlet

212 In further embodiment if request is not being satis

fied in timely manner redundant request may be sent on

different connection for the same streamlet 212 If the fIrst

streamlet requests response arrives before the redundant

request response the redundant request can be aborted If the

redundant request response arrives before the first request

response the first request may be aborted

10

Several streamlet 212 requests may be sent on single TCP

connection and the responses are caused to flow back in

matching order along the same connection This eliminates

all but the first request latency Because multiple responses

are always being transmitted the processing latency of each

new streamlet 212 response after the first is not factor in

performance This technique is known in the industry as

pipelining Pipelining offers efficiency in request-response

processing by eliminating most of the effects of request

to latency However pipelining has serious vulnerabilities

Transmission delays affect all of the responses If the single

TCP connection fails all of the outstanding requests and

responses are lost Pipelining causes serial dependency

between the requests

15 Multiple TCP connections may be opened between the

client module 114 and the web server 116 to achieve the

latency-reduction efficiency benefits of pipelining while

maintaining the independence of each streamlet 212 request

Several streamlet 212 requests may be sent concurrently with

20 each request being sent on mutually distinct TCP connec

tion This technique is labeled virtual pipelh and is an

innovation of the present invention Multiple responses may
be in transit concurrently assuring that communication band

width between the client module 114 and the web server 116

25 is always being utilized Virtual pipelining eliminates the

vulnerabilities of traditional pipelining delay in or com

plete failure of one response does not affect the transmission

of other responses because each response occupies an inde

pendent TCP connection Any transmission bandwidth not in

30 use by one of multiple responses whether due to delays or

TCP connection failure maybe utilized by other outstanding

responses

single streamlet 212 request may be issued for an entire

streanilet 212 or multiple requests may be issued each for

35 different part or portion of the strearnlet If the streamlet is

requested in several parts the parts maybe recombined by the

client module 114 streanilet

In order to maintain proper balance between maximized

bandwidth utilization and response time the issuance of new

40 streamlet requests must be timed such that the web server 116

does not transmit the response before the client module 114

has fully received response to one of the previously out

standing streamlet requests For example if three streamlet

212 requests are outstanding the client module 114 should

45 issue the next request slightly before one of the three

responses is fully received and out of the pipe In other

words request timing is adjusted to keep three responses in

transit Sharing of bandwidth among four responses dimin

ishes the net response time of the other three responses The

50 timing adjustment maybe calculated dynamically by obser

vation and the request timing adjusted accordingly to main

tain the proper balance of efficiency and response times

The schematic flow chart diagrams that follow are gener

ally set forth as logical flow chart diagrams As such the

55 depicted order and labeled steps are indicative ofone embodi

ment of the presented method Other steps and methods may

be conceived that are equivalent in function logic or effect to

one or more steps or portions thereof of the illustrated

method Additionally the format and symbols employed are

so provided to explain the logical steps of the method and are

understood not to limit the scope of the method Although

various arrow types and line types may be employed in the

flow chart diagrams they are understood not to limit the scope

of the corresponding method Indeed some arrows or other

65 connectors maybe usedto indicate only the logical flow ofthe

method For instance an arrow may indicate wading or

monitoring period of unspecified duration between enumer
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ated steps of the depicted method Additionally the order in

which particular method occurs may or may not strictly

adhere to the order of the corresponding steps shown

FIG is schematic flowchart diagram illustrating one

embodiment of method 500 for processing content in accor

dance with the present invention In one embodiment the

method 500 starts 502 and the content module 112 receives

504 content from the publisher 110 Receiving content 504

may comprise receiving 504 digital copy of the content file

200 or digitizing physical copy of the content file 200

Alternatively receiving 504 content may comprise capturing

radio or television broadcast Once received 504 the stream

module 302 generates 506 plurality of streams 202 each

stream 202 having different quality The quality may be

predefined or automatically set according to end user band

width or in response to pre-designated publisher guidelines

The streamlet module 304 receives the streams 202 and

generates 508 plurality of streamlets 212 In one embodi

ment generating 508 streamlets comprises dividing the

stream 202 into plurality of two second streamlets 212

Alternatively the streamlets may have
any length less than or

equal to the length of the stream 202 The encoder module 306

then encodes 510 the streamlets according to compression

algorithm In further embodiment the algorithm comprises 25

proprietary codec such as WMV9 The encoder module

306 then stores 512 the encoded streamlets in the streamlet

database 308 Once stored 512 the web server 116 may then

serve 514 the streamlets In one embodiment serving 514 the

streamlets comprises receiving streamlet requests from the

client module 114 retrieving the requested streamlet from the

streamlet database 308 and subsequently transmitting the

streamlet to the client module 114 The method 500 then ends

516

FIG is schematic flow chart diagram illustrating one 35

embodiment of method 600 for viewing plurality of

streamlets in accordance with the present invention The

method 600 starts and an agent control module 402 is pro
vided 604 and associated with viewer 408 and provided with

staging module 409 The agent controller module 402 then

requests 606 streamlet from the streamlet cache module

404 Alternatively the agent controller module 402 may

simultaneously request 606 plurality of streamlets from the

streamlet cache module 404 If the streamlet is stored 608

locally in the streamlet cache 410 the streamlet cache module

404 retrieves 610 the streamlet and sends the streamlet to the

agent controller module 402 Upon retrieving 610 or receiv

ing streamlet the agent controller module 402 makes 611

determination of whether or not to shift to higher or lower

quality stream 202 This determination will be described so

below in greater detail with reference to FIG

In one embodiment the staging module 409 then arranges

612 tire streamlets into the proper order and the agent con

troller module 402 delivers 614 the streamlets to the viewer

408 In further embodiment delivering 614 streamlets to the 55

end user comprises playing video and or audio streanalets on

the viewer 408 If the streamlets are not stored 608 locally the

streamlet request is passed to the network controller module

406 The network controller module 406 then requests 616

the streamlet from the web server 116 Once the streamlet is 60

received the network controller module 406 passes the

streamiet to the streamlet cache module 404 The streamlet

cache module 404 archives 618 the streamlet Alternatively

the streamlet cache module 404 then archives 618 the stream-

let and passes the streamlet to the agent controller module 65

402 and the method 600 then continues from operation 610

as described above

12

Referring now to FIG shown therein is schematic flow

chart diagram illustrating one embodiment of method 700

for requesting streamlets within adaptive-rate shifting con

tent streaming environment in accordance with the present

invention The method 700 may be used in one embodiment

as the operation 611 of FIG The method 700 starts and the

agent controller module 402 receives 704 streamlet as

described above with reference to FIG The agent control

ler module 402 then monitors 706 the receive time of the

10 requested streanilet In one embodiment the agent controller

module 402 monitors the time intervals between successive

receive times for each streamlet response Ordering of the

responses in relation to the order of their corresponding

requests is not relevant

15 Because network behavioral characteristics fluctuate

sometimes quite suddenly any given may vary substan

tially
from another In order to compensate for this fluctua

tion the agent controller module 402 calculates 708 perfor

mance ratio across window of samples for streamlets of

20 playback length In one embodiment the performance ratio

is calculated using the equation

Due to multiple simultaneous streamlet processing and in

order to better judge the central tendency of the performance
30

ratio the agent control module 402 may calculate geomet
ric mean or alternatively an equivalent averaging algorithm

across window of size and obtain performance factor

ri

40 The policy determination about whether or not to upshift

710 playback quality begins by comparing with

trigger threshold If then an up shift to the

next higher quality stream may be considered 716 In one

embodiment the trigger threshold is determined by

45 combination of factors relating to the current read ahead

margin i.e the amount of contiguously available streamlets

that have been sequentially arranged by the staging module

409 for presentation at the current playback time index and

minimum safety margin In one embodiment the minimum

safety margin may be 24 seconds The smaller the read ahead

margin the larger is to discourage upshifiing until

larger read ahead margin may be established to withstand

network disruptions If the agent controller module 402 is

able to sustain 716 upshift quality then the agent controller

module 402 will upshift 717 the quality and subsequently

request higher quality streams The determination of whether

use of the higher quality stream is sustainable 716 is made by

comparing an estimate of the higher quality streams perfor

mance factor higth with highup then use of the

higher quality stream is considered sustainable If the deci

sion of whether or not the higher stream rate is sustainable

716 is no the agent control module 402 will not attempt to

upshift 717 stream quality If the end of the stream has been

reached 714 the method 618 ends 716

If the decision on whether or not to attempt upshift 710 is

no decision about whether or not to downshift 712 is

made In one embodiment trigger threshold is
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defined in manner analogous to Ifc d0fl then

the stream quality may be adequate and the agent controller

module 402 does not downshift 718 stream quality However

if ØOd.nthe agent controllermodule 402 does down
shift 718 the stream quality If the end of the stream has not

been reached 714 the agent controller module 402 begins to

request and receive 704 lower quality streamlets and the

method 618 starts again Ofcourse the above described equa
tions and algorithms are illustrative only and maybe replaced

by alternative streamlet monitoring solutions

The present invention may be embodied in other specific

forms without departing from its spirit or essential character

istics The described embodiments are to be considered in all

respects only as illustrative and not restrictive The scope of

the invejition is therefore indicated by the appended claims

rather than by the foregoing description All changes which

come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the

claims are to be embraced within their scope

What is claimed is

An end user station for adoptive-rate content streaming

of digital content from video server over network the end

user station comprising

media player operating on the end user station configured

to stream video from the video server via at least one

transmission control protocol TCP connection over the

network wherein multiple different copies of the video

encoded at different bit rates are stored on the video

server as multiple sets of files wherein each of the files

yields different portion of the video on playback

wherein the files across the different copies yield the

same portions of the video on playback and wherein

each of the files comprises time index such that the files

whose playback is the same portion of the video for each

of the different copies have the same time index in rela

tion to the beginning of the video and wherein the media

player streams the video by

requesting plurality of sequential files ofone ofthe copies

from the video server based on the time indexes

automatically requesting from the video server subsequent

portions of the video by requesting for each such portion

one of the files from one of the copies dependent upon

successive determinations by the media player to shift

the playback quality to higher or lower quality one of

the different copies the automatically requesting

including repeatedly generating factor indicative of the

current ability to sustain the streaming of the video using

the files from different ones of the copies wherein the set

of one or more factors relate to the performance of the

network

making the successive determinations to shift the playback

quality based on the factor to achieve continuous play

back of the video using the files of the highest quality

one of the copies determined sustainable at that time so

that the media player upshifls to higher quality one of

the different copies when the factor is greater than first

threshold and downshifts to lower quality one of the

different copies when the factor is less than second

threshold and

presenting thevideo by playing back the requested media

files with the media player on the end user station in

order of ascending playback time

The end user station of claim wherein the at least one

TCP connection comprises multiple Transmission Control

protocol TCP connections with the content server

The end user station ofclaim wherein the media player

is configured to generate the factor according to the responses

to segment requests

14

The end user station of claim wherein the media player

is configured to upshift to the higher quality copy when the

factor is greater than the first threshold and the media player

determines the higher quality playback can be sustained

according to combination of factors

The end user station of claim wherein the media player

is configured to upshift to the higher quality copy when the

performance factor is greater than the first threshold and the

media player determines that the higher quality playback can

10 be sustained according to an amount of contiguously avail

able files stored by the media player

The end user station of claim wherein the media player

is further configured to anticipate file requests and to pre

request files to enable fast-forward skip randomly and

15 rewind functionality

The end user station of claim wherein the media player

is configured to initially request low quality files to enable

instant playback of the video and to subsequently upshift to

better quality copy
of the video according to the perfor

20 mance factor

method executable by an end user station to present

rate-adaptive streams received via at least one transmission

control protocol TCP connection with server over net

work the method comprising

25 streaming by media player operating on the end user

station video from the server via the at least one TCP

connection over the network wherein multiple different

copies of the video encoded at different bit rates are

stored as multiple sets of files on the server wherein

each of the files yields different portion of the video on

playback wherein the files across the different copies

yield the same portions of the video on playback and

wherein each of the files comprises time index such

that the files whose playback is the same portion of the

video for each of the different copies have the same time

index in relation to the beginning of the video and

wherein the streaming comprises

requesting by the media player plurality of sequential

files of one of the copies from the server based on the

40 time indexes

automatically requesting by the media player from the

server subsequent portions of the video by requesting for

each such portion one of the files from one of the copies

dependent upon successive determinations by the media

player to shift the playback quality to higher or lower

quality one of the different copies the automatically

requesting including repeatedly generating factor

indicative of the current ability to sustain the streaming

of the video using the files from different ones of the

copies wherein the factor relates to the performance of

the network and

making the successive determinations to shift the playback

quality based on the factor to achieve continuous play

back of the video using the files of the highest quality

55 one of the copies determined sustainable at that time

wherein the making the successive determinations to

shift comprises upshifting to higher quality one of the

different copies when the at least one factor is greater

than first threshold and downshifting to lower quality

60 one of the different copies when the at least one factor is

less than second threshold and

presenting the video by playing back the requested media

files with the media player on the end user station in

order of ascending playback time

65 The method of claim wherein the at least one TCP
connection comprises plurality of different TCP connec

tions and wherein the requesting the plurality of sequential

30

35

45

50
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files includes requesting sub-parts of the files over different

ones of the plurality of different TCP connections and

wherein said presenting includes reassembling the files from

the received sub-parts

10 The method of claim wherein said making the suc

cessive determinations to shift comprises

determining if the higher quality playback can be sus

mined

11 The method of claim wherein the at least one TCP
connection comprises plurality of different TCP connec

tions and wherein the automatically requesting includes

requesting sub-parts of the files over different ones of the

plurality of TCP connections and wherein said presenting

includes reassembling the files from the received sub-parts

and wherein the factor is indicative of the available bandwidth

of the plurality of TCP connections

12 The method of claim wherein the factor is indicative

of latency of the requested files wherein the latency is time

16

measure between when one of the requests is issued and

time that response data of the request begins to arrive at the

end user station

13 The method of claim wherein the factor is indicative

of time intervals between successive receive times for each

response to the requested files

14 The method of claim wherein the factor is indicative

of delays or losses in one or more of the at least one TCP
connection

10

15 The method of claim wherein the server is web

server and wherein the files are requested from the web server

using Hyper Text Transfer Protocol HTTP messages sent

via the at least one TCP connection

is 16 The method of claim wherein the server comprises

cache server of network infrastructure operator
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WATCH NOW

ABOUT UNIVISION NOW

● What is Univision NOW?
Univision NOW is a digital video subscription service offering a live stream of Univision and UniMás and includes live sporting events,
specials, series, and streams from local stations in select markets. Subscribers can instantly watch programs from the past 3 days (72
hours) of the live stream using the program guide, and can watch hundreds of primetime and library shows on demand. Not all
Univision and UniMás programming is available through the Univision NOW service.

● Where is Univision NOW available?
Univision NOW is available only within the United States with the exception of Puerto Rico.

● What is the difference between Univision NOW and the Univision or Univision Deportes apps?
Both Univision NOW, and the Univision and Univision Deportes apps offer viewers live streams / on demand content. All require at least
one type of subscription.
Univision NOW is a subscription service that you purchase directly from Univision instead of a traditional Cable TV provider. The content
is accessed over the internet and does not require a subscription with a cable TV provider but does require an internet connection.
The Univision and Univision Deportes apps are available, at no additional cost, to existing cable TV subscribers through traditional Cable
TV providers.

● I have a Cable TV subscription. Can I get Univision NOW for Free?
If you receive Univision with your Cable TV package, you may be able to get Univision NOW for Free. Click 'Sign In' and choose 'TV
Provider Sign In.' Locate your provider and follow the on-screen instructions. Once you’re logged in, you’ll have access to live network
streams and primetime shows on demand. If you don't see your TV service provider listed, check back with us soon. We are actively
working to add more providers in the near future.

BILLING & ACCOUNT INFO

● How do I subscribe to Univision NOW?
Via the Univision NOW app: 
1) Download the app to your device via the App Store, Google Play, or Roku store 
2) Open the app 
3) Click “Watch Now” 
4) Choose a plan 
5) Click “Continue” 
6) Create your account 
7) Follow the on-screen instructions to purchase an Univision NOW subscription
Note: If you have a promotional code, you must visit www.UnivisionNOW.com to redeem.
Via the web (desktop or mobile): 
1) Visit www.UnivisionNOW.com 
2) Click on the “Watch Now” button 
3) Choose a plan 
4) Create your account 
5) Enter your billing information 
6) Download the Univision NOW app via the App Store, Google Play, or Roku store and sign in
Note: The email account and password you enter at registration will be your Univision NOW username and password

● What forms of payment are accepted?
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, American Express, and PayPal.

● How do I update my payment information?
If purchased via the App Store:
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201266
If purchased through the Google Play Store:
https://support.google.com/googleplay/answer/2476088
If purchased via the web (desktop or mobile), log onto your account, click on "My Account" and then scroll down to “Payment
Information” and click on "Edit". Enter your new payment information and click "Update".

● How do I cancel my Univision NOW account?
If purchased via the App Store:
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202039
If purchased via the Google Play Store:
https://support.google.com/googleplay/answer/2476088?hl=en
If purchased via the web (desktop or mobile): 
1) Click on "My Account" 
2) Scroll down to "Subscription" 
3) Click on "Cancel Subscription"
You can cancel your Subscription to the Service at any time. Please note that you must cancel your Subscription before it renews for a
subsequent term in order to avoid being charged for the next plan's Subscription Fees. We do not provide credit, refunds, or prorated
billing for subscriptions that are cancelled mid-billing cycle. If you cancel your Subscription, the cancellation will become effective at the
end of the then-current Subscription period.

● Can I get a refund if I don't use my subscription or cancel my subscription before the end of the billing cycle?
No, refunds are not provided for any subscription. We do not provide credit, refunds, or prorated billing for subscriptions that are
cancelled mid-billing cycle. If you cancel your subscription mid-billing cycle, you will continue to have access to your subscription until
the end of the billing cycle.
We reserve the right to offer refunds, discounts or other consideration in select circumstances at our sole discretion. Please note that
each circumstance is unique and election to make such an offer in one instance does not create the obligation to do so in another.

● What are these authorization charges on my bank statement?
Authorizations are charges we make to your �nancial institution to verify that the payment information you submitted to us is correct.
These authorizations are temporary holds and are never collected.
You may see these authorizations if you recently signed up, entered a free trial, edited your payment info or made changes to your
subscription. You may also see an authorization if you were unable to sign up, this will happen when you enter your billing information
but that information does not match the billing information your �nancial institution has on record.
Authorizations are for certain dollar amounts depending on how you submit your payment information to us. These authorization
amounts temporarily affect your available account balances because your �nancial institution is ensuring that there are suf�cient funds
available. But these funds are never collected, and the temporary hold will automatically be removed from your account after a few days.
The number of days can vary depending on the region or card issuer. Check with your �nancial institution for details on how long it takes
for them to remove the temporary hold.

● How and when will I be billed for Univision NOW?

SIGN IN

https://www.univisionnow.com/
https://www.univisionnow.com/packages?type=0
https://www.univisionnow.com/
https://www.univisionnow.com/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201266
https://support.google.com/googleplay/answer/2476088
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202039
https://support.google.com/googleplay/answer/2476088?hl=en
javascript:void(0);
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Your �rst charge occurs at the time you register. If you started your subscription as a free trial, we will charge you the following billing
period on the date your free trial ends. As long as your subscription remains active, you will be charged on the same day of the month
you signed up on, unless it is on a date that does not occur in a given month in which case you will billed on the prior day. For example, if
you sign up for a monthly subscription plan on March 31st you will be charged on April 30th.
See our Terms of Use for more detail.

● Is my credit card information secure?
We use administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to protect your payment information and adhere to the payment card industry
data security standards to protect your credit card data.

● How do I reset my password?
To reset your password, click on "My Account" and then click on "Change Password" in the “Pro�le” section. Enter your new password and
then click "Update".

● How do I login if I forgot my username or password?
For assistance retrieving your username, please contact customer support by clicking the "chat" on the web.
To retrieve your password, click on the 'Forgot Password' link on the login page of the app or the www.UnivisionNOW.com website. A link
will be emailed to you so you can reset your password.

PRODUCT & FEATURES

● How do I start watching live TV?
Ensure that you're connected to the internet.
Sign into your Univision NOW account via the Univision NOW app or the www.UnivisionNOW.com website. Then select the channel you
want to stream to start viewing live TV.
If you're using the app via your phone or tablet, make sure that "location services" is enabled, turned "on", so you receive a stream from
your local market.

● How often will I need to login into Univision NOW?
On mobile devices you will stay logged in until you log out.
On PCs you will stay logged if you checked the "Remember Me" option until you logout or clear your browser setting/cache.

● What devices can I use to stream Univision NOW?
Univision NOW is currently available on the following devices with more coming soon. 
- iPhone 
- iPad 
- Apple TV 
- Airplay 
- Roku 
- Chromecast 
- Android phones 
- Android tablets 
- Desktop web

● Can I stream on multiple devices at one time? If so, how many?
Yes, you can stream Univision NOW on multiple devices. We allow 3 concurrent streams at any given time.

● Can I access my local station?
At the moment, we offer live streams from our New York, Los Angeles, Houston, Dallas, Chicago, Miami, Atlanta, and San Francisco
stations to users in those cities. Users in markets other than New York, Los Angeles, Houston, Dallas, Chicago, Miami, Atlanta, and San
Francisco can still watch network programming live.

● Can I access my local station if I travel to another market/city?
The Univision NOW app is geo-based. Local station feeds are only available in their respective markets. For example, you cannot watch
the Los Angeles station feed if you are in New York.

● When will my local station be available for streaming?
Currently, we only offer live streams from our New York, Los Angeles, Houston, Dallas, Chicago, Miami, Atlanta, and San Francisco
stations.

● What is 3-day replay?
72-hour playback viewing allows you to instantly watch / pause / rewind any program from the past 3 days (72 hours) of the live stream
using the program guide. Not all Univision and UniMás programming is available through the Univision NOW Service.

● What shows can I watch on demand viewing on Univision NOW?
Access to on demand content depends on your subscription plan.
If you’re subscribed to the “Total Access” plan you have access to the entire Univision NOW library of on demand content which include
library and primetime shows as well as exclusive Univision NOW Originals.
If you access Univision NOW via a participating cable TV provider, you have access to primetime shows on demand.
Not all Univision and UniMás programming is available through the Univision NOW Service.

● Why is some programming not available for live streaming, rewind or on demand on Univision NOW?
Due to licensing rights, certain shows that are offered on the Univision and UniMás broadcast networks are not available for Univision
NOW live, via the rewind function or on demand streaming.

● Is closed captioning available?
Yes, closed captioning is available for live TV, 72-hour live playback viewing and on demand shows.

● Is Univision NOW available in HD?
Yes.

● Where can I use this service?
You can use this service anywhere in the US with an internet connection with the exception of Puerto Rico.

● Do I need to be connected to the internet to watch?
Yes, an internet connection via WiFi or your cellular data plan is required to watch Univision NOW.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

● Who do I reach out to if I have a question about my account or Univision NOW?
Customer support is available via chat and email (support@univisionnow.com). We are happy to help answer your questions.

https://www.univisionnow.com/
https://www.univisionnow.com/
mailto:support@univisionnow.com
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Need Any Help?
View frequently asked questions or email our friendly support team
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© 2019. Univision Communications Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
The name and logo of Univision NOW as well as all programs
and their titles and logos are the marks and property of
Univision Communications Inc., its af�liates and/or its
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Privacy Policy

● How can I submit general feedback about Univision NOW?
We welcome your feedback about your Univision NOW experience. Please submit your feedback via chat or email
(support@univisionnow.com).

OTHER

● Can I gift a subscription?
We currently do not offer gift subscriptions, however, we are working to make this option available in the future.

 
© 2018. Univision Communications Inc. All rights reserved. The names and logos of Univision NOW as well as the titles and logos of programs
are the marks of Univision, its af�liated companies and/or its licensors.
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U.S. Patent No. 7,818,444 to Univision 
 
 
The following claim chart shows exemplary aspects of the Univision Now Application (“Univision App”), Univision servers, and 
Univision services that infringe the claim below.  The chart is exemplary and should not be read to limit DISH’s claims against 
Univision to the products or services described below.  The chart should also not be read to limit DISH’s claims to the patent claim 
charted below.  Nor should the chart below be read to limit how the Univision App, Univision servers, and Univision services infringe 
the claim below.  DISH’s claims against Univision may change based on the proceeding in this case and based on discovery provided 
by Univision.   
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
24 24. A method for 

multi-bitrate video 
and/or audio content 
streaming, the 
method comprising: 

The Univision servers perform a method for multi-bitrate streaming of audio and video content to 
the Univision App.  The Univision App is a content player that obtains streams of selected video 
program for playback from the Univision servers.  The screenshots in this chart are from the 
Univision App running on a PC Firefox browser.   
 
The main menu of the Univision App after logging in: 
 

 
 
As described in greater detail below, the Univision server interacts with the Univision App to 
execute a method for multi-bitrate video and/or audio content streaming.   
 

 capturing a single 
video; 

The Univision servers capture a single video by capturing live programming that is then transcoded 
and provided to users of the Univision App.  
 
The Univision App, based on user input, requests a stream of a selected video program via a network 
connection to a Univision server. 
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
A user uses the on-screen guide to select a channel for streaming.  First, the user selects “Live TV” 
from the Univision App main screen shown above. 
 
The Univision App offers both streaming of current Univision programming and VOD selections.  
 
The live streaming selection is shown by the “What’s On Now” menu, or the “Live TV” link at the 
top of the page: 
 

 
 
 

 segmenting the single 
video and generating 
a plurality of 
sequential raw 
streamlets that 
collectively store data 
to playback the entire 
video and that 
individually store 

The Univision servers segment the single video and generate a plurality of sequential raw streamlets. 
The streamlets collectively store data to playback the entire video (the airing program).  The 
streamlets individually store data to playback only a portion that starts at a unique time index and 
whose duration is less than the entire duration of the corresponding video. 
 
When the Univision App accesses a selected channel, it requests and receives a playlist file from the 
Univision server that shows the available versions of the channel at different resolutions.  For 
example, a user navigates the menu above to select “Live TV” in the menu above and selects the 
stream of “El Gordo y La Flaca” as the “selected video program.”   
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
data to playback only 
a portion that starts at 
a unique time index 
and whose duration is 
less than the entire 
duration of the 
corresponding video; 

 
The Univision App makes an HTTPS GET request to univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.neulion.com for a 
master playlist named “univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8” that specifies the available streams and 
provides links to the playlists for those streams.  
 
The server returns the following playlist named “univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8”: 
 

#EXTM3U 
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=800000 
univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8?x-b=800000&x-
i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8
5fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro
f=univision_live_html5 
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=400000 
univision_east_hd_400_pc.m3u8?x-b=400000&x-
i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8
5fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro
f=univision_live_html5 
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=1200000 
univision_east_hd_1200_pc.m3u8?x-b=1200000&x-
i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8
5fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro
f=univision_live_html5 
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=1600000 
univision_east_hd_1600_pc.m3u8?x-b=1600000&x-
i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
5fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro
f=univision_live_html5 
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=3000000 
univision_east_hd_3000_pc.m3u8?x-b=3000000&x-
i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8
5fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro
f=univision_live_html5 
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=4500000 
univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8?x-b=4500000&x-
i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8
5fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro
f=univision_live_html5 

 
Filename:  univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8 
 

This is a master playlist file according to the HLS specification.1  The master playlist shows six 
versions of the stream at the following bandwidths:   

 800000 (Referred to herein as “800 Bandwidth”) 
 400000 (Referred to herein as “400 Bandwidth”) 
 1200000 (Referred to herein as “1200 Bandwidth”) 
 1600000 (Referred to herein as “1600 Bandwidth”) 
 3000000 (Referred to herein as “3000 Bandwidth”) 
 4500000 (Referred to herein as “4500 Bandwidth”) 

 
For each of these versions, the master playlist provides a link to a playlist for the specified version of 

                                                 
1 RFC 8216 (HLS Live Streaming), Section 4.3.4 (Master Playlist Tags). 
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
the selected video program at a particular bandwidth and resolution.  
 
The Univision App initially selects the 800 Bandwidth version of the stream and makes a request to 
univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.neulion.com for the corresponding variant playlist file named 
“univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8.”  The server returns the file with the following contents: 
 

#EXTM3U 
#EXT-X-VERSION:4 
#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 
#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 
#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 
#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-
128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn
ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_800/m3u8.key&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&hkst=86c127a7cebe3eaf0e1a6a3eb06fcab6",IV=0x8C675584560D97EC2C64
61F7C9BDB561 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201050.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201100.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201110.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201120.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201130.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201140.ts 
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
Filename:  univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8 
 

As noted above, the variant playlist file is an HLS playlist.  Each line in the file 
“univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8” that begins with “#EXTINF” specifies the length of the 
segments in seconds.  The line below the #EXTINF file is the location of the video file.  The 
Univision App uses HTTPS GETs to request and retrieve the segments of the encoded live stream 
specified in the file above.  The video files are at neunlds134dal.akamaized.net.   
 
The Univision App makes the request for 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_8
00_20180725201110.ts and plays back the file to begin streaming the selected program.  
 
The Univision App initially starts with the 800 Bandwidth low resolution version, but on a high-
bandwidth connection quickly switches up to the 4500 Bandwidth version (see, for example, 
retrieval of univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts).  
 
Below is an exemplary .m3u8 file retrieved during the test for the highest resolution 4500 
Bandwidth version of the video. 
 

#EXTM3U 
#EXT-X-VERSION:4 
#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 
#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 
#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 
#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-
128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn
ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2
AC104FBA13EB5B 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201050.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201100.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

 
Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 

 
As long as the viewer stays on the channel and the bandwidth is adequate, the Univision App will 
continue to request and receive the chosen playlist for the current resolution.  A subsequently 
retrieved playlist’s contents are shown below: 
 

#EXTM3U 
#EXT-X-VERSION:4 
#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 
#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:11:10Z 
#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245797 
#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-
128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn
ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2
AC104FBA13EB5B 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201200.ts 

 
Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 playlist 
 

The last video segments “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts”, and 
“univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts”, and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201200” 
are new additions since the last playlist file was retrieved by the Univision App.  The Univision App 
continues to request, receive, and playback successive video files to show the program.   
 
Before the Univision server encodes each of the .ts files, the contents of those files are raw 
streamlets.  Collectively, the raw streamlet store data to playback the entire video (the selected video 
program).  
 

 encoding each raw 
streamlet to generate, 
for each of said raw 
streamlets, a set 
including an encoded 
streamlet for each 
bitrate supported by 
the multi-bitrate 
content streaming,  

The Univision servers encode each of the raw streamlets discussed above into a set of streamlets for 
each bitrate supported by the multi-bitrate content streaming. 
 
The Univision server encodes the streamlets of the selected video program, “El Gordo y La Flaca,” 
such that the different bandwidth versions to generate a set of encoded streamlets for the supported 
bitrates.   
 
As described above with respect to the.m3u8 playlist file, the versions of the selected video program 
stream have different bandwidths and resolutions.  Two different bandwidth variant playlist files are 
discussed below.  Each of the segments is a portion of the selected video, where the selected video is 
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
the entire program being sent on the selected channel.  
 
An exemplary .m3u8 playlist file retrieved during the test for the highest resolution 800 Bandwidth 
version of the video. 
 

#EXTM3U 
#EXT-X-VERSION:4 
#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 
#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 
#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 
#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-
128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn
ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_800/m3u8.key&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&hkst=86c127a7cebe3eaf0e1a6a3eb06fcab6",IV=0x8C675584560D97EC2C64
61F7C9BDB561 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201050.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201100.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201110.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201120.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201130.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_800_20180725201140.ts 

 
Filename:  univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8 
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
 
An exemplary .m3u8 file retrieved during the test for the highest resolution 4500 Bandwidth version 
of the video. 
 

#EXTM3U 
#EXT-X-VERSION:4 
#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 
#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 
#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 
#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-
128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn
ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2
AC104FBA13EB5B 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201050.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201100.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 
#EXTINF:10, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
ast_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

 
Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 

 
The Univision server provides files with similar file names (for example, here, 
“univision_east_hd_800_20180725201130.ts” and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts”) 
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 
in the same directory (here, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/) corresponding to 
separate resolution versions of the same segment.   
 
The Univision servers generate, for each of said raw streamlets, a set include an encoded streamlet 
for each bitrate supported by the multi-bitrate content streaming. 
 

 wherein each of the 
encoded streamlets in 
each of the sets is 
stored as a separate 
content file,  

Each of the encoded streamlets in each of the sets is stored as a separate content file.  The Univision 
server stores files with similar file names (for example, here, 
“univision_east_hd_800_20180725201130.ts” and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts”) 
in the same directory (here, 
https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/) corresponding to 
separate resolution versions of the same segment.   
 

 wherein the encoded 
streamlets within 
each of the sets have 
the same time index 
as their 
corresponding raw 
streamlet such that 
the encoded 
streamlets of the 
same set 
independently yield 
on playback the same 
portion of the single 
video,  

The encoded streamlets within each of the sets have the same time index as their corresponding raw 
streamlet such that the encoded streamlets of the same set independently yield on playback the same 
portion of the single video.  The encoded .ts files have the same time indexes as the corresponding 
raw streamlets from which they were encoded.   

 wherein the separate 
content files within 
each of the sets are 
independently 

The separate content files within each of the sets are independently requestable by the end user 
station. 
 
The Univision App makes requests for sequential segments of the stream (according to the variant 
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requestable by end 
user stations, and  

playlist file file) for the current channel over the network connection.  The requests are sent to the 
Univision server and the Univision server responds with the requested segment.  
 
In the sequence below, the Univision App requests and receives the 
univision_east_hd_800_20180725201050.ts and then the 
univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201100.ts segment.  The filenames 
univision_east_hd_800_20180725201050.ts and univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201100.ts are 
separate content files. Each of the sets of files are independently requestable by the Univision App.  
As discussed above, the Univision server has six versions of each of these segments stored.  
  

 wherein shifts 
between the different 
bit rates are made at 
the time indexes 
during streaming of 
the single video; 

The Univision App shifts between the different bit rates are made at the time indexes during 
streaming of the single video.   
 
Different resolutions of the program were requested and displayed by the Univision App based on 
the bandwidth available to the computer.  The Univision App plays segments at any of the six 
bandwidths and resolutions, and the segments can be played independently.  That is, a 4500 
Bandwidth segment may be played immediately after an 800 Bandwidth segment.   
 
When the Univision App runs at full bandwidth, the Univision App transitions from the low-bitrate 
version of the video (the 800 Bandwidth version) to the high-bitrate version of the video (the 4500 
Bandwidth version).  Between these two segments, the Univision App requests and receives a 4500 
Bandwidth variant playlist file (the “univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8”) of the video: 
 
Method Host Path 
GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 
/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
d_800_20180725201120.ts 

GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.
neulion.com 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
d_4500_pc.m3u8?x-b=4500000&x-
i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9
c45198&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d
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c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi
on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize
d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
d_4500_20180725201130.ts  

 
 
As demonstrated above, the Univision App requests and receives the higher resolution encoded files 
after initially requesting a lower resolution encoded file.  In this way, the Univision App shifts 
between the different bit rates during streaming of the single video.   
 
These shift takes place at time indexes.  For example, the Univision App requested the low 
bandwidth version of the univision_east_hd_800_20180725201120.ts segment file and the high 
bandwidth version of the univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts segment file. 
 

 receiving requests 
from the end user 
stations over the 
Internet for different 
ones of the separate 
content files from 
different ones of the 
sets; and 

The Univision server receives requests from the end user stations (the Univision App) over the 
Internet for different ones of the separate content files from different ones of the sets. 
 
The Univision App makes requests for sequential segments of the stream (according to the variant 
playlist file file) for the current channel over the network connection.  The requests are sent to the 
Univision server and the Univision server responds with the requested segment.  
 
In the sequence below the Univision App requests and receives the 
univision_east_hd_800_20180725201120.ts segment and then the 
univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts segment.  The filenames 
univision_east_hd_800_20180725201120.ts and univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts are 
separate content files.  As discussed above, the Univision server has six versions of each of these 
files for each time index.  Between these two segments, the Univision App requests and receives a 
variant playlist file (“univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8”). 
 
Method Host Path 
GET neunlds134dal.akamaize /nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
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d.net d_800_20180725201120.ts 

GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.
neulion.com 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
d_4500_pc.m3u8?x-b=4500000&x-
i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9
c45198&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d
c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi
on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize
d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
d_4500_20180725201130.ts  

 
 

 transmitting the 
requested ones of the 
separate content files 
to the requesting one 
of the end user 
stations,  

The Univision server transmits the requested ones of the separate content files to the requesting one 
of the end user stations. 
 
The Univision App makes requests for sequential segments of the stream (according to the variant 
playlist file file) for the current channel over the network connection.  The requests are sent to the 
Univision server and the Univision server responds with the requested segment.  
 
In the sequence below the Univision App requests and receives the 
univision_east_hd_800_20180725201120.ts segment and then the 
univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts segment.  The filenames 
univision_east_hd_800_20180725201120.ts and univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts are 
separate content files.  As discussed above, the Univision server has six versions of each of these 
files for each time index.  Between these two segments, the Univision App requests and receives a 
variant playlist file (“univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8”). 
 
Method Host Path 
GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 
/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
d_800_20180725201120.ts 
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GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.

neulion.com 
/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
d_4500_pc.m3u8?x-b=4500000&x-
i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9
c45198&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d
c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi
on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize
d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
d_4500_20180725201130.ts  

 
 

 wherein each of the 
end user stations 
initiate each of the 
shifts between the 
different bit rates 
during streaming of 
the single video 
through a request for 
the separate content 
file storing a different 
bit rate one of the 
encoded streamlets 
for a subsequent one 
of the time indexes. 

Each of the end user stations (Univision App) initiate each of the shifts between the different bit 
rates during streaming of the single video through a request for the separate content file storing a 
different bit rate one of the encoded streamlets for a subsequent one of the time indexes. 
 
The Univision App initiates each of the shifts between the different bit rates during streaming of the 
single video through a request for the separate content file storing a different bit rate one of the 
encoded streamlets for a subsequent one of the time indexes.  
 
Successive determinations by the content player shift the playback quality to a higher or lower 
quality one of the different copies of the same selected video by the Univision App.  When the 
Univision App runs at full bandwidth, the Univision App transitions from the low-bitrate version of 
the video (the 800 Bandwidth version) to the high-bitrate version of the video (the 4500 Bandwidth 
version).  Between these two segments, the Univision App requests and receives a 4500 Bandwidth 
variant playlist file (the “univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8”) of the video: 
 
Method Host Path 
GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 
/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
d_800_20180725201120.ts 

GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst. /nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
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neulion.com d_4500_pc.m3u8?x-b=4500000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9
c45198&x-
play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d
c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-
844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi
on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize
d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
d_4500_20180725201130.ts  

 
 
As demonstrated above, the Univision App requests and receives the higher resolution encoded files 
after initially requesting a lower resolution encoded file.  In this way, the Univision App adapts 
subsequent segment requests based on a determination to shift the playback to a higher or lower 
quality encoding.   
 
These shift takes place at time indexes.  For example, the Univision App requested the low 
bandwidth version of the univision_east_hd_800_20180725201120.ts segment file and the high 
bandwidth version of the univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts segment file. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,402,156 to Univision 

 

 

The following claim chart shows exemplary aspects of the Univision Now Application (“Univision App”), Univision servers, and 

Univision services that infringe the claim below.  The chart is exemplary and should not be read to limit DISH’s claims against 

Univision to the products or services described below.  The chart should also not be read to limit DISH’s claims to the patent claim 

charted below.  Nor should the chart below be read to limit how the Univision App, Univision servers, and Univision services infringe 

the claim below.  DISH’s claims against Univision may change based on the proceeding in this case and based on discovery provided 

by Univision.   

 

Certain portions of the evidence below have been redacted.     
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 

15 15. A method for 

adaptive-rate content 

streaming videos for 

playback on a content 

player on an end user 

station, the method 

comprising: 

The Univision servers perform a method adaptive-rate content streaming videos for playback on the 

Univision App.  The Univision App is a content player that obtains streams of selected video 

program for playback from the Univision servers.  The screenshots in this chart are from the 

Univision App running on a PC Firefox browser.   

 

The main menu of the Univision App after logging in: 

 

 
 

As described in greater detail below, the Univision App executes a method to play back live 

streaming and VOD programming over a network connection.   

 

 receiving a selected 

one of the videos for 

generating streamlets 

for adaptive-rate 

content streaming; 

and 

The Univision servers receive a selected one of the videos for generating streamlets for adaptive-rate 

content streaming. 

 

The Univision App, based on user input, requests a stream of a selected video program via a network 

connection to a Univision server. 
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A user uses the on-screen guide to select a channel for streaming.  First, the user selects “Live TV” 

from the Univision App main screen shown above. 

 

The Univision App offers both streaming of current Univision programming and VOD selections.  

 

The live streaming selection is shown by the “What’s On Now” menu, or the “Live TV” link at the 

top of the page: 

 

 
 

 

 creating a plurality of 

different copies of 

the same selected 

video, wherein each 

of the different 

copies is encoded at a 

different bit rate and 

is divided into a 

plurality of 

The Univision servers create a plurality of different copies of the same selected video.  Each of the 

different copies created by the Univision server is encoded at a different bit rate and is divided into a 

plurality of streamlets that collectively store data to playback the entire video but that individually 

store data to playback only a portion that starts at a unique time index and whose duration is less 

than the entire duration of the selected video. 

 

When the Univision App accesses a selected channel, it requests and receives a playlist file from the 

Univision server that shows the available versions of the channel at different resolutions.  For 

example, a user navigates the menu above to select “Live TV” in the menu above and selects the 
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streamlets that 

collectively store 

data to playback the 

entire video but that 

individually store 

data to playback only 

a portion that starts at 

a unique time index 

and whose duration is 

less than the entire 

duration of the 

selected video, 

stream of “El Gordo y La Flaca” as the “selected video program.”   

 

The Univision App makes an HTTPS GET request to univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.neulion.com for a 

master playlist named “univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8” that specifies the available streams and 

provides links to the playlists for those streams.  

 

The Univision server returns the following playlist named “univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8”: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=800000 

univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8?x-b=800000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=400000 

univision_east_hd_400_pc.m3u8?x-b=400000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=1200000 

univision_east_hd_1200_pc.m3u8?x-b=1200000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=1600000 

univision_east_hd_1600_pc.m3u8?x-b=1600000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-
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c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=3000000 

univision_east_hd_3000_pc.m3u8?x-b=3000000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=4500000 

univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8?x-b=4500000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8 

 

This is a master playlist file according to the HLS specification.
1
  The master playlist shows six 

versions of the stream at the following bandwidths:   

 800000 (Referred to herein as “800 Bandwidth”) 

 400000 (Referred to herein as “400 Bandwidth”) 

 1200000 (Referred to herein as “1200 Bandwidth”) 

 1600000 (Referred to herein as “1600 Bandwidth”) 

 3000000 (Referred to herein as “3000 Bandwidth”) 

 4500000 (Referred to herein as “4500 Bandwidth”) 

 

                                                 
1
 RFC 8216 (HLS Live Streaming), Section 4.3.4 (Master Playlist Tags). 
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For each of these versions, the master playlist provides a link to a playlist for the specified version of 

the selected video program at a particular bandwidth and resolution.  

 

The Univision App initially selects the 800 Bandwidth version of the stream and makes a request to 

univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.neulion.com for the corresponding variant playlist file named 

“univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8.”  The server returns the file with the following contents: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_800/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=86c127a7cebe3eaf0e1a6a3eb06fcab6",IV=0x8C675584560D97EC2C646

1F7C9BDB561 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201130.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201140.ts 
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Filename:  univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8 

 

As noted above, is an HLS playlist.  Each line in the file “univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8” that 

begins with “#EXTINF” specifies the length of the segments in seconds.  The line below the 

#EXTINF file is the location of the video file.  The Univision App uses HTTPS GETs to request and 

retrieve the segments of the encoded live stream specified in the file above.  The video files are at 

neunlds134dal.akamaized.net.   

 

The Univision App makes the request for 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_8

00_20180725201110.ts and plays back the file to begin streaming the selected program.  

 

The Univision App initially starts with the 800 Bandwidth low resolution version, but on a high-

bandwidth connection quickly switches up to the 4500 Bandwidth version (see, for example, 

retrieval of univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts).  

 

Below is an exemplary .m3u8 file retrieved during the test for the highest resolution 4500 Bandwidth 

version of the video. 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2

AC104FBA13EB5B 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201050.ts 
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#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 

 

As long as the viewer stays on the channel and the bandwidth is adequate, the Univision App will 

continue to request and receive the chosen playlist for the current resolution.  A subsequently 

retrieved playlist’s contents are shown below: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:11:10Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245797 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2

AC104FBA13EB5B 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 
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#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201200.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 playlist 

 

The last video segments “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts”, and 

“univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts”, and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201200” 

are new additions since the last playlist file was retrieved by the Univision App.  The Univision App 

continues to request, receive, and playback successive video files to show the program.   

 

Before the Univision server encodes each of the .ts files, the contents of those files are raw 

streamlets.  Collectively, the raw streamlet store data to playback the entire video (the selected video 

program).  

 

 wherein the time 

indexes of the 

streamlets are the 

same for the different 

copies such that 

streamlets with the 

same time indexes 

form the different 

copies independently 

The time indexes of the streamlets are the same for the different copies such that streamlets with the 

same time indexes form the different copies independently yield the same portions of the selected 

video. 

 

The Univision server encodes the streamlets of the selected video program, “El Gordo y La Flaca,” 

such that the different bandwidth versions to generate a set of encoded streamlets for the supported 

bitrates.   

 

As described above with respect to the playlist.m3u8 manifest file, the versions of the selected video 
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yield the same 

portions of the 

selected video, and  

program stream have different bandwidths and resolutions.  Two different bandwidth chunklists are 

discussed below.  Each of the segments is a portion of the selected video, where the selected video is 

the entire program being sent on the selected channel.  

 

An exemplary .m3u8 file retrieved during the test for the highest resolution 800 Bandwidth version 

of the video. 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_800/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=86c127a7cebe3eaf0e1a6a3eb06fcab6",IV=0x8C675584560D97EC2C646

1F7C9BDB561 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201130.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201140.ts 
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Filename:  univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8 

 

An exemplary .m3u8 file retrieved during the test for the highest resolution 4500 Bandwidth version 

of the video. 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2

AC104FBA13EB5B 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 
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The Univision server provides files with similar file names (for example, here, 

“univision_east_hd_800_20180725201130.ts” and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts”) 

in the same directory (here, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/) corresponding to 

separate resolution versions of the same segment.   

 

The Univision servers generate, for each of said raw streamlets, a set include an encoded streamlet 

for each bitrate supported by the multi-bitrate content streaming. 

 

 wherein each of the 

streamlets of each of 

the pluralities is a 

separate content file 

that is independently 

playable by the end 

user station to 

thereby allow the end 

user station to initiate 

shifts in playback 

quality during 

streaming of the 

selected video 

through requests for 

separate content files 

storing different 

playback qualities of 

the encoded 

streamlets for 

subsequent ones of 

the time indexes. 

Each of the streamlets of each of the pluralities is a separate content file that is independently 

playable by the Univision App.  The Univision App initiates shifts in playback quality during 

streaming of the selected video through requests for separate content files storing different playback 

qualities of the encoded streamlets for subsequent ones of the time indexes. 

 

Different resolutions of the program were requested and displayed by the Univision App when the 

bandwidth to the computer was limited to force adaptation to a lower bit rate version of the program.  

The Univision App plays segments at any of the six bandwidths and resolutions, and the segments 

can be played independently.  That is, a 4500 Bandwidth segment may be played immediately after 

an 800 Bandwidth segment.   

 

When the Univision App runs at full bandwidth, the Univision App transitions from the low-bitrate 

version of the video (the 800 Bandwidth version) to the high-bitrate version of the video (the 4500 

Bandwidth version).  Between these two segments, the Univision App requests and receives a 4500 

Bandwidth chunklist (the “univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8”) of the video: 

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_800_20180725201120.ts 

GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.

neulion.com 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_pc.m3u8?x-b=4500000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9
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c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d

c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi

on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201130.ts  

 

 

As demonstrated above, the Univision App requests and receives the higher resolution encoded files 

after initially requesting a lower resolution encoded file.  In this way, the Univision App shifts 

between the different bit rates during streaming of the single video.   

 

These shift takes place at time indexes.  For example, the Univision App requested the low 

bandwidth version of the univision_east_hd_800_20180725201120.ts segment file and the high 

bandwidth version of the univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts segment file. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

 

EXHIBIT H 
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U.S. Patent No. 9,071,668 to Univision 

 

 

The following claim chart shows exemplary aspects of the Univision Now Application (“Univision App”), Univision servers, and 

Univision services that infringe the claim below.  The chart is exemplary and should not be read to limit DISH’s claims against 

Univision to the products or services described below.  The chart should also not be read to limit DISH’s claims to the patent claim 

charted below.  Nor should the chart below be read to limit how the Univision App, Univision servers, and Univision services infringe 

the claim below.  DISH’s claims against Univision may change based on the proceeding in this case and based on discovery provided 

by Univision.   
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Claim Claim Limitation Example Infringement Evidence 

16 16. A method 

executable by a 

content player on an 

end user device to 

obtain a stream of a 

selected video 

program for playback 

by the content player, 

the method 

comprising: 

 

The Univision App is a content player that obtains streams of selected video program for playback.  

The screenshots in this chart are from the Univision App running on a PC Firefox browser.   

 

The main menu of the Univision App after logging in: 

 

 
 

The Univision App offers both streaming of current Univision programming and VOD selections.  

 

The live streaming selection is shown by the “What’s On Now” menu, or the “Live TV” link at the 

top of the page: 
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As described in greater detail below, the Univision App executes a method to play back live 

streaming and VOD programming over a network connection.   

 

 requesting the stream 

of the selected video 

program via a 

network connection 

to a video server,  

The Univision App requests a stream of a “selected video program via a network connection to a 

video server. “ 

 

A user navigates the menu above to select “Live TV” in the menu above. The stream of “El Gordo 

y La Flaca” is the “selected video program.”   

 

The Univision App makes an HTTPS GET request to univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.neulion.com for a 

master playlist named “univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8” that specifies the available streams and 

provides links to the playlists for those streams.  

 

The server returns the following playlist named “univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8”: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=800000 
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univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8?x-b=800000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=400000 

univision_east_hd_400_pc.m3u8?x-b=400000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=1200000 

univision_east_hd_1200_pc.m3u8?x-b=1200000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=1600000 

univision_east_hd_1600_pc.m3u8?x-b=1600000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=3000000 

univision_east_hd_3000_pc.m3u8?x-b=3000000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 
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#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=4500000 

univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8?x-b=4500000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d8

5fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&pro

f=univision_live_html5 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8 

 

This is a master playlist file according to the HLS specification.
1
  The master playlist shows that 

there are six versions of the stream at the following bandwidths:   

 800000 (Referred to herein as “800 Bandwidth”) 

 400000 (Referred to herein as “400 Bandwidth”) 

 1200000 (Referred to herein as “1200 Bandwidth”) 

 1600000 (Referred to herein as “1600 Bandwidth”) 

 3000000 (Referred to herein as “3000 Bandwidth”) 

 4500000 (Referred to herein as “4500 Bandwidth”) 

 

For each of these versions, the master playlist provides a link to a playlist for the specified version of 

the selected video program at a particular bandwidth and resolution, which is called a “variant” in 

HLS.   

 

For this test, the Univision App initially selects the 800 Bandwidth version of the stream and makes 

a request to univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.neulion.com for the corresponding variant playlist file named 

“univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8.”  The server returns the variant playlist with the following 

contents: 

 

#EXTM3U 

                                                 
1
 RFC 8216 (HLS Live Streaming), Section 4.3.4 (Master Playlist Tags). 
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#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_800/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=86c127a7cebe3eaf0e1a6a3eb06fcab6",IV=0x8C675584560D97EC2C64

61F7C9BDB561 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201130.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201140.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8 

 

As noted above, the file “univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8” is an HLS variant playlist.  Each line 

that begins with “#EXTINF” specifies the length of the segments in seconds.  The line below the 

#EXTINF file is the location of the video file.  The Univision App uses HTTPS GETs to request and 

retrieve the segments of the encoded live stream specified in the file above.  The video files are at 

neunlds134dal.akamaized.net.   
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The Univision App makes the request for 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_8

00_20180725201110.ts and plays back the file to begin streaming the selected program.  

 

The Univision App initially starts with the 800 Bandwidth low resolution version, but on a high-

bandwidth connection quickly switches up to the 4500 Bandwidth version (see, for example, 

retrieval of univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts).  

 

Below is an exemplary variant playlist file retrieved during the test for the highest resolution 4500 

Bandwidth version of the video. 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2

AC104FBA13EB5B 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 
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https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 

 

As long as the viewer stays on the channel and the bandwidth is adequate, the Univision App will 

continue to request and receive the chosen playlist for the current resolution.  The Univision server 

updates the variant file to indicate what the Univision App should retrieve and playback next.  A 

subsequently retrieved variant playlist’s contents are shown below: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:11:10Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245797 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2

AC104FBA13EB5B 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
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ast_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201200.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 playlist 

 

The last video segments “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts”, and 

“univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts”, and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201200” 

are new additions since the last playlist file was retrieved by the Univision App.  The Univision App 

continues to request, receive, and playback successive video files to show the program.   

 

 wherein the video 

server accesses a 

plurality of different 

copies of the same 

selected video each 

encoded at a different 

bit rate and each 

divided into a 

plurality of segments 

that collectively store 

data to playback the 

entire video but that 

individually store 

data to playback only 

a portion that starts at 

a unique time index 

and whose duration is 

less than the entire 

playback duration of 

the selected video,  

The Univision servers access a plurality of versions of the same selected video program encoded at 

different bit rates, based on requests from the Univision App.  Each of the versions of the selected 

video program are encoded at a different bit rate and each divided into a plurality of segments that 

collectively store data to playback the entire video but that individually store data to playback only a 

portion that starts at a unique time index and whose duration is less than the entire playback duration 

of the selected video.   

 

The playlists from the Univision servers provide the contents of a “stream.”  The playlist shows 

which segments will be retrieved and loaded over time.   When the bandwidth changed, the playlists 

show that the Univision video server has video segment files with similar names that are referenced 

in playlists for different resolutions.   

 

Compare a received playlist for two different bit rates with the following contents: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn
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ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_800/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=86c127a7cebe3eaf0e1a6a3eb06fcab6",IV=0x8C675584560D97EC2C64

61F7C9BDB561 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201130.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_800_20180725201140.ts  

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8 

 

The segments for the 800 Bandwidth version of the stream begin with the filename 

“univision_east_hd_800_” (referred to herein as the “800 Identifier”).  Compare the 800 

Bandwidth version of the stream with the files in the 4500 Bandwidth version of the stream. 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-
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128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2

AC104FBA13EB5B 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 

 

The segments for the 4500 Bandwidth version begin with the filename “univision_east_hd_4500_” 

(referred to herein as the “4500 Identifier.”) 

  

These two playlists refer to segments with identical filenames and identical lengths (in seconds) with 

two different prefixes.  In particular, files with names containing “20180725201050.ts,” 

“20180725201100.ts,” “20180725201110.ts,” and “20180725201120.ts” (after the 800 Identifier 

and 4500 Identifier), are all 10 seconds in length and are available for both bandwidths (and 

corresponding resolutions and bit rates). 

 

The Univision servers access the various versions of the segments with different bandwidths and 

different resolutions based on requests from the Univision App.  The 800 Bandwidth version of the 

segments of the program are encoded and stored with a prefix of “univision_east_hd_800_” and the 
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4500 Bandwidth version of the segments of the program are stored with a prefix of 

“univision_east_hd_4500_.”  These versions have different bit rates.  The identical segments of the 

filenames after the 800 Identifier and 4500 Identifier demonstrate that these segments are copies of 

the same video.  The 10 second segments’ lengths demonstrate that they are shorter than the length 

of the selected program (the show airing on Univision East).   

 

 wherein the time 

indexes of the 

segments are the 

same for the different 

copies such that the 

segments with the 

same time indexes 

from the different 

copies independently 

yield the same 

portions of the 

selected video,  

The time indexes of the segments are the same for the different copies such that the segments with 

the same time indexes from the different copies independently yield the same portions of the 

selected video.  Each of the copies, when played back by the Univision App, yields the same 

portions of the selected video.   

 

A received playlist for the 1600 Bandwidth version has the following contents: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:31:33Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245929 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_1600/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=140e8dc7ef6c4bcd603e3ec1378a0266",IV=0xE97C12A3AE6BB88448F

90DE80FFCE7E8 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_1600_20180725203130.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_1600_20180725203140.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_1600_20180725203150.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e
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ast_hd_1600_20180725203200.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_1600_20180725203210.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_1600_20180725203220.tshttps://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/

univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_1600_20180725203140.tsFilename:  

univision_east_hd_1600_pc.m3u8 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_1600_pc.m3u8 

 

The segments for the 1600 Bandwidth version of the stream begin with the filename 

“univision_east_hd_1600_.” 

 

A close-in-time playlist for the 4500 Bandwidth Version has the following contents: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:31:53Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245931 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionn

ow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2

AC104FBA13EB5B 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725203150.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725203200.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 
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https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725203210.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725203220.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725203230.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_e

ast_hd_4500_20180725203240.ts  

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 

 

The segments for the 4500 Bandwidth version of the stream begin the filename 

“univision_east_hd_4500_.”   

  

These two playlists refer to segments with similar filenames and identical lengths (in seconds) in the 

same directory, with each set of segments being identified by the 800 Identifier or the 4500 

Identifier.  In particular, filenames prepended with the 800 Identifier and 4500 Identifier, 

20180725203200.ts, 20180725203210.ts, and 20180725203220.ts, are all 10 seconds in length and 

are available for both resolutions. 

 

 and wherein each of 

the segments of each 

of the pluralities is a 

separate content file 

that is independently 

playable by the end 

user device,  

Each of the versions of the encoded segment is a separate content file that is playable by the 

Univision App.  During testing, different resolutions of the program were requested and displayed 

by the Univision App when the bandwidth to the computer was limited to force adaptation to a lower 

bit rate version of the program.  The Univision App plays segments at any of the six bandwidths and 

resolutions, and the segments can be played independently.  For example, a 4500 Bandwidth 

segment may be played immediately after a 800 Bandwidth segment.   

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_800_20180725201120.ts 
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GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.

neulion.com 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_pc.m3u8?x-b=4500000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9

c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d

c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi

on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201130.ts  

 

The Univision App runs on an end user device (for example, a laptop, tablet, phone, or STB).   

 

 wherein the 

requesting comprises 

the content player 

placing, for a set of 

sequential ones of the 

time indexes, 

segment requests 

over the network 

connection to the 

video server to 

thereby retrieve the 

separate segments 

from at least one of 

the different copies 

storing the portions 

of the single video 

according to the set 

of time indexes; 

The Univision App makes requests for sequential segments of the stream (according to the variant 

file) for the current channel over the network connection.  The requests are sent to the Univision 

server and the Univision server responds with the requested segment.  

 

Below is an excerpt of the Firefox “Sequence” listing showing the Univision App requesting and 

receiving three sequential segments of the program:  20180725201140.ts, 20180725201150.ts, and 

20180725201200.ts.   

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201140.ts  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201150.ts 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201200.ts 
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 receiving the separate 

segments from the 

video server at the 

content player via the 

network connection; 

and 

 

The Univision App receives the separate requested segments from the Univision video server via the 

network connection.  

 

Below is an excerpt of the Firefox sequence listing showing the Univision App requesting and 

receiving three sequential segments of the program:  

“univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts,” “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts,” 

and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201200.ts.” 

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201140.ts  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201150.ts 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201200.ts 

 

 

 adapting subsequent 

segment requests 

placed by the content 

player to the video 

server based upon 

successive 

determinations by the 

content player to shift 

the playback quality 

to a higher or lower 

quality one of the 

different copies of the 

same selected video, 

wherein the shifts in 

As part of the testing, the computer running the Univision App connected to the Internet though the 

Firefox browser.  In order to demonstrate the bandwidth adaptation, the throttling feature of the 

Firefox browser was used to limit the Univision App’s bandwidth to approximate DSL speeds, and 

then the throttling setting was removed. 

 

When the bandwidth for the Univision App is reduced, the Univision App engages in adaptation to 

request a lower bit rate version of the content at the next time index.  Recall from the discussion 

about the playlist.m3u8 file that the variant playlists and segments are stored with different prefixes 

as part of the filename, based on the resolution and bandwidth.   

 

Bandwidth Playlist Filename 

800000 univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8 

400000 univision_east_hd_400_pc.m3u8 

1200000 univision_east_hd_1200_pc.m3u8 
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playback quality 

occur at the time 

indexes. 

 

1600000 univision_east_hd_1600_pc.m3u8 

3000000 univision_east_hd_3000_pc.m3u8 

4500000 univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 

 

The chosen resolution of the Univision App can be determined based on which playlist and 

associated segments of media are retrieved.  A portion of the Firefox sequence listing shows 

requested and retrieved files just prior to and just after bandwidth was constrained is shown below. 

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725210830.ts  

GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.

neulion.com 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_1600_pc.m3u8?x-b=1600000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9

c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d

c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi

on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5 

GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.

neulion.com 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_800_pc.m3u8?x-b=800000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9

c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d

c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi

on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_800_20180725210840.ts  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize /nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
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d.net d_1600_20180725210850.ts 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_1600_20180725210900.ts  

 

As demonstrated above, the Univision App requests and receives the lower resolution encoded files 

while the bandwidth is constrained.  In this way, the Univision App adapts subsequent segment 

requests based on a determination to shift the playback to a higher or lower quality encoding.   

 

These shifts take place at time indices.  For example, the Univision App requested and played back 

the 4500 Bandwidth of 20180725210830.ts, then the 800 Bandwidth version of 20180725210840.ts, 

and then the 1600 Bandwidth version of the 20180725210850.ts and 20180725210900.ts segments.   

 

 



 

 

 

  

 

EXHIBIT I 
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U.S. Patent No. 9,407,564 to Univision 

 

 

The following claim chart shows exemplary aspects of the Univision Now Application (“Univision App”), Univision servers, and 

Univision services that infringe the claim below.  The chart is exemplary and should not be read to limit DISH’s claims against 

Univision to the products or services described below.  The chart should also not be read to limit DISH’s claims to the patent claim 

charted below.  Nor should the chart below be read to limit how the Univision App, Univision servers, and Univision services infringe 

the claim below.  DISH’s claims against Univision may change based on the proceeding in this case and based on discovery provided 

by Univision.   
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8 8. A method 

executable by an end 

user station to present 

rate-adaptive streams 

received via at least 

one transmission 

control protocol 

(TCP) connection 

with a server over a 

network, the method 

comprising; 

The Univision App is an executable application that may be executed on an end user station that obtains 

streams of selected video program for playback.  The screenshots in this chart are from the Univision 

App running on a PC Firefox browser.   

 

The main menu of the Univision App after logging in: 

 

 
 

The Univision App offers both streaming of current Univision programming and VOD selections.  

 

The live streaming selection is shown by the “What’s On Now” menu, or the “Live TV” link at the top 

of the page: 
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As demonstrated in greater detail below, the Univision App presents rate-adaptive streams over a TCP 

connection with a server over a network.  

 

 streaming, by a media 

player operating on 

the end user station, a 

video from the server 

via the at least one 

TCP connection over 

the network,  

The Univision App streams video from the server via the at least one TCP connection over the network. 

 

A user navigates the menu above to select “Live TV” in the menu above. The stream of “El Gordo y La 

Flaca” is the “selected video program.”   

 

The Univision App makes an HTTPS GET request to univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.neulion.com for a 

master playlist named “univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8” that specifies the available streams and provides 

links to the playlists for those streams.  

 

The server returns the following playlist named “univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8”: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=800000 

univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8?x-b=800000&x-i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-
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play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc2

3d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=u

nivision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=400000 

univision_east_hd_400_pc.m3u8?x-b=400000&x-i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc2

3d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=u

nivision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=1200000 

univision_east_hd_1200_pc.m3u8?x-b=1200000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc2

3d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=u

nivision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=1600000 

univision_east_hd_1600_pc.m3u8?x-b=1600000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc2

3d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=u

nivision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=3000000 

univision_east_hd_3000_pc.m3u8?x-b=3000000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc2

3d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=u

nivision_live_html5 

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=4500000 

univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8?x-b=4500000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9c45198&x-
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play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&dc=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc2

3d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univision_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=u

nivision_live_html5 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_pc.m3u8 

 

This is a master playlist file according to the HLS specification.
1
  The master playlist shows that there 

are six versions of the stream at the following bandwidths:   

 800000 (Referred to herein as “800 Bandwidth”) 

 400000 (Referred to herein as “400 Bandwidth”) 

 1200000 (Referred to herein as “1200 Bandwidth”) 

 1600000 (Referred to herein as “1600 Bandwidth”) 

 3000000 (Referred to herein as “3000 Bandwidth”) 

 4500000 (Referred to herein as “4500 Bandwidth”) 

 

For each of these versions, the master playlist provides a link to a playlist for the specified version of 

the selected video program at a particular bandwidth and resolution, which is called a “variant” in HLS.   

 

For this test, the Univision App initially selects the 800 Bandwidth version of the stream and makes a 

request to univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.neulion.com for the corresponding variant playlist file named 

“univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8.”  The server returns the file with the following contents: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionnow2/

univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_800/m3u8.key&x-

                                                 
1
 RFC 8216 (HLS Live Streaming), Section 4.3.4 (Master Playlist Tags). 
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play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=86c127a7cebe3eaf0e1a6a3eb06fcab6",IV=0x8C675584560D97EC2C6461F7

C9BDB561 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201130.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201140.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8 

 

As noted above, the file “univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8” is an HLS playlist.  Each line that begins 

with “#EXTINF” specifies the length of the segments in seconds.  The line below the #EXTINF file is 

the location of the video file.  The Univision App uses HTTPS GETs to request and retrieve the 

segments of the encoded live stream specified in the file above.   

 

The Univision App makes the request for 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_800_

20180725201110.ts and plays back the file to begin streaming the selected program.  

 

The Univision App initially starts with the 800 Bandwidth low resolution version, but on a high-

bandwidth connection quickly switches up to the 4500 Bandwidth version (see, for example, retrieval of 
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univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201130.ts).  

 

Below is an exemplary .m3u8 file retrieved during the test for the highest resolution 4500 Bandwidth 

version of the video. 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionnow2/

univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2AC1

04FBA13EB5B 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 

 

As long as the viewer stays on the channel and the bandwidth is adequate, the Univision App will 
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continue to request and receive the chosen playlist for the current resolution.  The Univision server 

updates the variant file to indicate what the Univision App should retrieve and playback next.  A 

subsequently retrieved playlist’s contents are shown below: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:11:10Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245797 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionnow2/

univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2AC1

04FBA13EB5B 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201140.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201150.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201200.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 playlist 
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The last video segments “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts”, and 

“univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts”, and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201200” are 

new additions since the last playlist file was retrieved by the Univision App.  The Univision App 

continues to request, receive, and playback successive video files to show the program.   

 

 wherein multiple 

different copies of the 

video encoded at 

different bit rates are 

stored as multiple 

sets of files on the 

server,  

The Univision servers store and access different copies of the video encoded at different bit rates, based 

on requests from the Univision App.   

 

The playlists from the Univision servers provide the contents of a “stream.”  The playlist shows which 

segments will be retrieved and loaded over time.   When the bandwidth changed, the playlists show that 

the Univision video server has video segment files with identical names that are referenced in playlists 

for different resolutions.   

 

Compare a received playlist for two different bit rates with the following contents: 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionnow2/

univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_800/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=86c127a7cebe3eaf0e1a6a3eb06fcab6",IV=0x8C675584560D97EC2C6461F7

C9BDB561 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201110.ts 
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#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201130.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_800_20180725201140.ts  

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8 

 

The segments for the 800 Bandwidth version of the stream begin with the filename 

“univision_east_hd_800_” (referred to herein as the “800 Identifier”).  Compare the 800 Bandwidth 

version of the stream with the files in the 4500 Bandwidth version of the stream. 

 

#EXTM3U 

#EXTM3U 

#EXT-X-VERSION:4 

#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:10 

#EXT-X-PROGRAM-DATE-TIME:2018-07-25T20:10:50Z 

#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:4245795 

#EXT-X-KEY:METHOD=AES-

128,URI="/key/nlsk3/nlsk4/hls/securekey?app=dal&id=134&ndks=1&url=/nlds/univisionnow2/

univision_east/as/live/univision_east_hd_4500/m3u8.key&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&hkst=9fd49b58d0d24a390b231d7a1b43d576",IV=0x015DF1436856D5A2D2AC1

04FBA13EB5B 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201050.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201100.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_
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hd_4500_20180725201110.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201120.ts 

#EXTINF:10, 

https://neunlds134dal.akamaized.net/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_

hd_4500_20180725201130.ts 

 

Filename:  univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 

 

The segments for the 4500 Bandwidth version begin with the filename “univision_east_hd_4500_” 

(referred to herein as the “4500 Identifier.”) 

  

These two playlists refer to segments with identical filenames and identical lengths (in seconds) with 

two different prefixes.  In particular, files with names containing “20180725201050.ts,” 

“20180725201100.ts,” “20180725201110.ts,” and “20180725201120.ts” (after the 800 Identifier and 

4500 Identifier), are all 10 seconds in length and are available for both bandwidths (and corresponding 

resolutions and bit rates). 

 

The Univision servers store and access the various versions of the segments with different bandwidths 

and different resolutions based on requests from the Univision App.  The 800 Bandwidth version of the 

segments of the program are encoded and stored with a prefix of “univision_east_hd_800_” and the 

4500 Bandwidth version of the segments of the program are stored with a prefix of 

“univision_east_hd_4500_.”  These versions have different bit rates.  The identical segments of the 

filenames after the 800 Identifier and 4500 Identifier demonstrate that these segments are copies of the 

same video.  The 10 second segments’ lengths demonstrate that they are shorter than the length of the 

selected program (the show airing on Univision East).   

 

The Univision servers therefore meet the claimed “multiple different copies of the video encoded at 

different bit rates are stored as multiple sets of files on the server” because: 

 the Univision servers (located at neunlds134dal.akamaized.net) store and access up to six 

different copies of the video (the six encoded bandwidths and resolutions available by HTTPS 

GET); 
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 the .ts files described above collectively store data to play back the entire video (the entire 

program being streamed) when each of the 10 second segments are played end-to-end; 

 

 wherein each of the 

files yields a different 

portion of the video 

on playback, 

Each of the files yields a different portion of the video on playback.  Below is an excerpt of the Firefox 

sequence listing showing the Univision App requesting and receiving three sequential segments of the 

program:  “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts,” 

“univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts,” and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201200.ts.”  

The portion of the filenames after the bandwidth identifier (e.g., “20180725201140.ts,” 

“20180725201150.ts,” and “20180725201200.ts”) yield different portions of the video on playback.  As 

discussed above, the Univision server has six versions of each of these files for each time index. 

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201140.ts  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201150.ts 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201200.ts 

 

 

 wherein the files 

across the different 

copies yield the same 

portions of the video 

on playback, and  

The files across the different copies yield the same portions of the video on playback by the Univision 

App.  As described above, each of the playlists includes links to files with the same video content at 

different resolutions. 

 wherein each of the 

files comprises a time 

index such that the 

files whose playback 

is the same portion of 

the video for each of 

the different copies 

Each of the files comprises a time index such that the files whose playback is the same portion of the 

video for each of the different copies have the same time index in relation to the beginning of the video. 

As described above, each of the playlists includes links to files with the same video content at different 

resolutions. Files corresponding to the same time index have the same names after the bandwidth 

identifier portion of the filename. 
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have the same time 

index in relation to 

the beginning of the 

video, and wherein 

the streaming 

comprises: 

 requesting by the 

media player a 

plurality of sequential 

files of one of the 

copies from the 

server based on the 

time indexes; 

The Univision App makes requests for sequential segments of the stream (according to the playlist files) 

for the current video over the network connection.  The requests are sent to the Univision server and the 

Univision server responds with the requested segment. 

 

Below is an excerpt of the Firefox sequence listing showing the Univision App requesting and receiving 

three sequential segments of the program:  “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts,” 

“univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts,” and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201200.ts.”  

The portion of the filenames after the bandwidth identifier (e.g., “20180725201140.ts,” 

“20180725201150.ts,” and “20180725201200.ts”) are separate segments for different time indexes.   

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201140.ts  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201150.ts 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201200.ts 

 

 

 automatically 

requesting by the 

media player from 

the server subsequent 

portions of the video 

by requesting for 

each such portion one 

The Univision App automatically requests subsequent portions of the video by requesting for each such 

portion one of the files from one of the copies dependent upon successive determinations by the media 

player to shift the playback quality to a higher or lower quality one of the different copies. 

 

Below is an excerpt of the Firefox sequence listing showing the Univision App requesting and receiving 

three sequential segments of the program:  “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201140.ts,” 

“univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201150.ts,” and “univision_east_hd_4500_20180725201200.ts.”  
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of the files from one 

of the copies 

dependent upon 

successive 

determinations by the 

media player to shift 

the playback quality 

to a higher or lower 

quality one of the 

different copies,  

The portion of the filenames after the bandwidth identifier (e.g., “20180725201140.ts,” 

“20180725201150.ts,” and “20180725201200.ts”) are separate segments for different time indexes.  As 

discussed above, the Univision server has six versions of each of these files for each time index.  Which 

version of the next segment to request is dependent upon a determination by the media player to shift 

the playback quality to a higher or lower quality. 

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201140.ts  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201150.ts 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725201200.ts 

 

 

 the automatically 

requesting including 

repeatedly generating 

a factor indicative of 

the current ability to 

sustain the streaming 

of the video using the 

files from different 

ones of the copies, 

wherein the factor 

relates to the 

performance of the 

network; and 

The Univision App repeatedly generates a factor indicative of the current ability to sustain the streaming 

of the video using the files from different ones of the copies, wherein the factor relates to the 

performance of the network. 

 

The generation factor indicative of the current ability to sustain streaming of the video using the files 

from different ones of the copies is demonstrated by testing where the bandwidth available to the 

Univision App is throttled. 

 

As part of the testing, the computer running the Univision App connected to the Internet though the 

Firefox browser.  In order to demonstrate the bandwidth adaptation, the throttling feature of the Firefox 

browser was used to limit the Univision App’s bandwidth to approximate DSL speeds, and then the 

throttling setting was removed. 

 

When the bandwidth for the Univision App is reduced, the Univision App engages in adaptation to 

request a lower bit rate version of the content at the next time index.  Recall from the discussion about 

the playlist.m3u8 file that the variant playlists and segments are stored with different prefixes as part of 

the filename, based on the resolution and bandwidth.   
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Bandwidth Playlist Filename 

800000 univision_east_hd_800_pc.m3u8 

400000 univision_east_hd_400_pc.m3u8 

1200000 univision_east_hd_1200_pc.m3u8 

1600000 univision_east_hd_1600_pc.m3u8 

3000000 univision_east_hd_3000_pc.m3u8 

4500000 univision_east_hd_4500_pc.m3u8 

 

The chosen resolution of the Univision App can be determined based on which playlist and associated 

segments of media are retrieved.  A portion of the Firefox sequence listing shows requested and 

retrieved files just prior to and just after bandwidth was constrained is shown below. 

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725210830.ts  

GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.

neulion.com 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_1600_pc.m3u8?x-b=1600000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9

c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d

c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi

on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5 

GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.

neulion.com 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_800_pc.m3u8?x-b=800000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9

c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d

c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-
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844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi

on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_800_20180725210840.ts  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_1600_20180725210850.ts 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_1600_20180725210900.ts  

 

As demonstrated above, the Univision App requests and receives the lower resolution encoded files 

while the bandwidth is constrained.  In this way, the Univision App adapts subsequent segment requests 

based on a determination to shift the playback to a higher or lower quality encoding.   

 

These shifts take place at time indices.  For example, the Univision App requested and played back the 

4500 Bandwidth of 20180725210830.ts, then the 800 Bandwidth version of 20180725210840.ts, and 

then the 1600 Bandwidth version of the 20180725210850.ts and 20180725210900.ts segments.   

 

 

 making the 

successive 

determinations to 

shift the playback 

quality based on the 

factor to achieve 

continuous playback 

of the video using the 

files of the highest 

quality one of the 

copies determined 

sustainable at that 

time,  

The Univision App makes successive determinations to shift the playback quality based on the factor to 

achieve continuous playback of the video using the files of the highest quality one of the copies 

determined sustainable at that time. The shift from the higher to lower version of the selected video 

demonstrates the determination to shift playback quality on the factor to achieve continuous playback of 

the video. 

 

As noted above, the Univision App shifts between playback quality based on a factor that includes, for 

example, bandwidth limitations to enable continuous playback of the video content. Further, the 

Univision App requests a lower (but not the lowest) quality content. Accordingly, the Univision App 

continues to request the highest quality content that is sustainable when doing so. 

 wherein the making The Univision App makes the successive determinations to shift comprises upshifting to a higher 
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the successive 

determinations to 

shift comprises 

upshifting to a higher 

quality one of the 

different copies when 

the at least one factor 

is greater than a first 

threshold and 

downshifting to a 

lower quality one of 

the different copies 

when the at least one 

factor is less than a 

second threshold; and 

quality one of the different copies when the at least one factor is greater than a first threshold and 

downshifting to a lower quality one of the different copies when the at least one factor is less than a 

second threshold. This is demonstrated by the Univision App shifting from the highest to mid quality 

version based on bandwidth constraints. 

 

For example, when the Univision App is allowed to run at the full bandwidth, the first version retrieved 

is the highest resolution the Univision App requested and played back the 4500 Bandwidth of 

20180725210830.ts. Once the bandwidth is throttled, the Univision App requested and played back the 

the 800 Bandwidth version of 20180725210840.ts. 

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_4500_20180725210830.ts  

GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.

neulion.com 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_1600_pc.m3u8?x-b=1600000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9

c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d

c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi

on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5 

GET univisionadsvr01v2.nlst.

neulion.com 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_800_pc.m3u8?x-b=800000&x-

i=d118292fb7379d90ed41b5783b409b21&x-

c=UNIVISIONNOW&ppid=267143a8793d41b89fd021eef9

c45198&x-

play=ec3f4368146f4d45bda7970ea32ddef2&nldsid=134&d

c=.dal&hst=62edee2360a9e0d85fc23d1b3a223134.-

844328504&csid=d.univisionnow_subscriber&caid=univisi

on_simulcast&nw=112214&prof=univision_live_html5 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize /nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h
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d.net d_800_20180725210840.ts  

 

Accordingly, the Univision App determines the performance ratio was less than a threshold value prior 

to requesting lower quality segments. 

 

As the example testing continued, the Univision App requested the 1600 Bandwidth version of the 

20180725210850.ts and 20180725210900.ts segments 

 

Method Host Path 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_800_20180725210840.ts  

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_1600_20180725210850.ts 

GET neunlds134dal.akamaize

d.net 

/nlds/univisionnow2/univision_east/as/live/univision_east_h

d_1600_20180725210900.ts  

 

Accordingly, the Univision App determines the performance ratio exceeds a second threshold value 

prior to requesting higher quality segments. 

 

 presenting the video 

by playing back the 

requested media files 

with the media player 

on the end user 

station in order of 

ascending playback 

time. 

The Univision App presents the video by playing back the requested media files with the media player 

on the end user station in order of ascending playback time. The Univision App plays back the 

requested .ts files in order of ascending playback time after they are retrieved. 

 

The Univision App receives the playlist file that lists the .ts files in order of ascending playback time 

and the Univision App requests those same .ts files in order of ascending playback time. Accordingly, 

the requested media files are played back by the Univision App in order of ascending playback time. 
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